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International Law and Custom
in Ancient India

INTRODUCTION

Eminent jurists and disinterested publicists regard

International Law as the product of modern European

culture. They do not deny that the ancients—by the

ancients they mean exclusively the Greeks and the

Romans—had a distinctive civilisation of their own ; but

obsessed with the Austinian conception of law they refuse

to believe that the constitution of ancient societies was at

all favourable for the development of a body of systematic

rules. Sir F. E. Smith, the Attorney-General of England,

in the most recently published book on International Law
L^ives the following testimonial to ancient societies :

" The constitution of ancient societies was little

favourable to the development of International Law.

Since states are its units, International Law can only

exist where a number of communities acknowledge a

mutual equality before the law and make common sub-

mission to its authority." Such conditions, says the great

lawyer, did not prevail amongst the nations of antiquity

in general. He rates the ancients—meaning of course the

Greeks and the Romans—because certain rules or customs

which guided the relations between people of cognate race

were not observed with regard to people outside that pale.

" For the most part a state of hostility characterized the

relationships between a nation and alien races. Might
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was regarded as right. Neither person, nor property was

considered sacred." 1

Kent, 2 in jiis Commentary on International Law held

the same view. Even the most civilized states amongst

the ancients, according to him, had no conception of the

moral obligations of humanity and justice between

nations, and that no such thing as International Law
obtained among them. Wheaton"' was no less disparaging

in his opinion concerning International Law in Greece.

"In the ancient world," says he, "the law of might was

universal that even Aristides the Just was guided by

state-interest rather than by justice." According to

Oppenheim, 4 the ancients could not possibly have any

regard for man as man, or for territorial rights; the

stranger was regarded by them as a spy and the normal

condition of things was war, during which everything was

permissible.

In the " well-considered " opinions of the above

jurists therefore, very little of a systematic body of rules

governing interstatal relationships could be looked for in

antiquity, even among the Greeks and the Romans who

have admittedly bequeathed a rich legacy of culture to

the modern European nations. International Law there-

fore, has until quite recently, been regarded as a tardy

offshoot of modern civilisation. Imbued with imperialis-

tic ideas, Hall 5 considers International Law as a 'favoured

monopoly ' of the European family of nations and he

regards with great complacence and philosophic

satisfaction, " the tendency which has shown itself of late

to conduct relations with states, which are outside the

sphere of International Law, to a certain extent in accord-

ance with its rules." " A tendency has also shown itself

on the part of such states to expect that European

V. K. Smitli : [liternational Law, p. I. - P. ll

Introduction, ' international Law, I. §87. ' International Law, p. 40.
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countries shall behave in conformity with the standard

which they have themselves set up."

Hall was obviously referring to the cases of China and

Japan. The case of India, stood on a different footing

as she was neither a sovereign state, nor a " civilised
"

state. Such a considerate publicist like Lawrence l would

regard the Indian troops as "semi-civilised or imperfectly

civilised troops " and he recommended their " use against

border tribes and in warfare with people of the same

degree of civilisation as themselves." To such people

saturated with the theory of the European origin of Inter-

national Law, the admission of India in I he peace con-

ference this year (1919) was regarded as either an "eye

wash," or as the legitimate exercise of the right of "self-

determination." The signing of the peace treaty by two

Indian agents of the Government of India—not the

accredited representatives of the people—was regarded by

most Indians "as a parting of the old ways," the herald

of a brighter dawn, when the westernised education of the

Indians would have a distinct though late recognition

by the civilised nations of the world. To them India was a

" Sad relic of departed worth,

Immortal, though no more, though fallen, great "

It is, however, the object of the present thesis to estab-

lish the apparently incredible fact that the ancient Indians

7s had a definite knowledge of the rules of International Law
according to which then regulated their international

conduct. Warfare was conducted according to such

customs and usages, and the rule of might and the doctrine

of state-necessity had no more elaborate applications

with them as with the ' moderners,' in their cynical dis-

regard of the rights of others as has been evidenced during

the last great world war, in the violation of Luxemburg,

and Belgium, in the compulsory enlistment of Greece,

1 Lawrence : International Law.
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after the violation of her neutrality, in the utter disregard

for all rules of civilised warfare and in the curtailment

of the rights of the non-combatants to the lowest limits.

The ancient Indians had two thousand years before a

Grotius, a Rachel or an Ayala recalled Europe to humanity,

propounded a body of rules governing the relations

between different states into which the continent of India

was generally divided.

Nor could we, in the face of modern researches,

attribute the rules of International Law solely to modern

European ingenuity, to modern European thought, to

modern European culture and to the powerful writings of

European jurists like Grotius, Rachel, Ayala, PuffendorfY,

Bynkershoeck or Vattel. We have a dim perception of

the rudiments of International Law in ancient Egypt.

To Mr. Petrie is due the undying gratitude of every

orientalist because of his discovery and interpretation of

what Ave now call the Tel-el-amarna and the Boghazkoy

inscriptions. They clearly prove the international con-

sciousness of ancient Egypt. Intercourse between Egypt

and the countries in Syria was maintained by diplomatic

agents ; hostages were demanded and kept and lastly, the

Egyptians entered into elaborate extradition treaties with

the Hittites for the protection of their national industries.

Mr. Martin 1 in his " Traces of International Law in

China " has pointed out the existence of International Law
in China long before the dawn of the Christian era.

Diplomatic agents maintained interstatal relationship in

China : they were immune from personal violence and the

sanction of religion was invoked to mitigate the rigours

of Chinese warfare.

Mr. Philipson has clearly established the existence of

International Law in ancient Greece. Apart from rules

relating to "naturalisation" and "aliens" the Greeks

1 History of Roman Law: Curtis Ed., * 181.
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had rules relating to hospitality, asylum, extradition, diplo-

matic agents and intervention. They firmly grasped the

principles of the theory of the Balance of Power and

actually used them in practice. They had also rules

relating to the declaration and cessation of hostilities, rules

relating to the treatment of combatants, to maritime

jurisdiction, embargo, blockade and neutrality. Similarly,

the Romans had a variety of international rules relating to

various topics dealt with by modern International Law

;

alliances, arbitral ion, naturalisation, extradition, immunity

of ambassadors, procedure and formalities in the conclusion

of treaties, right of asylum, treatment of enemy person

and enemy property. They had a clear cut conception of

protectorates and territorial sovereignty • thev knew the

position of hostages and the doctrine of post limiUiinm owes

its origin to them. With the gradual expansion of Rome,

all these rules of International Law were frequently vio-

lated till the Roman foreign policy was summed up in

one word— the triumph of expediency. The foreign policy

of the later Roman Republic and the Roman Empire

has been admirably described by Ortolan ' thus :—
" To sow discord among different nations in order to

array one against another—to assist the vanquished in

conquering the conqueror—to husband its own resources,

to use those of its allies to invade the territories of its

neighbours— to interfere in the disputes of other states, so

as to protect the weaker party and finally to subjugate

both—to wage unnecessary wars and prove itself stronger

in reverses than in success—to evade oaths and treaties

by subterfuge—to practise every kind of injustice

under the specious guise of equity—this was the

policy which gave Rome the sceptre of all Italy and

which was destined to secure for it that of the entire

known world.''

1 History of Roman Law : Curtis Ed., § 181.
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If Europe owes the invention of gunpowder to the

Saracens, it owes also its first systematic war code to

them. Thus precepts of kindness and chivalry abounded

in the Quoran and in the decisions of Mohammad and his

successors. There were injunctions against the making

use of incendiary projectiles, cutting trees belonging to

the enemy, intercepting his water-supply or poisoning

wells and water courses, while the killing of women"

and children or the insane and the mutilation of prisoners

without order was absolutely forbidden. Women and

minors of both sexes became the immediate property of

captors. The disposition of adult male persons was

reserved to the commander. They could be sent back,

released on ransom, exchanged or reduced to slavery.

The giving of food to the prisoners was compulsory, and

their torture was prohibited. Captured enemy property

became the property of the whole Mussalman community.

Booty could not be appropriated till after a fifth had been

taken from it for religious purposes. These rules were

very frequently violated in actual practice even by the

Saracens themselves : but the Turks Avho succeeded them

did not perceive the utility of observing any rules what-

soever in their dealings with non-Mussalnians and betrayed

their Turanian origin bv habitual disregard of them.

From what has been said above 1

, it would appear that

rules of International Law are not exclusively of Euro-

* pean origin. The rules of interstatal relationships followed

in ancient India were much more humane and much
more elaborate than the rules followed by all nations of

antiquity and even by nations of modern Europe down
perhaps to the time of the French Revolution.

The geographical configuration of India, her early

political development and her intellectual expansion all

point to the frequency of regularised interstatal relations.

(Jnlike Greeoe
s

the various states of India were not
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isolated from each other. Hills and dales were in plenty

in this vast continent of India, but they did not help the

development of autonomous city states as in ancient

Greece. Although city republics were in existence,

they did not form the ideal of political organization in

ancient India: on the contrary the country state was the

prevailing type of advanced political organisation. The

territories of these country states were contiguous to

each other and political development as well as commer-

cial intercourse necessitated the observance of a body

of rules governing such intercourse. India could not

therefore develop what is called in the case of Greece

" intermunicipal law." Her geography stood in her way.

The political development of the ancient Indians

also helped the growth of interstatal rules. The chief

accusation brought against the Indians has been their

utter lack of a perfected and lasting imperial organisation.

The idea of imperialism had no doubt ruled the minds of

men in India in the distant past long before the vista of a

vast imperial organisation was opened up to the Indian eye

by the invasion of the Persian Emperor Darius or the

Macedonian conqueror, Alexander the Great. But the

establishment of an empire in India was the exception

and not the rule. This lack of an imperial organisation

in India, however reproachful to the imperialistic school,

was helpful to the establishment of a body of rules, guid-

ing the conduct of states in their daily intercourse with

the other states, either in times of profound peace or in

anxious times of war. Behind this fortuitous concourse

of circumstances stood the ever present sanction of

Jsreligion or Dharma which differentiated modern Inter-

national Law from ancient International Law. Followers

of Austin have denied the title International Law to

rules based on religious sanction. They put their case

too high. All laws are not laws according to the positive
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theory of Austin. Thus Jenks in his "Law and Politics

in the Middle Ages " lias shown that in mediaeval times

there existed a body of rules propounded by merchant

guilds, by the Church, or based on feudal customs which

were laws but could not be regarded as " laws " according

to the Austinian sense of the term. If that is the case

with municipal law how very different would be the case

with International Law ? International Law has not ceased

to be law because admittedly up to the present day, it has

lacked the element of sanction, or coercion in cases of

infringement. Rules of International Law have been in

the past based on moral persuasion followed by physical

compulsion in cases of grave infringements. Xo common

superior has yet enforced the sanction of International Law,

though time alone can prove if the "Big Five" in the con-

templated League of Nations will be in a position to enforce

obedience by making huge sacrifices of accumulated inter-

ests, or whether national pride and national prejudices will

convert the league into a second Holy Alliance. Prophecy

is risky but the contracting units appear restive.

The ancient Hindus did not - lack in the idea of

the positive sanction of law but they preferred to base

the rules relating to interstatal relationship on Dharmq
or religion as the sheet anchor of common humanity.

They had no special code of International Law but as

will be seen later, their Dharmasastras and their Artha-

sastras lav down a bodv of rules guidinsr their interstatal

^relations under the title, Deshadharma. A careful study

of Niti was particularly recommended by the Arthasastras

as conducive to all-round prosperity. Thus, belief in the

efficacy of a Science of polity as a condition precedent to

progress leads to increased intercourse between states on

approved lines. Thus says Kautilya :
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True it is that the exponents of the theory of expe-

diency in ancient India declared :

rri^qd ^ftmre; w^*n*<i^^r ^rat I

But does not this doctrine of political morality contain

certain and universal truth ? In spite of the tangled mass

of rules of International Law, is there any respectable

state in Europe to-day which does not live in a perpetual

armed peace ? And where is that rule of International

Law which in the stern realm of i'aet concedes equality

of status to a tiny little state like Montenegro, or a rather

weak state like Servia, along with any of the " Big

Five"? The retention of Egypt by England, the sub-

ordinate treaty of alliance entered into with Persia,

Japan's persistent refusal to return Shantung to China are

forceful illustrations of the statement of Sukracharyya.

As observed before, International Law in ancient

India was based largely on religion and tacit consent but

in numerous treaties and alliances entered into by various

states, and in the developed conception of the Balance of

Power we have also express sanctions of International

Law. We have a definite idea of international con-

sciousness in Kautilya's Arthasastra. In a passage the

Vijigisu is advised to incite the " Circle of States" or

jf^^T (a theory which probably owes its origin to the

Arthasastra, VII. 18. Whoever is acquainted with the science of polity

should clearly observe the conditions of progress, deterioration, stagnation, reduction

and destruction, as well as the use of all hinds of strategic means. Whoever thus

knows the inter-dependence of the six kinds of policy plays at his pleasure with

kings, hound round, as it were, in chains skilfully devised by himself.

: Sukra, IV.. vii, 89: One should follow Xiii or moral rules so long as one' is

powerful. People remain friends till ilien ; -lust as the wind is the friend of tin*

burning lite.

2
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love of symbolism of the ancient Indians), to preserve

the balance of power againsl the overrapid growth of a

Madhyama King.

jpm^ 3T mcj^Twijci—"^frfHiitssr «>*w: srsfaf ^t failing

Although this international consciousness has for its

basis interests of a sordid types till the force of public

opinion is duly regarded by the Vijigisu or the conquer-

ing King in his dealings with the other states included

within the circle of states. Thus, if he thinks that the

circle of states would be enraged against a friendly state,

for giving up its "sovereign" slate, then the conquering

King should keep quiet :

grog ^u^^^m" ^fa r

If it is conceded that "laws" governed the relations

between different states, the further question arises

whether International Law in ancient India was a law

regulating the relation between states or the conduct

of Kings ? The answer to this question depends upon the

general character of ancient Indian monarchy. It has

been repeated many times that Grotius's Law of Nations

was a law regulating the conduct of princes while the

inestimable services of Yattel towards International Law
consisted in his advocacy of the rules of International

Law as guiding not princes but states in their mutual

dealings, as also in his presentation of a developed body

of rules relating to Neutrality. Hindu monarchy has

been sanctified by the halo of divinity but the Hindu

King could not at any time, like Charles I of England,

declare that Bea is Lew and not Lex is Ilex, nor could

1 Arthasastra. \ 11. L8 - ibid.
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he proclaim like Louis XIX at the height of his

power, " L'Stat res! inoi" Though divine origin was attri-

buted to hiiu, the [ndian monarch remained a mere

servant of the Community, " the first servant of the state"
;

unlike the Roman " imperator," he was to all intents and

purposes a trustee of the state. That was his position from

the time of the Atharvaveda to the days of Kautilya

when imperialism was at the noontide of its power and

a ruthless policy of conquest and further conquest was

urged upon the monarchs, by the Arthasastras. The

King had to take a coronation oath in which he had

to promise without mental reservation that he would see

to the prosperity of the country, look upon it as Brahma
and undertake to abide by all laws dictated by ethics

or not opposed by politics.

The conception of the King as a salaried official of

the state is an established truth according to Manu-
samhita, Sukracharyya and the Agnipurana.2 Even

an avowed imperialist like Kautilya recommended a

virtuous king to address his army just on the eve of a

battle thus :

"I am a paid servant like yourselves; this

country is to be enjoyed by me together with you
;

you have to strike the enemy specified by me." Tin's

1 Mahabharata : Santi-Raj, LXIX., 10G-107.

- Vide Carmichael Lect., Ill (b), 1918.

8 Arthasaprra. X . 3
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theory about the trusteeship of the monarch receives

further confirmation from the various theories about

the origin of the state—even the " social contract

theory " being clearly discernible in the Mahabharata,

the Agnipurana and the Arthasastra of Kantilya. Thus.

International Law in ancient India dealt not with the

princes alone but with the subjects of all states as well.

It is interesting to note here that in a voluminous disser-

tation, GrTotius argued against the view that sovereignty,

always and without exception, belonged to the people.

Just as an individual may give himself up to slavery,

he says, so may a people subject itself completely to one

or more persons. In certain cases such submission will

be advantageous. If it is objected that free men are not

articles ot commerce, Grotius replies that the liberty of

an individual is one thing and the liberty of the nation

of which he is a part another. According to Hindu

ideas on the other hand, the personality and the

sovereignty of the state stood for the personality and the

sovereignty of the prince.

A general outline of International Law and Custom in

ancient India has been attempted in the following pages.

It will be shown that rules of International Law in various

forms existed in ancient India. Admittedly, these rules

were not perfect, nor did they cover rules relating to such

important subjects as maritime warfare, blockade, law

relating to contraband, as well as rules of private Inter-

national Law relating to such important topics as

extradition, and naturalisation ; but the imperfections of

International Law in ancient India should not blind

one to the very fact of its existence. The translation

of the Code of Manu into various European languages has

led to the reluctant admission by some European writers

that mitigations of horrors in warfare were advocated by

the whole of the Aryan family of nations. To some authors
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like Philipson, the ideal of warfare set forth in Mann's

Code was not actually followed in practice and he therefore

condemned the ancient Indians to eternal perdition : their

conception was high, their practice was low. In the follow-

ing pages an attempt will he made to prove that practice

generally conformed to the ideal excepting when the

supreme need of the state overhore all moral considerations.

If protection of state interest can condemn a nation to

hell, then many nations of antiquity as well as of modern

times will find a safe abode in that dismal and uninviting

region.
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CHAPTER I

Sources of International Law

Interstatal relations owe the English title " Inter-

national Law " to Jeremy Bentham. Hugo Grotius called

his hook, " De jure belli ac pacis"; Puffendorff christened

his work, " De jure natural et gentium"; Balthazar Ayala

named his work, " De jure et officis Bellicis "; while

Vattel wrote on " the Law of Nations or the Principles

of Natural Law." Bentham in his " Introduction to the

Principles of Morals and Legislation " (1789) made the

following observation :

" The word ' International Law,' it must he acknow-

ledged, is a new one, though it is hoped sufficiently

analogous and intelligible. It is calculated to express

in a more significant way that branch of law which goes

by the name of the law of nations ; an appellation so

uncharacteristic that were it not for the force of custom,

it would apply rather to internal jurisprudence. The

Chancellor D'Aguesseau has already made, I find, a

similar remark : he says that what is commonly called

droit des gens ought rather to be termed droit centre

lev yens" (XVII, 25). The Hindus gave no special name

to the science of interstatal relations or the modern

science of International Law. They were firm believers

in " Demdharma" they knew that a regulative science of

r international rules alone could accelerate interstatal inter-

course and consequently internal prosperity ; but the rules

of international law according to their ideas had a better

place in a science of polity, directing the activities of the

sovereign of a sovereign state rather than in a separate

treatise like the Consolato del Mare of the mediaeval

asjes.
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THe four " eternal divisions of knowledge'
3

according

to the Arthasastrcs, "weve.Anoikshikee, Truijee, Varta

and DatidamU,' 91 paving the way to happiness. Some of

the great thinkers went so far as to assert that Daudaniti

was the sole'
2 source of knowledge and within this

Dandaniti were included the rules and customs governing

international intercourse and interstatal relations.

International Law in ancient as well as in modern

times is based upon the sociability of the human nature

directed by specific human needs and interests. The

guiding motive of International Law, looked at from this

point of vicw^is the utility or the satisfaction ofcollcctive

needs and interests of states AvliHlher intellectual, moral

or material. This theory of utility has been very

forcefully brought out by the Agnipttrana
;

3 " No king

becomes a friend or foe without sufficient cause, or with-

out a due regard to his own interests for the sake of

amity or discord." This then is the basis or foundation

of International Law.

Writers frequently confuse the sources of Inter-

national Law Avith its basis or foundation on the one hand

and the evidences or witnesses to its existence on the

other. 4

The primary sources of International Law, according

to modern jurists are (1) custom based on tacit consent

' & - Kamandaka,_§ ii, •">.

1 Agnipnrana, CCXXXIII, 2a

Cf. also Story (Conflict of Laws, § 35) on p. 02 and Bentham's Works, VIII., 538.

For example, Westlake (I., 14-lo) makes '•custom and reason," the two sources

of International Law He contuses one of its sources with a means of inter-

pretation. And Oppenheim (I., n. 22) justly remarks that " reason is a means of inter-

preting law_. but it cannot be called into existence."
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and imitation ;' (2) conventions or express agreements by

means of treaties of an international character. The

ancient Hindus understood the first source by Desadhi-

dharma or Dhanna, in general, for example, Sukraeharyya

defines Desadharma as " custom which may or may
not owe its origin to the Srutis but is always followed

by the people in different climes"'-' . . . Various meanings

have been attached to the expression Dhanna. Dhamma-
pada was so bewildered with their vastness and complexity

that he exclaimed, " for those that are enveloped there

is gloom, for those that do not see, there is darkness,

and for the good it is manifest, for those that see then-

is light ; even being near those that are ignorant of the

way and the Dhanna do not discern anything." ; One

thing at any rate is certain : that from the time of

the Rigveda onward, Dhanna meant both " Law " and
" custom." 1

The well-known definition of Dharma given in the

Rajadharma-Prakaran of the Santiparva of the Malm-

bharata bears repetition :
" No one in discoursing on

righteousness can indicate it accurately. Righteousness

was declared for the advancement and growth of all

creatures. Therefore that which leads to advancement

and growth is Righteousness. Righteousness was declared

for restraining creatures from injuring one another.

Therefore that is Righteousness which prevents injury

to creatures. Righteousness is so called because it

upholds all creatures. Therefore that is Righteousness

1 Pollock: Sources of International Law, 2 Col. L. R. (1902), 511-24. Fomeroy,

§s ari.46.

- Sukia, IV., iii.. 64.

3 The S. U.K. X (ii), 144.

' McDonald and Keii.li : Vcdic Index.
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which is capable of upholding- all creatures. Some say

that Righteousness consists in what lias been inculcated

in the Snttis. Others do not agree to this. I do not

censure them that, say so. Everything again has not been

laid down in the Srittis."
1

No student of Indian antiquity has yet suggested this

all-embracing definition of Dharma to be a subsequent

interpolation and it very forcibly points out that Dharma
or custom is indeed the basis of all righteousness whether

in the dealings of a man towards his fellowmen or that

of one sovereign state towards another sovereign state.

Thus, the ancient Hindus recognized the truth of the

well-known maxim of Pindar " that custom is the king

of all things." 3

The second primary source of International Law has

been stated as conventions or express agreements by

means of treaties of an international character. Unfor-

tunately for us, like the treaty of an international

character between Rameses II, King of Egypt (" the

' Mahabharata, Santi-Raj, CIX., 8-13, Pratap Hay's translation.

^t rnfq *i<3ng' rT^'Ul^ sq^??fa II

RS^nsrra »jfTHt *f%re^ am i

"^f?*ii s^wtwit *?M ^t flfa: i

^fl^S^SWsJW^T *fk*Ff^ II

3uin 3*33*1 ^r ^3 ^^m*r: 11

-^far-re^ %?it tiaraft vrgif*rqa?rf^ i

«n sn?r#*n*ipT: sW ifer f*m: 11

- Attributed to Pindar by Herodotos, Bk. III., 38 (vo//,ov iravruv jSaoiAta),
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Pharaoh who knew not Joseph ") ] and Khitasir, the King

of the Hittites, we have no treaty of an international

character in ancient India) We have various kinds of

treaties defined and classified in the Arthasastras between

the sovereign states of a mandala, we have instances

of treaties or alliances and intercourse with foreigners,

e.g., Selukos Nikator, Antiochos Soter, Ptolemy Phila-

delphos, but they do not bequeath to us treaties with

the stamp of International Law. Probably the ancient

Hindus trusted too much to custom and probably they

looked upon Dharma with the eyes of an ancient Hellene

towards " the law of Nature." Thus Aristotle says :

" Customary laws have intrinsically more force, and

pertain to more important matters than written laws; and

that a man may well be a safer ruler than the Avritten

laws, but not safer than the customary law." 2 Thus

when Creon accused Antigone of breaking the laws of

the state, she replied that those laws were not ordained

by Zeus, or by Justice who dwells with the Gods below

:

Cr. Now, tell me thou—not in many words, but briefly

—

knewest thou that an (.'diet had forbidden this ?

An. I knew it ; could I help it? It was politic. ,

Cr. And thou didst indeed dare to transgress that law?

An. Yes; for it was not Zeus that had published me that

edict; not such art; the laws set among men by the

Justice who dwells with the (Jed; below; nor deemed

I that thy decrees were of such force, that a mortal

could override the unwritten and the unfailing

1 Brugsch : Egypt under the Pharaohs, Vol. II, pp. 71-76.

Petrie : History of Egypt.

See Breasted : Records of Ancient Egyptian History.

9 Politics, III., 1G-0, 'tri KvpiUTfpoi koi 7r€p( KUptWTtfiuiv Kara ypa/xfxara yo/xwu oi

Kara ra tOr) (t'lriu, 'wot' ei' tcou Kara ypa/j./jLata 'avOpaiiruS
:

apx<*v. 'avfaKtortpos ,
oAA ov -toiu

Kara ro i.Pos.
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statutes of heaven. For their life is not to-day, or

yesterday, hut from all time ; no man knows when

they were first put forth." 1

The evidences or witnesses of International Law in

ancient India are many and various. These may broadly

be classified into (/') the evidences of the Dharma-

iL sastras, (it) the evidences of the Arthasastras, those of the

(Hi) Puranas and lastly (iv) of inscriptions. We have very^

little trace of interstatal relations during the Vedic times.)

We have only glimpses of a state in formation in the Vedic

age—the Vedic monarch stood midwav between a tribal

chief and a territorial king, but the negative evidence of the

Vedas stands us in good stead in proving the existence of

International Law in ancient India. We get no examples

of blood-curdling warfare, nor do we find the Dasyas

or the Dasas absolutely outside the pale of law.

Although the Aryan conquerors and colonizers called

them " *rt^t " (a-karman), ^TWH (a-brahmana) and

^ra<T
2 (a-brata, i.e., "lawless") still their struggle for

existence was not embittered by the use of inhuman

methods of warfare ; the sacred pages of the Vedas are

not disfigured by cannibalism and although we have

absolute proof of the use of " poisoned arrows," 3
still

it is not proved that they were exclusively reserved for

the aborigines.

Rules of International Law based on accepted prin-

ciples of morality were promulgated in the Dharmasastras,

e.g., Manu Smriti, Yagnavalka, Apastamba, etc. Thus,

in Chapter VII of the Code of Manu we have a glimpse

1 Sophocles : Antigone, 450 seq, tr. Philipson.

" R. V., I., 51, 8; I., 175, 8.

R. V., VI., 14, iii.

R. V., IX., 41, ii.

fi
R. V., VI., 75, xv.

A. V., VI., 6, vii.

A. V., V., IN, viii.
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of the Kautilyan theory of the " Mandala," or " the circle

"i of states," an evidence of international intercourse in

the appointment of diplomatic agents and we have also

the accepted rules of humane method of warfare fully

stated as well as rules relating to chivalry, enemy

person and enemy property. We have humane laws of

warfare as well as rudiments of what we now call " a

Science of Politics " stated in the Santiparva of the

Mahabharata, while warfare in the two Epics, the Rama-

yana and the Mahabharata, seems to have been conducted

on the accepted principles of interstatal morality of a

very high order.

Rules of International Law drawn from principles of

expediency broadbased upon ' political considerations ' find

their suitable place in the Arthasastras. Almost the

same rules relating to the " circles of states," intercourse

between them, and rules relating to the sixfold policy,

vizi, sandhi (peace), vigraha (war), dscma (observance

of neutrality), ydna (marching), 1 samsraya (alliance)

and dvaidhibhava (making peace with one and waging

war with another) have been stated and re-stated in

almost all their works. There were other writers of the

Arthasastras (besides Kautilya, Kamandaka and Qukva)

dealing with the same topics or allied topics but their

works have been lost. We can gather scraps of informa-

tion about them from the authors of various extant

Arthasastras, such for instance, Kautilya, Kamandaka and

Sukracharvva. Prof. Bhandarkar of the Calcutta Fniver-

1 Tlipro is :i rliffpi'pnoo of opinion as to whether all rlipse six expedients

should govern the interstatal relations of rln> circle. Kantilva however votes for all

the six.
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sity has framed a list of the authors of the Arthasastras

preceding Kautilya ' :

—

Schools.

1. Manavah.

2. Barhaspatya.

3. Ausanasha.

1. Parasarah.

5. Ambhiyah.

Individual A uthors.

6. Bharadvaja.

7. Visalakslia.

S. Parasara.

9. Pishuna.

10. Kaunapadanta.

11. Vatavyadhi.

12. Bahudantiputra.

13. Katyayana.

14. Kaninka Bharadvaja.

15. Dirgha Charayana.

10. Ghotamukha.

17. Kinjalka.

IS. Pishunaputra.

The most outstanding witness of International Law and
Custom of ancient India is Kautilya, who has been identi-

fied by scholars with Chanakya, the Prime Minister of Chan-
dragupta Mauryya. His Arthasastra is interesting from

many points of view—not the least among them is its

close analogy to rules of International Law laid down
by mediaeval jurists, for example, Grotius, Ayala and
Rachel. As an evidence of International Law, Kautilya's

Arthasastra has two obvious limitations : Firstly, he is

a ruthless exponent of the principle of expediency,

although it will be shown in subsequent chapters of

1 Canniohael Lectures, pp. 89-90.
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this thesis, that Kautilya's diplomacy is based on the

universally followed doctrine of state-necessity. Second-

ly, the Arthasastra of Kautilva deals exclusively with

warfare on land and does not therefore enable us to

construct a body of rules relating to impor-

tant topics such as blockade or contraband. It does

not also deal with subjects of vital interest such

as naturalisation and extradition. The Arthasastra of

Kautilya was followed by Kamandaka and Sukracharyya,

who along with Kautilya were the advocates of the

utilitarian school of political philosophy. Many re-

ferences relating to peace and war are to be found in their

works as well as in the Agnipurana which from its

own evidence is a book written at a time when the

Tantricism was at its height.

Besides the rules directly relating to interstatal

relations in the Arthasastra, Ave have in the Sukraniti-

sara, evidence of private instructions given by indi-

vidual states to their armed forces—rules of military

discipline ' some of which are not followed by the civilised

nations of the world even to-day, e.g. :

—

(I) The kino- should station troops near the village but outside it.

And there should be no relationship of debtor and creditor

between the village-folk and the soldiery.

1

qi*nsf%: -ft^m %frftn^ wito *r?i 1

*i*i*i ifain fa*f *snq*ifa 31 q*: 1

Wsw\ fail *n*{ 1 fawg: 35^1 11

snfa^nfrJiT^ifa w**w fespg «t: i

f^«faiT Tf\^' SflfaSiSJ *<?!%< 11

?j35^«flfV?^ ^jg si^i^i ^fi^nfa ^ 1

^3 5W fli?wra qi*falf^€r*Wl 11

snilTJ^TOl^irH fasfcnfa *WM*m 1

Smfera, IV., vii., 379, 381-83.
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(2) The troops should always forsake violence, rivalry, procrastina-

tion over state affairs.

(3) They should never enter the village without a "royal permit/'

(4) They should never point to the defects of their commander,

but should always live on friendly terms with the whole staff.

(5) The troops will remain not only responsible for their personal

arms and uniforms but also for their provisions and their

cooking utensils.

(6) They were subjected to martial law if they intrigued with the

enemy and were required to take an oath of allegiance which

rau thus—" I shall kill the troops who will act otherwise."
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CHAPTER II

international status or persons

in International Law

"A state has been defined by Lawrence, as a

political community, the members of which are

bound together by the tie of common subjection to

some central authority, whose command the bulk of

them habitually obey This central authority may
be vested in an individual or a body of individuals ; and

though it may be patriarchal it must be more than

parental." l

If we analyse the above definition of the state we

get the following characteristics of a sovereign state,

the 'subject' of International Law :

—

(1) It must have a government which receives the

de facto allegiance from its subjects.

(2) It must be a sovereign independent state.

(3) It must exhibit reasonable promise of durability.

(4) It must possess definite territories.

(5) It must be recognized as a member of the family

of nations.

In other words, a sovereign state that is a member of

the modern European family of nations must possess

some deyree of civilisation and must occupy a fixed

territory.

We have dim reference of a state so early as in

the Vedic period. The Samiti which elected the Vedic

1 Lamcucu . Principles ol Iutcinutioiial Law, p. bo.
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king elected him the " King to the Rustlira?

the election gatha from the Atharvaveda :

l

e.g. in

" We welcome thee gladly. Be steady and do not falter.

The whole vis want you. Do not tumble down from

the state. Fixed and never falling, crush and trample

down enemies or those who behave like enemies. Every

quarter, i.e., everybody assembled with one mind is

honouring you : the Assembly here is appointing you

for permanence." We have the traditional list of six-

teen " TrenraireT: " in the Pali works 2 such as;

—

1.
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and it does not require the ingenuity and the per-

severence of an erudite scholar to prove that there were

states, either country states or city states, in existence

during the historic period in Jndia.

1. A state must hare a government which receives the

de facto allegiancefrom Us subjects.

Whether we accept the divine origin of the state

as propounded by the Ailareya Brahmana,1 the Maha-
bharata 2 or the Manusamhita ;i

or we agree with the

theory of Kautilya 4 that the state is a human creation,

we see very clearly that the states in ancient India,

whether republican or monarchical in character, had

governments which received the defacto allegiance of the

subjects. This has been beautifully expressed by Manu, 5

the apostle of the theory of the Divine origin of King-

ship :

" Punishment governs all created beings, punishment alone pro-

tects them, punishment watches over them when they sleep ; the

wise declare punishment (to be identical) with law

If the King did not, without tiring, inflict punishment on those

worthy to be punished, the stronger would roast the weaker, like tish

in a pit.

The crow would eat the sacrificial cake and the dog would lick

the sacrificial viands, and ownership would not remain with any one,

the lower ones would (usurp the place of) the higher ones."

(Biihler's translation)—Manu, VII., 19-20.

1 Aitareya Brahmana, !., iii., 14. - Mahabharata, Raj-Snnti, Sec 59.

Maim, VII., 3. ' Arthasastra, I., 13 :—
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2. // must he << sovereign independent state? Sove-

reign states are those which are fully autonomous and

independent. The attributes of sovereignty according to

Kautilya are—" the king, the minister, the country, the

fort, the treasury, the army, and the friend."2 From a

passage in Kamandaka, 3 we learn however, that Maya
one of the authors of the Nitisastras, described four only

of the states of the Mandala, or the " Circle of States " as

1 sovereign states '

:

" These four, namely, the Vijigisu, the Ari, the Madhijama and

the Udasina have been said to be the principal components of a

Mandala. This is the Mandala of four Sovereigns described by Maya

conversant with Political Science/'

The Mandala or the " Circle of States " has been des-

cribed at some length by (i) Manu 4 and at great length

by (ii) the authors of the Nitisastras for instance by

Kautilya, 5 Sukracharyya6 and Kamandaka 7 as well as (Hi)

by the Agnipurana.8 The number of foes and allies

inside this *tif§: «t (mandala) varies. Generally speaking

however, twelve Kings formed a Mandala, viz. :

—

(/) Vijigisu or the Sovereign in the centre.

(U) the five Kings whose dominions lay in front of

the Vijigisu, e.g. :

—

(a) Ari, the enemy,

(b) the friend of the Vijigisu (fkcTR^T:),

1 The authorities are divided on the question whether sovereignty is an essential

characteristic of the state. Among those who answer in the negative are Laband,

Meyer, Oppenheim ; among those who answer in the affirmative are Borel, Bornhak,

Meriernhac.

2 ^TOJnaT5rTq^i\TJn?'^WTfa quirrq; . A. S.. V., eh. 6.

3 Kamandaka: Nitisara, VIII., 20.

4 Mann, VII, 155 et ffg.

1 Kautilya. Bk. VT., Ch. 2, Shama Shaitri, tr., pp. 322-24.

8 Sukra.

7 Kamandaka, Section VflT.

Agnipurana, CCXL.
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(c) the enemy's friend (^rftftrcf),

(d) the friend's friend of the Vijigisu (faenfaef),

(e) the friend's friend of the Enemy (^rlrfacnfacf).

(Hi) In the rear of the Vijigisu there were

—

(a ) Parshnigraha or a rearward enemy,

(/?) Akranda, a rearward friend,

(y) Pdrshmgrahasara, an ally of the rearward enemy,

and

(s) Ahranadasara, an ally of the rearward friend.

(iv) Besides these we have (a) the Madhyama (the

mediator) and (b) the Udasina (the neutral).

Thus it will he observed that the four states (b) the

friend of the Vijigisu, (d) the friend's friend of the Viji-

gisu and the (p) Akranda as well as the (S) Akrandasara

were not wholly sovereign states. The Vijigisu controlled

their activities and maintained the balance of power

within the Circle of States.

Each of these three states possesses the five elements

of sovereignty, such as the minister, the country, the

fort, the treasury, and the army and these are not there-

fore vassal states. It is noticeable however that they

lack in the sixth attribute of sovereignty, viz., " a friend
"

and Kautilya says " that it needs no commentary to

understand that the three Circles of States having the

enemy of (the conqueror) the Madhyama King, or the

neutral King at the centre of each of the three circles

are different from that of the conqueror."

Besides these protectorates or " spheres of interest,"

we have another kind of state known by the modern

1 A. S., VI., 2.
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phraseology of a " client state." The duties of the client

state have thus been described by Kautilya: 1

" He (the King of a client State) should behave him-

self like a servant to his master by serving the protector's

occasional needs. Forts and other defensive works,

1 acquisition' of kings, celebration of marriages, installa-

tion of the heir-apparent, commercial undertaking's,

capture of elephants, construction of covert places for

battle, marching- against an enemy, and holding sports

—

all these he should undertake only with the permission of

the protector. He should also obtain the protector's

permission before making any agreement with the people

settled in his country or before punishing those who may
run away from his country He should not accept

the offer of a good country even from a friend He
should also help the protector as much as he can. On all

occasions of worshipping gods and of making prayers,

he should cause his people to pray for the long life of his

protector." 2 This is the true picture of such a client state

as the kingdom of Kamrupa during the time of Harsha-

vardhana, or perhaps a kingdom like modern Korea under

the enlightened guidance of Japan.

3. It must possess definite territories.

Every king must be a territorial monarch, i.e., he must

not be a mere tribal chieftain. Of the seven elements of

sovereignty, " the king, the minister, the country, the

fort, the treasury, the army and the friend," the country

' Shama Sastri, pp. 323-324.

- Arthasastra, V., 2. 17.

Shama SaRtri's translation, pp. 377-37S.

^rfw^aqT^Tfa^RJTOJnfa ^srpfsncr: ^^ i ^^3%mrifff?ref^ireTcnRq's%g 3T

BTOtgincT: ^iffcTI fWlTWWfr 31 *n?T?fTPR5qt *ff« 5R(1 ^f^cft *n ftrarefa

<n^?n A. s., VII., 15.
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occupies a very prominent place. The minister, the

fort, the treasury and the army have all a pied a terre in

the country.

4. The state in ancient Indian polity ivas not identi-

fied with the monarch. A Hindu monarch could not like

Louis XIV exclaim " L'Stat c'est moi" (I am the state).

From very early times, the ancient Hindu monarch

considered himself merely a custodian of the interests

of the people. He was cf?;qf7j (protector of the people),

^Jtjfa (protector of the country). The Mahabharata

regards the king; as the highest servant of the community.

Mahabharata-Santi-parvam, LXXX., 10.

"A pure sixth part of the produce of the soil, 'fines

and forfeitures' collected from offenders, taxes demanded

in accordance with the Shastras (law) as your wages

(sfaffi5!) shall constitute your revenue." So we find also

in Sukraniti, L, 1S8 :

—

" God has created the king though master in form, the servant

of the people getting his wages in taxes and this for the protection

and the growth (of the people) in all classes/'

Says Kautilya

The trust character ' of the Hindu monarch has also

been very beautifully expressed by the Agni Purana :

"The house of a monarch who lives for the amelioration of the

condition of his subjects, is the heaven itself The king takes as

his own share a sixth part of the income of his subjects good or bad

1 The trust character of the Hindu monarch has been very forcibly pointed

oat by Mr. Jaynswal and Prof. Bbandarkar.
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in exchange for his good government \ The king shall punish

the wicked ami the evil doer- and in lieu of that, people shall justly

pay him revenue The king should .make good the loss to the

owner, (he price oi an article stolen by a thiol' and mi such an occasion

the king <hall reimburse himself out of the salaries of his police

officers."

5. Lastly
i
the sovereign sidle must be a member of the

family of nations. This idea of a family of nations has

held sway over the minds of men at all times. Thus, the

Greeks, the most polished nation of antiquity looked

upon, all non-Hellenes as mere "barbarians," beyond

and outside the pale of Greek religion. This exclusive

frame of mind has been very well illustrated by Martin.

In China there was a bond of sympathy between the

various constituent states, but active hostility against

the " barbarians." In the middle of the seventh century

B.C. the Tartars of the north-west presented them-

selves in the court of Tsin, requesting a treaty of peace

and amity and humbly ottering to submit to be treated as

vassals of the more enlightened Power. 'Amity,' exclaim-

the prince, ' what do they know of amity ? The barbar-

ous savages ! Give them war as the portion clue to our

natural enemies.' 2

Even iu our own day, races and nations outside the

pale of the European family of nations are entitled to the

protection of International Law merely by the application

of the doctrine of legibus soluti, legibus vivimus, so that

such an enlightened nation as the British do not feel the

least compunction in using dumdum bullets against

the African savages on the ground that they are not

subjects of International Law. [Herein lies the superior-

ity of international usa°:e of ancient India over the

1 Ag. P., CCXXITI., 12. 14. 22.

- W. A. P. Martin : Traces of International Law in Ancient China.
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international custom or usa^e of even the most enligh-

tened nations of the modern world./ The "^re<!)<^

"

translated as ' wild tribes ' by Mr. Shama Sastri were

outside the ' circle of states ' and yet not only were they

not regarded as outlaws but Kautilya counselled even

alliance with them, e.g. :

—

Kamandaka goes even further and says that peace

might safely be made with an ^Ri^Sf :

" A kino- true to his promises, an Arvya, a virtuous prince, an

Anan/i/it, one having many brothers, a very powerful sovereign, and

one who has come off victorious in many wars, these seven are said

to be the parties with whom peace should be concluded."

Then again, 2

" Peace should be made with an Anarvya, for even he meeting

an enemy eradicates him like the son of Renuka destroying the

Khatriyas." 3

Thus, in ancient Indian polity there were various

grades of subjects of International Law according as they

made free or fettered exercise of the rights of sovereignty,

either in internal or in external matters.

1 A. S., XII., 4.

» Kam., IX., -42 fl^TSTfenfwRra SHSfl^lrl^rH W# I

3 ibid, ix.. 45. ^ftf^tt ^fa *w?n: «fl sfftf^cn: n

* * * *
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CHAPTER III

Intercourse of States

Amongst the peoples of the most distant antiquity

there were practices, more or less systematic, relating; to

the interchange of embassies. Yet, Sir F. E. Smith, the

Attorney-General of England, writing the most recent

English book on International Law warned his readers

against " tracing in the immunity of envoys the germs

of a nascent humanity ; it was an immunity involved in

the necessity of international intercourse." l
It is this

necessity of intercourse that however gave birth to diplo-

macy, and intertribal or interstate! law. As societies

advanced in the successive stages of evolution, treaties

began to be established for the control of such interna-

tional relationships. Mr. G. 0. Wheeler 2 in a very

recently published book, has ably proved interchange

of embassies accompanied by established formalities and

ceremonies between the various states of China in remote

antiquity. The Tel-el-amarna and the Boghazkoyi

tablets undoubtedly prove the existence of temporary

embassies in the world round Egypt and Syria. In the

Eiji Islands intercourse between group and group in peace

or in war is conducted through the medium of heralds

who are considered inviolable at all times. In Greece

and Rome diplomatic relationships reached a very high

state of development. In ancient Indian polity diplomacy

was considered the sheet anchor of international or

interstatal relationship. The importance of diplomatic

relationship is fully recognised by Manu. " The army

1 F. E. Smith : International Law, Sept., 1918, p. 1.

3 G. C Wheeler : Traces of International Law in the Ancient Orient. Of. also Rde

Maulde-la-claviere : La diplomatic au tempe de Machiaval.
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depends on the official (placed in charge of it), the

due control (of the subjects) on the army, the treasury

and the (government of) the realm on the king, peace

and its opposite (war), on the ambassador." 1 Then again :

" Eor the ambassador alone makes (kings) allies and

S separates allies ; the ambassador transacts that business by

which (kings) are disunited or not." -

To Kautilya, the pontifex maxim ?is of the school of

r political expediency, diplomacy meant the only means

of preserving the balance of power, as the surest weapon

of success in material welfare.

In ancient India, we have traces of diplomatic agents

from very early times—from the time of the Rigveda.

Thus we have a passage in the Rigveda 4
in which Agni

discharged the functions of an ambassador.

Sayana in his commentary said—" <?rfor: %gi^f^ ^T^tcT " I

Diplomatic agents in ancient India were divided into ^fa

\ and ^TT- ??!, an open spy^ corresponded to modern envoys,

^arTT on the other hand was ' a secret spv ' holding the

honourable position of an " international spy " of our

times. The Taitareya Samhita first drew this distinction
r'

between ^cf and irf%ff. Sayana explained <|?f as mil«*l3Tn*1-

^j*T. and* srf%a as ^if^T irfar?: t$W.. In one word, the

1 Mann, VII., 65 'SfflTciH

1 Ibid, VII., 66. ?cl q^ f% *j*r^ fasfsi^ ^f^TI I

* Arthasastra: X., 6.

R. V., I., 12.1.

6 Taitareya, IV., 7. 1.
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former represented the sovereignty "of the state and the

latter was a mere international spy having no locus

standi whatever in a foreign country.

The qualifications of an ambassador were very hicrh.

They were chosen from amongst the most distinguished

and honoured citizens. Sometimes those who had al-

ready held high civil or military appointments were

nominated for legations, as an additional mark of honour

and in recognition of their able services. Thus says

Kautilya :

Thus} in Greece the Proxenoi - who had experience

and knowledge of foreign affairs in their domestic duties as

protectors of foreigners, were frequently sent on important

diplomatic errands. Thus, in democratic England, even

now, the foreign office does not admit in practice the

democratic principle of " a career open to talents."

All the writers on international or interstatal relations

laid great stress on the loyalty, honesty, intelligence and

proficiency in the art of the statecraft on the part of

ambassadors. When we remember the recent occasions

of refusal on the part of modern states to receive what

we may politely call " indiscreet " or " undiplomatic,"

ambassadors we cannot but applaud the wisdom of the

ancient Hindu writers on polity in their categorical insis-

tence on qualifications of a very high order on the part

of ambassadors.'

So says Bhisma in the Mahabharata :

" An envoy should possess these seven accomplishments, viz., he

should be highborn, of a uood family, eloquent, clever, tweetspeeehed,

1 Arthasastra, I., 16.

- Livy : XXXVII., 56, 56.

3 See Hall : International Law. 7th ed., p. 239.

N.B.—A well-known instance of dismissal occurred in 1888, when Lord Sackville,

the English ambassador at New Vork was given his passports and required to leave

the country wirhin three days. Lord Sackville had been asked to advise an unknown
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faithful in delivering- messages with which he is charged, and endowed

with good memory." '

Thus says Manu :

" An ambassador is commended to a king (who is) loyal, honest,

skilful, possessing a good memory, who knows the (proper) place

and time (for action) (who is) handsome, fearless, eloquent." 2

The Agni Purana repeats the same thing

:

^ " The ambassador sent to represent the king at a foreign court

should be a man of a very sharp intellect, sweet- voiced, possessing

eloquence of speech and well-versed in the arts of diplomacy "

f
A man intelligent, ingenuous, well-versed in the arts

/ of war and scriptural knowledge and accustomed to the

work of espionage and possessing a good retentive

memory and eloquence of speech should be appointed

an ambassador. 3

It is curious to note in this connection that " elo-

quence " and " sweetness of speech" were regarded as the

greatest qualifications for an ambassador at a time when

the art of writing despatches had not so well developed.

Thus, the legatus or an envoy in Rome was generally called

an orator. In French it appears that orateur had the

meaning of " ambassador " until the close of the fifteenth

century. 4

correspondent of English extraction and sympathies how to vote in the Presidential

election of that year. He replied suggesting in a general way that the then govern-

ment was friendly to England whereas Mr. Cleveland's intentions were unascertain-

able. In September 1915, Dr. Dumba, the Austro-Huugarian ambassador in Washing-

ton, was recalled on the gronnd, first, that he had proposed plans to his Government

for instigating strikes in American factories producing munitions of war. and

secondly, that he had employed an American citizen to carry official despatches

secretly to Austria through the lines of her enemies.

1 Mahabharata, Santi-Raj. LXXXV., 28.

1 Manu, VII., 64.

" Agni, OCXLL, 7.

4 Livy : I, 15, " Veientes pacem oratores Romam mittunt."

Virgil: Aeneid, XI:, 331.

" Centum oratores prima de gente Latinos "

Cf. also the Greek word '«5iKoy and av'roKparopes

,
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Permanent embassies were not probably known to the

world before the Peace of Westphalia, 1618, which

brought about the close of the devastating Thirty Years'

War in Europe, ushered in a brighter day for independent

statehood and laid the foundation stone of " modern

"

International Law. The Greek embassies were not

permanent institutions, nor could the Roman fetiaU be re-

garded as precursors of modern resident embassies endowed

with the theory of " extra-territoriality." In Ancient

""rlndia, the Duta was entrusted with certain specific mis-

v sion,
1 the conclusion of which ended his career as an open

international agent whereas ' wandering ' spies or secret

agents collected information from various states under

various roles. They, in no way. represented the might of

the state but they merely formed a secret service " with-

out letting the public know that they had been so

employed," and the kings took particular care " to

prevent their mutual recognisance."2

Comparative exclusiveness of states till quite recent

times, looked upon foreigners generally with an eye of

suspicion and diplomacy as a periphrasis for intrigue.

Thus, Louis XI of France regarded an ambassador as a

sort of chartered spy in the court of each of his powerful

neighbours. " If they lie to you, lie still more to

them " s whs his general instruction to his ambassadors.

Sir Henry Wotton's cynical definition of an ambas-
sador was "a person sent to lie abroad for the benefit of

his country" Coke in his famous Institutes praised

King Henry VII "overmuch" because " he would not

in his time suffer leiger ambassadors of any foreign king

or prince within his realm, or he with them, but upon

1 E.g., the functions enumerated by Kautilva, I., 16.

1 Agni Purana, CCXX., 17-24.

3 Plasean i Diplomat ie Franqaise,, Vol. 1, p. 247, cited by Lawrence, p. 246.
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occasions used ambassadors." 1 So Grotius 2 affirms that

a nation is not bound to receive resident embassies for

such is unknown to ancient practice. The Agni Purana 3

gave vent to the same feeling of distrust in the following

lines :

" An ambassador is but an open spy and a spy is but an enemy

travelling in the enemy's country, in the guise of a trader, a men-

dicant, or a strolling physician."

The institution of " foreign spies " claimed very great

attention from ancient Hindu authors specially from

Kautilya. His institution of spies has most likely never

been rivalled in the world, excepting perhaps by the

modern Germans.

" A kingdom has its roots in spies and secret agents,"

says Bhisma, in the Mahabharata. 4 The same sentiment

is also expressed by the Agni Purana :

5

" The spies are the king's eyes and men should be employed in

espionage and secret service, without letting the public know that

they had been so employed and care should be taken to prevent their

mutual recognisance. They should guide themselves as merchants,

physicians, astrologers, religious mendicauts, and watch the strength

and the armaments of foreign kings. The king should not trust the

statement of a single spy unless corroborated by informations received

on the subject from different sources."

Espionage was a recognized international institution

a in ancient Indian polity and diplomatic duels between

"secret service " agents were established facts in state-

raft. Thus we find in Kautilya,— ' spies set up by-

foreign kings shall also be found out by local spies ; spies

4-

1 Coke : Fourth Institutes, ch. 26.

2 Grotius: II., 18. 3.

3 Agni, CCXLI., 12.

4 Mahabharata, Santi-Raj, LXXXIII.

Apni,CCXX., 17-24.
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by spies of like profession."
1 Furthermore, Kautilya

says :

sre[€N w^% fa<?r frn?T ^j^ra ^T^ra^ i

P. 302, Mysore Ed.

Spies have been divided by Kautilya into nine elasses :

each spy playing a role different from that of his confrere:

—

L.
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a thorough training in the " institute of espionage.'' 1 The
" ^Er^r^^-f^*r: " or those who have no ?n^a* or relationship, i.e.,

orphans and who were ^T^WrToSI by the state received

special training as apprentices (^rfaw" ^NnTfg^iT "),
9 in the

institute of espionage. The spies were duly honoured by

the state and they had to take an oath

—

This oath did not absolve the state-officials from

demanding corroboration of the statements of the

spies. According to both Kautilya and the Agni Purana,

the statement of a spy must be corroborated from three

different sources and if the statements disagreed, then

punishment was to be meted out to the spies.

Of these nine classes of spies, the dN«!j, the TMZ, and

the trftSTTferai' were called ^fWITT: or "wandering spies."

No distinction of caste or creed or sex was observed in

the appointment of persons for espionage. Thus says

Kautilya

:

That is, the same rules applied to women with shaven

heads as well as to men of the Sudra caste. It is to be

observed however that envoys or tt were, generally

speaking, recruited from the Brahmin caste. Learning

and literary accomplishments were required of them and

Kautilya6 says that they were, in general, Brahmans.

1
cT *£ni: WT^TOig:—Ibid, 1-12, p. 20, Mysore Ed.

* Ibid, p. 20, 1. 3.

s Vide supra.

1 Kautilya : 1.12, p. 21, 1. 11-12, Mysore Ed.
5 Ibid, p. 20, 1. 8.

• Ibid, 1-18, p. 30, Mysore Ed.
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The wandering spies did not know each other and once

out of the institute they were not permitted to enter the

precincts of their alma mater again. 1

The same thing is also repeated by the Agni Purana :

" The spies are the king's eyes and men should be employed in

espionage and secret service, without letting the public know that

they have been so employed and care should be taken to prevent

their mutual recognisance." 2

The institute of spies was not only a training school

but a bureau of information and spies conveyed news to

this great national espionage-institute. 5
Its organization

was perfect, it had a regular hierarchy of officials who
invented a regular code of signs and signalling for the

purposes of receiving and transmitting messages :

The great ' institute of spies ' was an octopus in the

state trying to bring under its grasp all kinds of activity

in the state. Truly, it finds its counterpart in M. Fouche's

school during the First Empire in France, and in the

dreaded German espionage colleges of our days.

Long before the galaxy of diplomats, assembled

round the "peace" table at Vienna in 1815 5 and long

1 Kautilya : I. 12.

- Agni, CCXX., 17-18.

s Kautilya : p. 20, Mysore Ed.

4 Ibid, p. 21, 1. 4-5, Mysore Ed.

5 At Vienna (according to rank).

(a) Ambassadors and nuncios.

(b) Envoys, Ministers plenipotentiary.

(c) Charges d'affaires.
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before Vattel classified diplomatic agents,1 Kaulilya

had divided diplomatic agents into four classes :

—

(ii) Tm\mwt%\§3[ fa^TS: I (**) Nisrishtarthah.

(Hi) W^*fW§\*i: MR^dia: I (***) Parimitarthah.

(iv) ^ShJjj<U-|)«H : iJTCR^T: I («?) Sasanaharah.

The Duta corresponded to ayycXos f Greece, the legatus

of Borne and the ambassador of the modern times ; the

NisrishtarthaJi has been wrongly translated as charge-

d'affaires, because a charge-d'affaires is an inferior kind of

diplomatic agent accredited not to sovereigns but to the

ministers of foreign affairs 2 and he occupied the lowest

rung in the diplomatic ladder both at Aix-la-Chapelle

and at Vienna. The Nwrishtarthas, on the contrary, are

envoys possessing ministerial qualifications. They pro-

bably resemble the awoicapopes of Aristophanes 3— the pleni-

potentiaries-ambassadors charged with the conclusion of

a treaty. The Parimitartfca can be identified with the

plenipotentiaries of a century ago. The Sasanahara is

an inferior kind of envoy.

The right to send ambassadors both in Greece and in

Rome was not regarded as an absolute right. It rested

either on treaty stipulations * or on an express permission

obtained from the state to which the ambassador was to be

sent. Secondly, only sovereign states were allowed to

represent themselves by diplomatic agents. Likewise, in -

1 Vattel's classification. Ihoit-dea-gens, Bk. IV, § 73.

(a) Ambassadors.

(6) Envoys.

(c) Residents.

(d) Ministers.

5 Hertslet : Map of Europe by Treaty. Vol. 1., pp 62, 63.

» Pace 359. Aves 1595.

4 For example, the clause in the Thirty fears Truce : Thnc, IV., 118.

KwpvKi SeKai itptafSfia i<ai aicoAovBots Sirootrois av 5o«ir, -rrtpt Kara\votws roviroXtfiov

/cot Sikoiu (S nt\oTrovvir<rov k<xi 'A0iruo|e onovSas aval wvoi kcci airtovoi, Kai Kara y>ji»

km Kara QaXaaaa.
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K ancient India, ambassadors represented, the might of the

state. Thus, we have in the Ramayana :

3cMiK.w q*3I3r?flt ^f^^fff l

1

Kautilya holds the same view :

" Messengers are the mouthpieces of kings." The

word " ^1*$ ^" meaning' " not only of thyself but of all
"

is probably a courteous way of putting things, because

Kautilya observes further on, that an ambassador need not

care for the mightiness of the enemy, thereby conclusively

proving the equality of all states big or small, so far as

interstate! intercourse by means of diplomatic agents was

concerned.

The ambassador received instructions from the

monarch and armed with his credentials he sought per-

mission to enter the state to which he had been accredited.

Instructions of ambassadors were either verbal or written/

sjTCR is the word for instructions in Kautilya's Artha-

sastra.

^f^f^^t: 5

"Thus writs aue of great importance to kings because

treaties and ultimata leading to war, depend on writs."

Then again, one class of envoys is called sji^R^?;: because

it used to convey royal writs.
6

1 Ramayaua : Sundar, HI., 19. a Aithasastra, I., 16., p. 30, Mysore Ed.

3 Hid. * Cf. the Roman custom, Dig, XLVIII, 6:

" Item quod ad legatos oratores'comites ve attienbit.

Si quis eornm.pulasse et Sive injuriam t'eeisse argueteur."

Arthasustra, p. 70, II., 9.

\Ibid, I., 16 j also.c/. ipfafife?nn^^3^'tfbnT. qfaBcf ' SlTHlfa ' cH^T,
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The reception of an envoy was not an inherent right

and therefore envoys mast have obtained permission

of entry from the sovereign to whose territory he

had to go.

He was to stay on till he was allowed to depart

^ff^re:. Only on failure of a mission or when fear of

death hung overhead could the envoy return home with-

out permission.

The envoy was to see the minister of foreign affairs

as was the custom, at any rate during the time of

Kautilya. " The ministers shall have to consider all

that concerns the parties of both the king and his army "

and the Arthasastra casts upon the sovereign ' surrounded

by his council of ministers,' the duty of receiving

ambassadors.

The reception of the ambassador in ancient India,

therefore, was an act of state, shrouded by pomp and

ceremony. In Athens, ambassadors were received and

despatched by the assembly of the people ; in Rome, they

announced their arrival to the Senate through a prior

notification to the praetor at the temple of Saturn ; in

Carthage, they were first ' presented to the people and

afterwards brought before the assembly of the people.'

Foreign envoys failing to get permission to enter the

state, to which they were accredited as diplomatic agents,

were treated unceremoniously. According to Kautilya,

they fell under the iron rule of the Superintendent of

Passports and on failing to produce passports were liable

to the highest fine. In Home, they were regarded as

1 Arthasastra, p. 30, XI.. 1(>.

* Instructions iu Grace were designated wwfioXa, in Rome " tesserva hospitales."

Arthsisaetra, p. 45, I., 12, Mvsore Ed.
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mere spies and punishable as such. Thus, the Illyrians

before their tinal incorporation with Rome failed to get

recognition as they failed to report themselves to the Senate

and were treated with scant courtesy. The functions

of an ambassador have been thus defined by Manu :
—

'

"An ambassador alone makes allies and separates allies
;

the ambassador transacts that business by which (kings)

are united or not." According to Manu, therefore, the

functions of an ambassador arc those of the traditional

diplomat. Kautilya adds to these functions other duties

necessitated by the promptings of civilisation and the

dictates of interstatal relationship :

Thus, his functions Mere (1) transmission of messages,

(2) maintenance of treaties, (3) issue of ultimatums,

(4) breaking of peace—all the legitimate duties of a

modern ambassador. Besides these, intrigue formed a

second set of duties—intrigues worthy of the mediaeval

type of ambassadors like Count Gyllenl ourg a
in London

or Prince of Cellarmare 4 at Paris, viz.— (a) sowing

dissension among friends, (b) fetching secret force,

(c) carrying away by stealth relatives and gems, etc.

Even a modern ambassador under the hospitable roof of

the "hotel" supported by the theory of "extra-territoriality"

1 Mana, VII., 64.

2 Arthasastra, I., 13.

3 Count Gyllenbourg, the Swedish Minister in England abetted in 1717 a conspi-

racy to overthrow George I and to set up the Old Pretender on the throne of

England.

1 The Prince of Cellarmerc, the Spanish Ambassador at Paris threw himself

into the vortex of a conspiracy to seize the Duke of Orleans and proclaim the Kinp:

of Spain, Regent of France.
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plots in secret, like perhaps the German Ambassador at

Washington in 1917 and therefore, an astute politician like

Kautilya rightly created distrust in the minds of kings

and asked them to be on their guard not merely passively

hut also actively.

nfafm<*W«H £siiTSsfi^ *f%fa; II

Immunities of Diplomatic Agents.

Everywhere in antiquity, the person of the ambassador

was regarded inviolable. Thus, when David's ! ambassa-

>~dors were sent back by the people of Amnion with one

side of their beards clean shaven, it was felt universally

throughout Israel that the limits of international morality

had been reached. The attitude of the Greeks and the

Persians has been very well illustrated by Herodotus :

a

Just on the eve of the " Persian Wars," Emperor Darius

sent heralds to Athens and Sparta k
' to demand earth and

water from them "—probably as a token of nominal sub-

jugation to his power. The Athenians and the Spartans

naturally grew very angry. The former threw the Persian

heralds into the bathrum and the latter into a well

bidding them take earth and water from thence. A thrill

of horror seems to have passed throughout Sparta for

Herodotus tells us that two Spartan nobles ottered their

lives in exchange for the lives of the Persian envoys.

The Asiatic Darius, however, would not agree and he did

not want to imitate the example of the Lacedaemonians

in perpetrating an offence against the common laws of

mankind.

There seems to be an universal consensus of opinion

'in ancient India that the person of a Duta was inviolable

1 Samuel, SL., 4.

Herodotus, VII., 136.
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and he must on no account he killed. He was the repre-

sentative of the sovereign who sent him to a foreign

court and therefore statecraft and custom both forbade

his punishment or death. 1 The Mahabharata

'

2
is very ^

emphatic in its denunciation of sovereigns who committed

the gross offence of killing an envoy. "A king should

never slav an envov under any circumstances. That

king who slays an envoy sinks into hell with all his

ministers. That king observant of Kshattriya practices

Avho slays an envoy who faithfully utters the message with

which lie is charged causes the manes of his deceased

ancestors to be stained with the sin of killing a foetus."

The Nitivakyamrita declared that a duta should

never be killed even if he was a Chandala, while the

Nitiprakasa gave vent to the prevailing sentiment by

saying that even if an ambassador was guilty of a grievous

wrong he could not be put to death. 3 Kantilya, however,

is not so clear about the inviolability of diplomatic

agents. Thus, according to him a displeased enemy to

whose court an ambassador was accredited, might be told

that messengers were the mouthpieces of kings and there-

fore duta8 of Brahmin caste should not be killed

:

i4

?t (to a displeased enemy), SWI^—frf^T I T15JT*T^

1 RamaySna : Sundar Kan. la, a[3«TqTTC qr^T^<?f^v^^t%, LTT., 19; "TTWflfotfli^

^t^i?^ JlfileHt," Lit., 5-6.

- Santi-Rajdharma, LXXXV., 26-27.

3 Nitiprakasa, TIL, 64.

* Arthasastra, I., 13.
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As observed before, the juridical equality of states \

was recognized in ancient India and a Diita has been
|

enjoined upon not to care for the mightiness of the

enemy (q^S^f%c# *| ?T^cT). A passage in the Artha-
j

sastra leads one to the belief that the dutas in ancient

India were not liable to be killed but possibilities of

punishments in cases of intimating an unfavourable

order were not precluded. Thus says Kautilya :

i

TOrown^fa f^€t^^ fatow h
1

The testimony of the Ramayana confirms this state-

ment of Kautilya, that under certain circumstances

punishments could be awarded to envoys :

mrffe vm^^m ?*m^ i

A diita in ancient India was therefore regarded in-

violable so far as his life was concerned. He might under

special circumstances be punished but such treatment was

not sanctioned by Dharma just as in our day, national

excitement has sometimes offered unmerited insults to

ambassadors, e.g., on the outbreak of the last great

world war, the British embassy at Berlin was subjected

to special maltreatment at the hands of the infuriated

mob at Berlin.

We have little knowledge of the civil immunities of

the dutas : probably the fact of their non-residence at the

courts of foreign kings did not concede any civil

immunities to them such as are enjoyed by ambassadors

and other diplomatic agents of the present times. A
passage in Kautilya affords very special immunities

to "foreigners importing merchandise." They were

1 A. S., I., 1. Cf. also the Ramayana, Snndar, LII., 15.
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exempted from being sued for debts unless they were

intimately connected with local associations.

Such favours were no doubt shown for the advance-

ment of the internal prosperity of a state but commercial

intercourse with foreigners must have been regarded as

one of the means of maintaining' interstatal relationship

and probably immunity from civil liability was conceded

to diplomatic agents who represented the might of their

respective states.

' Arthasastra, II., 16.
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A

>

CHAPTER IV

The Essential Rights and Duties of States

Sovereign states possess certain rights and duties.

These are based largely on custom and therefore in

ancient Indian polity, based on Dharma ; others owe their

origin to the independent character of a subject of Inter-

national Law. Modern jurists have divided these Rights

into

:

1. The right of self-preservation.

2. The right of independence.

3. The right to exclusive jurisdiction over men
and things within the territory of the state.

4i. The right to commerce : and

5. The right of legal equality.

All these rights were possessed by the "prakritis" 1 of

ancient India.

The right of self-preservation includes the right of

preserving the integrity and inviolability of its territory

with the corresponding duty 2
to commit what would ordi-

narily be regarded as an infraction of the Law of

Nations. The Hindus held tFOTshnimt^ri ffTOT: *f%fa-

^rm; and what was true of the individual was also true

of the state.

Hence the desperate efforts for the preservation of the

balance of power and the adoption of various policies

which owe their origin to self-interest.

" When a kins: ever so vigilant and assiduous is

assaulted by a sovereign stronger than himself, there is no

escape for him as there is none for a deer under the claws

1 For the doctrine of 'expediency ' and ' Justice ' vide ante.

2 "Prakritis" were the sovereiLii-state*.
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of a lion." 1

It is then that the necessity for self-pre-

servation " becomes instant, overwhelming', leaving no

choice of means and no moment for deliberation." 2 Then

the king may have recourse to Kutajuddha>($£OT).3

Tt is then that the "enemy has to be killed in wars

whether conducted according to the rules of morality

or against them," because, " one should follow niti, or

moral rules so long as one is powerful. People remain

friends till then ; just as the wind is the friend of the

burning fire."
4 The weak ruler of a soverign state for

his very existence and the very life of the state should

either (1) conclude peace or (2) take recourse to tt*^^
or (3) ^rasj^. Thus says Kautilya, 5

c

^r jji m*z\mi ^Ts^ar ^Tsj^n^ifarfa: *mrag:

"When any one of these (conquerors) is on the

point of rising against a weak king, the latter should

avert the invasion by making a treaty of peace, or by
taking recourse to the battle of intrigue, or by a treacher-

ous fight in the battle field spies under concealment

may capture the enemy's fort, country or camp with the

aid of weapons, " poison " or " fire." They may harass the

enemy's rear on all sides
;
and they may devastate the

enemy's country through the help of wild tribes." 6

The second right of a state is the right of inde-

^ppndence. It flows as a necessary corollary from the

1 Kara., X., 47.

- Webster in die "Caroline" Case (U.S.A. 1837); see Snows' Cases, 177, 178, and

Westlake ; I., 300.

3 Snkra, IV., 725.

7b id, TV., 706.

5 Ibid, TV., 376-77.

6 Arthasastra : Sliama Sasfri's translation, p. 462.
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sovereignty of the state. The political condition of,
|

India, the absence of institutions such as the Papacy or

the Holy Roman Empire, helped ancient India to realise

this right of autonomy to a far larger extent than could

have been perhaps possible in such a remote age. Thus,

a state in India could maintain any form of govern-

ment it liked, be it the predominant monarchical type or

perhaps an oligarchy or even a republican form of

government. 1

The second characteristic of an independent state
f

is that it exercises exclusive jurisdiction over all persons

and property within its territorial limits and sometimes

its jurisdiction is extended by the application of the
|

doctrine of "extra-territoriality " over pirates and over its i

vessels on the high seas. A careful study of Kautilya's I

Arthasastra leaves the undoubted impression on the mind

that the jurisdiction exercised by members of the "family

of nations " in ancient India was ample and all-absorbing.

Thus (a) they maintained absolute control over aliens within

their jurisdiction. Amongst the primary duties of the

sovereign, " the securing of affection of the foreigners both

at home and abroad " finds the foremost place.

(b) Emigration and immigration, two of the surest

evidences of inter- statal intercourse, were recognized in

ancient India. Thus we find that one of the duties of the

" revenue collectors " was to investigate the causes of

emigration and immigration through the agency of spies

1 Sec the researches of Mr. Jayaswal (in Mod. Kevie-vv, 1913). Read also the

Carmichael Lectures : Lect. TV. " The Sanorha Form of Government."

2 Does qrq^ mean foreign faction composed of the native population in a

state? Cf. for instance, Whibley: The Parties and the Party System in Ancient

Greece.
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under the guise of householders. Then again, further on

we read in Kautilya's A_rthasastra :

(<?) Tlie state also never failed to exercise its jurisdic-

tion when foreigners intrigued within its territory—they

x were either exposed or betrayed or killed with weapons,

poison or by other means. 2

Thus, the sovereign state? not only controlled emigra--

tion and immigration, not only did they punish offenders

guilty of treason against the might of the state but

they also exercised jurisdiction over merchant vessels.

The " superintendent of ships" (the »fT^^^) demanded

payment of tolls from all ships touching at harbours on

their way :

(d) A foreigner had to protect himself with passports

and on failure to do so, he had to pay the highest fine.
4

(e) Travellers had also to provide themselves with

passports or they were sure to be arrested and their

property ran the risk of confiscation.

fflT^rfgi^^J VTl^ ^T^; II

8

1 Arthasastra, VIII., 1. ' Arthasastra, IT., 33.

2 aid, IX., 5. s Ibid, II., 28.

3 Ibid, II., 28. « Jbid, II., 29.
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(f) Pirates were of course liable to punishment.

Pirate ships which were hound even for the country of an

enemy, as well as those ships which had violated customs

and rules of the port towns were destroyed. 1

It is very probable that pirate ships were destroyed by

the ships of a maritime state and the very first duty of

the superintendent of ships Avas to examine the accounts

not only of ships on the high seas and on river-mouths but

also upon lakes, natural or artificial.

The right of conducting commercial intercourse with

foreign states was very frankly recognised : foreigners of

reputation were allowed to land on seaports ; weather

beaten ships were afforded generous hospitality and

foreign merchandise was specially protected.

This probably related to those natives who imported

foreign goods into the country. But a curious passage

of Kautilya throws a flood of light on the civil obligations

of foreign debtors : Foreigners importing merchandise

were exempted from being sued for debts. 5

1 Ibid, II., 28.

- Arthasastra, II., 28.

!i Ibid.

> Ibid, II., 10.

'- Ibid.

Cf. the Agni Pnrana : CCXX., 17. 'Without any regard to their honesty

or wickedness the king should hospitably receive the foreigners arrived in his court,

with a view to live under his protection. Such newcomers happening to be

wicked men should not he trusted at all : bnt the king should buy their submission

with annuities. Detectives should he employed to ascertain the character of all

newcomers and foreigners in the state whom the kino- shall fill with honours in the

event of their being deserving recipients."
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This record of state-activity approximated modern

usage but these rules of international custom might

probably have been observed in the great Magadhan

Empire of which Kautilya was the prime minister, but

it might be contended on the other hand, that the

Arthasastra gives expression to the customs and usages

of the maritime states generally although probably, the

officers on whom the observance of those customs and

usages was cast by Kautilya were officers solely of the

g;reat Maurya Emperors.

Thus, the elementary rights of a state conceded by

the sanctitv of international usage are discernible in the

sovereign states of India. Infractions, however, of these

elementary rights were not uncommon. Such infractions

known as " intervention " according to the phraseology

of modern International Law took the form ^rfiT3rre«17r

or war. Intervention has been denned by Oppenheim

as " dictatorial interference in the affairs of a nation,"

the essence of which consists in the presence of force or

threat of force and in the absence of consent. Inter-

ventions in ancient India Avere by no means unknown

and we have instances of (a) interventions for preserving

the balance of power by the circle of states, against a

mighty madhyarna.

" Or he may incite the Circle of States against the Madhyarna

by telling them: " This Madhyarna king- has grown very powerful

and is aiming at our destruction: let us' therefore combine and put

an end to his march. If the circle of states is favourable to his

cause then he may aggrandise himself by putting down' the

Madhyarna."

1 Earn., X., 5.
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(b) Interventions to ward off an imminent danger

accrued from the right of self-preservation above referred

io, and were frequently resorted to.

(c) Interventions on grounds of humanity J have

been justified by Sukracharyya. 2

"Those kings who are devoid of morality and power should be

punished, like thieves by the king who is powerful and virtuous."

The same view is held by Kamandaka: 3

"The want of compassion on creatures, disaffection of the prakriti-

mandala these and many others have been said to be the

(prolific) sources of war/'

Interventions at the request of the disaffected people

have been justified both by Sukracharyya and by

Kautilya.

Thus says Sukracharyya :

*

" The king should surround and coerce the ruler whose army and

friends have been lessened, who is very much addicted

to sense pleasures, who is the plunderer of people's goods, and whose

ministers and troops have been affected."

Kautilya as a great advocate of expediency advised

a Vijigisu to march against an enemy whose subjects were

being oppressed rather than against an enemy whose

subjects were impoverished and greedy. The loyalty of

the citizen towards the state has been fully recognised,

and though like Aristotle, Kautilya was a great believer

in hunger being the most potent factor of a revolution,

he pressed his views even against the views of his

teachers :

1 Arthasastra, VII., 18.

* Snkra, IV., 845-46. (Sarkar.)

n
Cf. the intervention of European powers, 1860, in the massacre of the

Armenians.

* Sukra, IV., 498-500. (Sarkar.)
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He observes further:

Arthaaastra, VII., 5.
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CHAPTER V

The Theory of the Balance of Power

The theory of the " Balance of Power " is based on the

equilibrium of forces. It has been responsible for the

maintenance of standing armies, for wearisome negotia-

tions and for incessant wars. In most states of antiquity

the principle of the balance of power was understood and

often applied in practice. Hume in his Essays 1 traced

the history of the theory of the balance of power to the

Orient. " It is a question," said he, " whether the idea of

the balance of power be owing entirely to modern policy,

or whether the phrase only has been invented in later-

ages." Hume had before him the historic example

of Greece only as perhaps representing the " magic east
"

and he came to the conclusion that to whatever causes

we attribute the shifting of sides in all the Grecian re-

publics, to jealous emulation or cautious politics, the

effects were alike, and every prevailing power was sure

to meet with a confederacy against it, and that often

composed of its former friends and allies. The Peloponne-

sian league on the eve of the great Peloponnesian

War complained not so much against the specific

faults of commission or omission of the Athenian Empire

as of her rapid growth of power and her concealed desire

to undermine the autonomous independence of the Greek a

City States. The story of the foundation and the decline

of the ephemeral Spartan empire in Greece after the

peace of Antalcidas only confirmed the proposition laid

down by Hume. Demosthenes's oration for the Megala-

politans shows a refined sense of the theory of the

1 Hume: Of the Balance of Power (Essays, Vol. I, 3-18-49).

» ThucTdides: •!., 23.
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balance of power. Shortly after the peace of Callias,

envoys from Megalapolis as well as Sparta reached

Athens, each of them urging the Athenians to enter

into an alliance with it. The Spartans reminded the

Athenians of their old alliance between them against their

common foe of Thebes. Demosthenes, however, took the

side of the Megalapolitans and laid great stress on the

fact that neither Sparta nor Thebes should be allowed to

jeopardize the balance: of power. " No man," said he,

"will deny that it is for the advantage of Athens that both

the Lacedaemonians and our Theban neighbours should be

weak. But if we may form a conjecture from representa-

tions repeatedly made in our assembly, it appears that

things are thus circumstanced—the Thebans will be

weakened by the re-establishment of Orchomenus, Thes-

pian and Plataea : the Lacedaemonians will become power-

ful agaiu, if we subdue Arcadia and take Megalapolis.

We must therefore mind that we suffer not the one people

to grow mighty and formidable, before the other has be-

come weak ; that the power of Lacedaemon does not in-

crease unobserved by us, in a greater degree than it is

well for that of Thebes to be reduced. For we shall

hardlv say that we would have the Lacedaemonians as our

rivals rather than the Thebans. Our solicitude is not

concerned with this merely ; for we are anxious that

neither of them may have the means of injuring us ; and so

shall we enjoy the best security."
1 Demosthenes's oration

failed to convince his countrymen. The result was

Chaeronea, the empire of Macedon and the end of the

politeia in Hellas. The City State succumbed to the

Country State.

In the history of Rome we do not find a clear enun-

ciation of this doctrine of political equilibrium. Rome's

advance wras sure, her military successes were brilliant,

1 Demos : Pro Megnlapolis, IV-V.. tr. Philipson.
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her general policy and diplomatic conduct were subtle and

all the states of the then civilised world fell a prey to the

Roman policy of " divide et impera." The theory of the

balance of power however had a feeble illustration in

Hiero II, jKing of Syracuse, and extorted the warm admi-

ration of Polybius.

Wars of the balance of power have devastated the

fair countries of Europe many a time ; the triple alliance

fought Louis XIV successfully. The policy of Ferdinand

followed by Richelieu and Mazarin was to remain Catholic at

home and Protestant abroad so as to prevent the formation

of a coalition against France. Louis XIV in his lust of

ambition departed from that traditional French policy and

the result was Utrecht and the years of tortuous European

diplomacy. Napoleon I and Napoleon III and, lastly, the

Kaiser Wilhelm threatened the supposed " finely equi-

posed " balance of power in Europe and the result is what

all the world knows.
*s*^ The theory of the balance of power held a very promi-

nent place in ancient Indian statecraft. Thus the preser-

vation of the balance of power by an ideal king was

strongly advised by Manu.

" On the whole, eight-fold business and the live classes (of spies)

on the good will or eumity and the conduct of the circle (of neigh-

bours he must) carefully recollect.
,fl

Further on Manu observes :

" By all the (four) expedients a politic king must arrange

(matters so) that neither friends, nor neutrals, nor foes are superior

to himself." 2

"Separation," says Sukracharyya, " is the best of all methods or

policies of work." 3

1 Mauu, VII., 154.

1 Ibid, VII., 177.

J Sukra, IV., 592.
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Just as Sovereignty is possible only with assist-

ance—as a single wheel can never move," '— so the ideal

king was to place himself at the centre to hold the balance

of states in his hands.

Srfiwinwisrcr: w&\ ^x*mT\w*i i

" Throwing the circumference of the circle of states beyond his

friend's territory and making the kinj^s of those states as the spokes

of that circle, the conqueror shall make himself the nave of that

circle.
"

Now what is a mandala or the "circle of states"? It

consists of twelve kings, according to Kautilya. 8
(1) The

Vijigisu is the fountain of policy. The king whose terri-

tory adjoins the territory of the Vijigisu is the (2) AH,
Separated by the Ari from the territory of the Vijigisu is

situated the territory of (3) ftr^llTStfa the friend of the

Vijigisu. Close to his territory is the state of the (4<)

enemy's friend (^rftfinnT). Next to him stands the (5)

Vijigisu's friend's friend (fk^lTfaef) and next to him
the (6) Vijigisu's enemy's friend's friend (^rf*f*T?nf*Tef)-

Likewise in the rear of the enemy there happen to be

situated the territories of (7) a rearward enemy
(mfVo ii iy ),

next (8) a rearward friend (srT?fi3^:), then an ally of the

rearward enemy parshnigrahasara (mfapTrtHnT:), (9) and

anally of the rearward friend (^Ri^t^n?;:). (10)* 5

?m*rr?r flw^Hjm *i*3WT ^ftt?5u%: i cits ^^nsriTT faw-

1 " ^r?W*sm JJ3m "*mtt I ^n '" Arfchasastra, I., 6.

'- Arthasastra, VI., 2.

'• According to Maya the Vijigisu,, the Ari, the Madhyamu and the Udasina are

the four principal components of a Mandala.

* According to Puloiua and Indra, the Vijigisu, the Arimitram, the Parshm-

graha, the Madhyama and the Udasina constitute what is known as a Mandala of

six monarchs.
8 The Udagliitt, the Madhyama and the Mandala of the Vijigisu taken together
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ustfci: i ^frswpsgsr. ^tw^tt: *ra: i * # # # fi^RTf^^-

^irf^Tef fiRenfa?* ^ftfaef ^T^fjii*! ^wfai ire^ hwi<i i

Tsm mfair*T^ ^i5F^: mfare t*i*t?: ^Ta^i^nr ffn i"
1

Besides these eight kings who were the
k<
protectorates

"

of either the Vijigisu or the AH there remained two other

kings within the circle, who might be regarded as neu-

trals,—the territory of the one lying close to the territories

of both the Vijigisu and the Ari was the state of the

Mddhyama king, while the twelvth member of the

circle had his territories situated beyond the territories

of all the other kings within the circle (the Udanna).

It is difficult to understand the distinction between a

7^2[?T: and a fr^T^«T: ! !t is certain, however, that the

^T^fa whose dominions lay beyond the territories of either

the fefsi^g or the ^rft and who was very powerful, capable

of helping both and of withstanding each of them indivi-

dually was identical with what we now call a " neutral
"

power. The dominions of the Madhyama king, on the other

hand, lay contiguous to the states of both the fafswtl anc^

the ^rfr- He was also a very powerful king like the ^i^fa
but unlike him his interests had greater chances of clashing

constitute the Mandala of tho Twelve Kings mentioned by Usanas.

1 Arthasastra, VI., 2.

Earn., VIII., 16-17.

: Ibid, VI., 2.
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with the interests oL" the f^f^T^g and therefore the "theory

of enmity hy distance " receives firm proof when we read

in the Arthasastra that accession of power to the Madhyama
must always he regarded with suspicion by the fafcp^xj

not simply as a possible future enemy inciting the cirele

of states hat also as a source of impending peril.

faenwira ^^ram faenfar ^f?r^T fara^nqifa i *to*t ^t

It is very probable that the Madhyama is a king

who is just neutral but anxious to interfere or mediate. So

he must not he allowed to grow very strong. If he curries

favours with the third and the fifth states of theMandala,

states friendly to the Vijigisu—then the Pijigisu must he

friendly with the Madhyama, hut if the latter seeks amity

with the second, the fourth and the sixth, that is, the

enemy states—then the Vijigisu must make friends with

his allies and try to win the ^T^affa or the neutral king. 1

A Vijigisu may also remain in peace by firmly pre-

serving of the balance of power within the " circle of

states." Thus says Kautilya :

" tot: 33Trenfanft ?\ m^refTrT: ^m$ ?fa: Tn^HTlfTT ;

srairfafy ?t srawT *ffaf w«n^ wc^Tfa i

"

Then again, the policy of separation underlying the

doctrine of the balance of power has been recommended to

a king whose possessions lie intermediary to those of two

powerful kings. He may first seek protection either of

the more powerful or perhaps of the more reliable, king and

then he may begin to set one of them against the other. 2

' Arthasastra, VI f., 18.

1 Bk. VIII., 1.
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The theory of the balance of power received the im-

petus of expediency and like the same doctrine translated

into actual usage by Emperor Napoleon III, it became

a cloak for further ambitious designs and for further

conquests. Hence, by the adoption of the doctrine and

by its steady application in practice, the kings in ancient

India " endeavoured to pass from the state of deterioration

to that of stagnation and thence to progress." '

Arthaiaitra, Rk. VII., 1.
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CHAPTER VI

Treaties and Alliances

Peace formed one of the six attributes of statecraft. 1

It has been defined by Kautilya2 as an agreement with

pledges " u^^**: *ffa*:." "Those actions by which the

powerful foe becomes friendly constitute treaty," is

Sukracharyya's defin ition
.''

" A Sandhi" says the Agni Purana,4 " consists in

a compact entered into by two foreign kings regarding

a point at issue whereas war means the settlement of

a difference at the point of the sword." Peace according

to the Hindus was the normal state of interstatal

relationship. A great exponent of the principle of

expediency like Kautilya says that the acquisition and

security of property depend upon peace and industry!

A classification of treaties is not generally attempted

by writers of modern International Law as " such instru-

ments range over the whole variety of international rela-

tions
" 6 Martens however divided treaties into political

and social. This division though not exhaustive is very

suggestive and will be found to correspond to the two

great divisions into which the treaties in the Arthasastras

Snkra, IV., vii.. 234.

y\$jm%%i\i&mH<\<\ s fH ^ftfe^ : i

2 A. S., VII., 1.

* Sukra, I\'., vii., 2o">.

* Agni, CCXXXTV., 17-11.

-- A. S ,
VI., 2.

e Hall : International Law, T'li Ed., 371 n.

9
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have been divided. 1 According to Karaandaka there are

sixteen kinds of peace.

ff?r ^tfar^f mf : *rfer* sfa* fa^nn: 11

(I) Kapala Sandhi has been defined by Kamandaka as

peace between two parties having equal resources.

3fcn^gfcrf^%*T: %3^ TO^fem: I

2 Kautilya, however, takes

an almost opposite view. According to him, Kapala

Sandhi is the opposite of ^prtafer: or golden peace (the

^cf *jft*l or Kamandaka). So Kapala, in his opinion, is

concluded on the condition of paying immense sums of

money. 3

facrfta: ^ro:w?<aT*T*iTfiwfa?»: n
4

(2) ^rcr^T?; is peace concluded by the offer of gifts.

According to both Sukracharyya and Kamandaka. this is

the only form of peace. Thus says Sukra :

5

^crenc^r %%v§ ^sm threat: i

1 F. U. Martens : I., §H. Foder^ (II., 920 IT. ) dn ides treaties, considered as to i heir

object, into general and special. This division seems somewhat arbitrary imt ir

affords a convenient means of summary. Perhaps the most scientific classification of

treaties is that which divides them into " executed," ' transitory, " or " dispositive
"

treaties on the one hand j and executory, continuing, or permanent treaties on the

other. " An executory contract is one in which a party binds liimsolf to door not to

do, a particular thing. A contract executed is one in which the object of the contract

is performed and this says Blackstone, differs in nothing from a grant :" per Marshall.

C.J., in Fletcher vs. Peck, 6 Cranch 136.

> Kmn, IX., 2-4. * A. S.. Vil.. 3.

» Ibid, IX., 5.
B Snkra, IV., vii., 240-241,
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"There is thus only one kind of peace desired by the

people and that is. 'gifts' and without gifts there is no
other form of peace." The same sentiment is also express-

ed by Kamandaka. 1

Tit* qmqWTC^ ^farewrf 1% «r: |

(3) Santana Sandhi is one which is based upon matri-

monial relationship, established by the vanquished by

giving his daughter in marriage to his adversary.

(4) Saugafa Sandhi or golden peace is concluded by

the settlement of amicable terms by the parties.

(5) Upanyasa Sandhi is so called because it brings

matters to a conclusion according to a previously formed

resolution, q ^q^TOimwrerHJ ^TW^I-

(6) Tffi^TT *rfa* is concluded by mutual good under-

standing and expectation, e.g., the alliance between

Sugrlva and Rama.

(7) Samyoga Sandhi means a form of union entered

into by two parties enjoying each other's confidence, for

the performance of a common object.

(8) Pumshaiitara is peace with hostages.

(9) AdHstapurusha Sandhi is peace which requires

the performance of some act without corresponding

advantage/

1 Sam., IX., 21.

3 Kaniaudaka, IX., 9.

U3 at??: q<3 f sjT?T €ts?^gw. **ot: i

Kara., IX.. 14.

Kautilya however explains "^^yim *TI^:
" as " peace with no specified person

to serve." The two writers differ considerably <m this kind ul" peace.
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(10) Adista Sandhi is peace by cession of territory.

(11) Ahnamisha Sandhi is one in which a king* with

the flower of his army has to attend the conqueror when

summoned. It is a kind of ' vassalage.
5

(12) Upagraha Sandhi is one which is concluded by

the surrender of everything' else excepting the person of

the vanquished.'

(13) Pratikriya Sandhi is peace with price, i.e., when

all the elements of sovereignty are set free by the offer

of money.
*

(14) Vchcldnna Sandhi is destructive peace concluded

by large cession of territories.

(15) Skandhopaneya Sandhi is peace with indemnity

bv instalments.

(16) Paribhusana Sandhi is " usufructuary " peace

—

peace obtained by giving up the products of the whole

territory.
2

Kautilya in his Arthasastra divides treaties and

agreements for peace into various kinds : (i) Atmamisha,

(ii) Purushantara Sandhi, (Hi) Adrishtapurusha Sandhi,

(iv) Parikraya
f
(v) Upagraha, (vi) Swarna Sandhi, (vii)

Kapala, (viii) Adistha, (/>) Uchchinna Sandhi, ( r) Pari-

bhiishana, (j-i) Avakraya. (i)— (ix) are included in the list

furnished by Kamandaka. Avakraya means treaty by

which the kingdom is set free by the payment of a

part of the produce of the kingdom.'5

1 Kautilya however explains Upagraha Sandhi by peace with subsidy. "When
peace is concluded by offering money capable of being taken on a man's shoulder

it is called Upagraha, " tcfi^q^sfj qf*Jl §Nr.*rfa^q^:-"— A. S. VII., 8. But

Kamandaka : " fog^ HTP^ig ^^fTRqJJf;."— Kam., IX., 16.

1 Kamandaka, IX., 18: '' ^iJRrferriqv^T^ qfr»JW.." Kuiuilya considers

qft'25'tf a kbnl of peace concluded by the promise of paying more thau the land

yields : " qisnfaRJWt »jfa«?: *fwf: U qf>»f*<U: "—A. S., VII., 3.

1 The definitions of the various kinds of treaties mentioned by Kautilya are

i| noted in externa here below. It is to be observed, however, that the whole thing
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Of these various forms of peace ^T^fa^, *J*WtK and

*l§g require supply of troops by the vanquished to the

conqueror. In the two forms of "sn^nfa^ and tj^GTT^?; a

woman of high rank has been enjoined upon to be given

as hostage. This condition is very humiliating as we

gather from our knowledge of nations of antiquity in

general. Thus we have it stated on the authority of

Tacitus's Germaiiia that to the Germans the idea of a

woman being led into captivity was intolerable ; and

hence when the daughters of illustrious families were

is in rhyme. Is it probably because Kautilya found these forms of treaties sanctified

by usage ?

^9 ^'^Trf^#*T ?T^ fa«qT 3T I

qifaT5^ ?IIcp3J ^ ?ig*! t<??g I

gigr^Nsfii f«n?r qsrcft: qf%3 sifV^ i

«w!|<HjtPw^ ^itq*reraw. ii

^13!^t%*t ffrnm mtt^t famfamn i

vftm\ **&[ €fa: qq ^ si^thi^ n

^*ftq%?ft ?^\ %s: sfN^PWf: i

# # #

^^^fafq^reTfqftonRprat *rc?i

* * *

Trf^^r^WS^ ^#^qVim*T: II

^f^asfawq q^^R^nfecr. n

ph^t *$foi *Tteif *n<?qw. i

A. 9., VII., 3.
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delivered as hostages, the most effective obligation was

thereby engendered. 1 In earlier Roman History women

—

Roman matrons—were given as hostages. \Ye read in

Livy that when the Etruscan Lars Porsena withdrew his

troops from Janicnlum, and peace was concluded a num-

ber of Roman hostages, including maidens, had to be

given. According to Livy's story, the camp of the

Etruscans having been pitched near the Tiber, a young

Roman lady named Cloelia, one of these hostages, de-

ceiving the guards, sAvam over the river, amidst the darts

of her enemy, at the head of a number of virgins, and

brought them back all sate to their relations. 2

Upagraha, Snoartiasandhi, and Kapala were three

forms of peace concluded on the payment of money

;

while Aoakraya
i
Uchchhuna Sandhi and Paribhusana were

three kinds of peace based on cession of territories.

Resides the eleven kinds of treaties mentioned above,

there were also other kinds of agreements either with or

without any binding forms or specific ends. Peace with

no specific end is called ^^rff^^^T and peace with bind-

ing terms is called ^rHPf*!^. Peace with no specific

end besides self-preservation, is a renewed agreement of

peace either with equal, inferior or superior powers ac-

cording as rights of the parties are determined with res-

pect to their respective positions, fairer ^^:^rr»j3*f.

When by the employment of friends (at the courts of

each other) an agreement of peace is maintained and

the terms are strictly observed so that there might not

arise any difference of opinion, thepeaceis called effcT^isp!!??

or peace with binding terms, "iffi^r fa?jf%m»3T*J*rafi:

Tacit os's Qermania . 8.

Liw, II. 13. Cf. also Virg. : A.eneid, VIII., ii. 61.

Arthtisftstra, VII., C.
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Treaties have further been divided into (i) ^nR^faj;,

(ii) femff^rfa*: and (Hi) 'qfagfer, according as the adoption

of a "double policy" (^rtwre:) entails upon kings of superior,

equal or inferior power, the payment of a greater, equal

or less amount of profit in proportion to the army sup-

plied.2

?fisrt ^m€tsf^%Tm5! uwtc^^t 'ffaii^fa ^r*r*rfer: 1 feraii

The above kinds of treaties mark the cessation

of hostilities. Besides them, we have instances of

treaties of agreement entered into by kings in times

of profound peace, such as treaties * for the acquisition of

land or for colonization. The one is called *jftr*rf*j:, the

other is called ^rcqrfarrafa*: ;
" cch*n? ^^fH^fHT^f "?f?T *fflT-

ftfer;.
5 Acquisition of territory might be made either

from a wandering enemy (^«?ff?T^T?!) cr from a stupid king 6

(3TfosTT?f)- * he ono would be an original mode of acqui-

sition from wild tribes, because, the land in which they

effected temporary settlements was in the eye of law mere

res nullius; the second kind of treaty gave land to the

' conqueror ' by that derivative mode of acquisition named,
1 cession.' Acquisition of property by colonisation 7 would

come under the head of acquisition of res nullius by

1 Arfchasastra, VI [., 6.

- in this is bo be seen the germ of thai policy known as the subsidiary policy of

Lord Wellesley.

» A. S., V.. 7.

* Arfchasastra, VII., LO.

Ibid, VII., 10.

a Hid, vn„ i0; ''^fsr^nrronnsT ^firaw sfa ? ^^fa*Tffa^w:%T5T'
,

ibid VII., ii
:

•' fe|' ^ ^tt^' f^TT^^f T^^farmfci; "
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occupation. The doctrine of effective occupation 1 seems to

have been fully understood by Kautilya because he pre-

fers a small piece of land not far to an extensive piece

of land very far.

^m\ nar^rei wi\ %m ff urn* m^fiTg^fk^Rr^i'^

Lands might also be acquired either by (a) compul-

sory sale or (b) voluntary sale. The treaty of peace by

which a powerful king compels another to sell a portion

of his land is called ^fa*jcT*rfV.—"g^^taT^lt ^T *ffa'

^srem sfiiH srfarr.^fem^TRi ^mf^fa^*rfa: i

2 A king

making a voluntary sale of land was to do so after

mature deliberation and calm consideration.

The sanctity of treaties and alliances was very fully

recognized and Kamandaka advises a wise king not to

1 The doctrine of effective occupation is of comparatively recent origin. It was

introducer! into International Law during the Sixteenth and rhe Seventeenth Cen-

t uries. It was a protest against the right of occupation by mere right of discovery

by Spain and Portugal. The oft-quoted reply of Queen Elizabeth of England to

Mendoza, the Ambassador of Philip TI of Spain that she did not " acknowledge the

Spaniards to have any tirle by donation of the Hishop of Rome " may be capped

by the mocking questions of Francis T of France to Charles V of Spain :
" By what

right do you and the King of Portugal undertake to monopolize the Earth? Has

father Adam made yon his sole heirs, and if so, where is a copy of the will?"

( Lawrence).

Arthasastra, VTT., 11. "When fa king of equal power demands land from

another as above, then the latter may sell it after considering 'whether the land

can be recovered by me, or can be kept under control
; whether my enemy can be

brought under my power in consequence of his taking possession of the land; and

whether 1 can acquire by the sale of the land friends and wealth enough to help me

in my undertaking."

3 Ibid,
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enter into agreements of peace with twenty sorts of per-

sons, mz.
s

(i) a young prince, (ii) a king in the process of

senile decay, (Hi) a king suffering from disease for a

very long time, (io) a king discarded by his relatives,

(v) a cowardly sovereign, (m) a sovereign surrounded by

a circle of cowardly followers, (vii) a king full of greed,

(oiii) a king whose officers are greedy and covetous, (ix) a

king who is under (lie influence of adverse fate, (x) one

who has an exaggerated faith in chance, (xi) one who is

famine-stricken, (xii) a king whose army is in mutiny,

(xiii) a king who is in an unfamiliar land, (xiv) a king

who has numerous enemies, (vv) a king who does not

value opportunities, (vol) a king who is devoid of truth

and justice, (xvii) a king whose prakritis are in a state

of revolt, (xviii) a king who is a great debauch, (xix) a

king who has no stability of character or fixed resolve

and (xc) a king who desecrates the gods and the Brah-

mans. 1

Ample guarantees were demanded for the due ful-

filment of the terms of the treaties and the observance of

treaties depended on

—

(1) ^raraqsi: (oath).

(2) flf^j: (securities).

(3) irfh're: (hostages).

^?l^f^TT*T^^ f^^im"jf^^: ii

t^q^cT^r^ l^f^rre? ^ ^ I

^fapajft #^'s: m%*t ?ra 1

1

^sre^apicre fVsift: rp&n ^mt ii

Kam., IX., 13-16.

A. 8., VII., 17.

10
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" My teacher," says Kautilya, " is of opinion that peace

dependent upon honesty or oath is mutable, while peace

with a security or hostage is immutable." Kautilya

however differed from him and regarded oath as the basis^

of all treaties. It is for this world only that a security or

hostage is required for strengthening the agreement. The

value of oath governing the relations of man and man

has been richly illustrated by the great epics ;
the admis-

sion of the ethical superiority of the oath not only in this

but in the great hereafter by Kautilya, the great diplo-

mat and astute politician as well as the high priest of the

gospel of expediency proves conclusively that oath in a

certain sense is the underlying basis of the whole body/

of the ancient law of nations. Honest kings of old

according to Kautilya, concluded an agreement of peace

merely by saying " ^f%m^c'" Treaties in Greece as

also in Rome were conceived to be under the protection of

the gods. Thus, Zeus in the recitals of the Iliad is repre-

sented as a witness to the sanctity of treaties. " Zeus, most

glorious, most misrhtv and ve other immortal Gods ! Who-

soever shall first commit wrong contrary to their pledges,

may their brains and their children's be dispersed on the

ground, like this wine and may their wives prove faith-

less."
2

Ceremonials were indispensable incidentals to a con-

clusion of peace and in ancient India according to Kau-

tilya, kings made their agreement by swearing by fire,

water, the plough, the brick of a fort or wall, the shoulder

of an elephant, the hips of a horse, the front of a chariot,

a weapon, seeds, scents, wrought gold or bullion gold and

by declaring that these things would destroy and desert

him who violates the oath.

1 A. S.. VII., 17.

5 Tlind, III., 208-301.
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Aii early account of the conclusion of a treaty is also

given in the Tliad. It was the case of an agreement entered

into by the Trojans and the Argives with regard to the

combat for Helen between Menelaus and Alexander. First

of all, the herald made an announcement in the city of

the duel and of the preliminaries that were to ensue, and

brought two lambs, some wine in a goat-skin bottle, a

bowl and golden cups. " When all were assembled, the

lordly heralds brought together the faith-ensuring pledges

of the gods and mingled the wine in a bowl, and poured

water over the hands of the princes. Then Atreides cut

oft' the hair from the heads of the lambs, which was dis-

tributed by the heralds amongst the chiefs of the Trojans

and the Achaeans. Atreides raising his hands then

offered up this prayer :
' Father Zeus that rulest from

Ida, most glorious, most mighty, and thou Sun that

beholdest all things, and nearest all things and ye Rivers

and thou Earth, and ye that in the underworld punish

men deceased, whosoever has taken a false oath ; be ye

witnesses, and watch over the faith-ensuring pledges.'"

Zev irarep, \hr)6iv /xeSewv, kvSicttc, /xeytore,

HeA/Vtos #,'o; 7rarr E</)(y>as *ai 7ravT' eTraKOvas,

Kai TloTa/jLOi Kai Tata, /cat ot VTrevepde Ka/xovTas

av0pw7rovi Tivvadov, otis KtiriopKV op,ocrar],

vp.ei'i paprvpot ecrTe, cpv\.a<jcr€Te S'opKta 7riooTa. 2

A.S., VII., 17.

Ztv K-vSiffTt, nfyicTTf, /ecu adavarot deOi a\\ot.

OTTITOTtpOl TTpOTfpOl VTTtp 5p/aa Tnjuirviiav,

a>87j o<p' tyicf<pa\os xaMa^<s ptoi, us o8e oivos,

outojv, Kai reK(uv, aXo^oi S'aWotai /j.iyetti'.

Tliad, III., 276-80, tr. PhilipRon.
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In historic Greece we find Cirrah being razed to the

ground by the Amphictyonic Council owing to a transgres-

sion of sacred law on her part and the following curse was

pronounced

:

" If any one transgress this, whether city or individual,

or tribe, let him be accursed of Apollo and Artemis and

Leto and Athenae ; neither may the offenders' land bear

fruit, nor their wives bring forth children like unto their

parents but monsters, nor their herds yield increase after

their kind; and may they suffer confusion in war and trials

and in councils, may they be exterminated themselves,

and their houses and their race ; and may they never

sacrifice acceptably to Apollo or Artemis or Leto or

Athense, nor receive their sacrifices at their hands." 1

Similarly, " Roman treaties were deemed to be under

the vigilant guardianship of the gods. Thus Rome had

her Jupiter Fid i us, as Greece had her Zew n«rrios. Janus is

said to have been the protector of alliances ; his double

face symbolising the two peoples united by the treaty of

peace. The conception of fides and wwt« and opKta is at

the very foundation not only of ancient treaties in the

strict sense but of the whole range of Hellenic and Roman

international relationships. Thus in the treaty between

Hannibal and Philip V of Macedon (215 B. C.) the oath

was taken, says Polybius, in the presence of Zeus, Hore,

and Apollo ; of the god of the Carthaginians, Hercules

and Lobus, of Ares, Triton, Poseidon : of the gods that

accompany the army, and the sun, moon and earth, of

rivers, harbours and waters of all the gods

of war that are witnesses to the oath. 2 The first Roman

treaty with Carthage affords an interesting example. The

Commissioner (paterpatratus), writes Polybius, took a

Machines : CtesipVinn. (Philipson).

Polvbitm, Vn , 9.
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stone in his hand andjiaving taken the oath in the name

of his country concluded with these words :
'111 abide

by this oath may Jupiter bless me ; but if I do other-

wise in thought or act, may all others prosper in their

countries under their laws, in their livelihood, and preserve

their household goods and tombs ; may I alone be cast

out as this stone is now." 1 According to Martin 8in China

too, there were elaborate formalities in connection with

the signing of a treaty including solemn confirmation

by oath, mingling of the blood of the signatory parties in

a cup of wine, laying their hands on the head of an ox to

be sacrificed, and the usual imprecation. Thus in a

treaty between the Prince of Cheng, and a coalition of

princes who invaded his terrirtory, 544 B.C., after the

preamble and the recital of the provisions, the conclusion

was to this effect : "We engage to maintain inviolate the

terms of the foregoing agreement. May the gods of the

hills and the rivers, the spirits of former Emperors and

Dukes, and the ancestors of our seven tribes and twelve

states watch over its fulfilment. If any one prove unfaith-

ful may the all-seeing gods smite him, so that his people

shall forsake him, his life be lost and his posterity

cut off." s

As however time rolled on, the need for ample guaran-

tees for securing treaties besides " oath " arose and

"securities " and " hostages" came to be demanded for

a due observance of the terms.4
flf?T^: is peace witli a

1 Polybius, III., 25

2 Martin, cit., p. 73.

3 Philipson.

Cf. also yEnpid, X]i , 197-205.

" haeo endeni. Aenea, terrnm-mare Bidera jnro

Latonaeque genus duplex Innumque bifronrem

Vimqne denni infernam et dnri sacraria Ditis
;

audit haec geniror, qui fopdorn fulmine Bandit.

Tango arns medios ignis et nnmina testor
;
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security—" ascetics engaged in penance," and " noble

men " were offered as securities. The deeply religious

nature of the Indians prompted them to offer ascetics

engaged in penance as the most efficient means of keeping

the plighted word, irf^f ; is peace made with hostages :

they might be children, princesses or princes. Kautilya

bursts forth in grim humour when he solemnly

advises the conquering hero not to accept, if possible,

princesses as hostages because they cause trouble

to the receiver.

Kautilya's sage advice is confirmed by the experience

of the Romans. With the beginning of the Empire,

Rome frequently received women as hostages. In the

case of some communities, says Suetonius, " Augustus

required a new kind of hostage, viz., women, as he had

found from experience that they cared little for men

when thus delivered."

nulla dies pacem hane Italia nee foedera rumpet,

quo res cumque cadent ; nee me visulla volentem

avertet, non si tellurem effundatin undas

diluvio miscens caelumqiie in Tartara solvat."

Thus Latinos looking: towards the sky and extending; his hands to heaven says :

" By these same I swear. Aeneas, by the Earth, [sea, sky, and the twin brood

of Latona and Janus the double facing, and the might of nether gods and grim

Pluto's Shrine ; this let our Father hear, who seals treaties with his thunderbolt.

I touch the altars, I take to witness the fires and the gods between us ; no time

shall break this peace and truce in Italy: howsoever fortune Gall; nor shall any

force turn my will aside, not if it dissolve land into water in turmoil of deluge,

nor melt in heaven."—Philipson.

1

Cf. the " Chinabhnltis."

" arqqiftram w?c\i riqfwr fj'arRf wi mfavn^^: ufa^. i"

A. S., VII., 17.

Suetonius: Augustus 21 " novum genus obiidum, feminas, cxigere

temptaverit. quod negligore mnrum pignera sentiebat."
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Thus, the institution of hostages obtained universally

among nations of antiquity and the practice continued

down to comparatively recent times ; we hear of it in

Europe even so late as the year 1748, when two

English peers were sent to Paris as pledges for the

fulfilment of the treaty of Aix-la-Chapelle.

We have seen the various classifications of treaties,

we have examined the various guarantees for peace;

now comes the question to the forefront, how far were

treaties binding ? The international conscience of civi-

lised world has raised the question in an acute form

during recent times. Treaties, says Hall, are entered into

between parties as binding. " Treaties," says Sir F. E.

Smith, " form the contract law of states, and it is in dealing

with their enforcement and deviation that International

Law conspicuously fails." He observes the distinction

between municipal law and International Law specially

on the questions of specific performance of a contract

:

11 whereas municipal law will not hold valid a contract

obtained by force, many of the most important treaties

of the world are the result of the exercise of force, or

the threat of it, upon a nation which has no alternative

but surrender. To treat force, therefore, as invalidating

a treatv would be to strike at the conclusion of a war." 1

And yet, fraud vitiates agreements of all kinds and Philli-

more gives an illustration of duress nullifying an en-

gagement :
" The resignation of the crown and kingdom,

extorted by Napoleon from Ferdinand VII at Bayonne,

whither he had decoyed the monarch and his family was

clearly—-the duress and the condition of the party abdicat-

ing beinsc considered—invalid : but the resignation of

Napoleon at Fontainebleau was not extorted by treachery

or duress, but was the consequence of defeat in open

1 F. E. Smith : International Law, p. l^tk
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and legitimate war." 1 This view it* pushed to extrei:

would justify the treaty executed by the German Impe

administration at Brest Litovsk in the year 1917. Wool

however, takes a different standpoint and observes

:

combination to commit injustice, for example, to conq

and appropriate an independent country, as Polanc

a crime which no formalities of treaty can sanct]

This rule it is true, is not one of much political impi

ance or of practical application to the concerns of nati

beforehand, for most of the iniquities of naiions

varnished over by some justifying plea and the o

tribunal in the case is the moral indignation of manki

while after the crime has triumphed mankind acce

the new order of things rather than have a state

perpetual war." Political philosophers of the Gern

school on the other hand, like Trietsche and Niets<

are of opinion, that peace ought to be maintained—at {

rate peace forced on a nation—only so long as

vanquished state does not recoup sufficient strength

retaliate. The bloody battle of Jena and the humiliat

terms of peace imposed upon the Germans by Napole

engendered a feeling of distrust for treaties in the mi:

of the German political thinkers of the last century.

Treaties of guarantees, which the European fain

of nations delights in, 'while imposing them on Belgi

or Switzerland or the dismembered Ottoman Empire,

not seem to have been scrupulously observed by I

members themselves. Thus in 1871, when the pie

potentiaries assembled were clamouring for the sanct

of international agreements, the powers Avere engaged

acquiescing in a flagrant violation of the Treaty of Pa

in 1856, according to which Russia was forbidden

maintain a fleet in the Black Sea. Then again, Bosnia a

Phillimore : Commentaries upon Int. Law, II., § 49.
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Herzegovina were annexed by the late " Dual Empire "

in violation of the Treaty of Berlin, 1878. In 1831, the

neutrality of Belgium was guaranteed ; it was violated by

one of the contracting parties, viz., Germany in 1914 ; in

1856, the Convention of Paris between Great Britain and

France and Austria ensured the independence and integrity

of the Ottoman Empire ; shortly after, bankruptcy and

lawlessness in Egypt evoked English interference, English

protectorate and lastly annexation. The conclusion of

the last great European War will probably soon see the

dismemberment of the Turkish Empire by two of the

contracting powers, and the Khalifat day in India will be

observed in vain.

This someAvhat long preamble is necessary to explain

the peculiar theory of peace propounded by the writers

of the Arthasastras in Ancient India. They realised full

well the truth of the remark smssrTSlnfr sft^Rstofffa:
1

and yet the centralisation and deification of the monarchy

led them to promulgate the theory of expediency. To

an astute politician like Kautilya, who helped the over-

throw of the Nanda dynasty, the installation of the

Mauryya Emperors and the acquisition of their vast

empire, restlessness appeared to be the only means of suc-

cess and he therefore upheld the theory of the " good old

rule, the simple plan :
" " whoever is rising in power,

may break an agreement of peace
" 2 and "a powerless king

should behave as a conquered king " ^srsiwr ^§ftRcT3<53^cT
3

and there cannot be a greater evil to a king than

alliance with a considerable power—jR^T^Y^t fw fefw^f-

*WT*mt Tl^raenfTOltaTc! i

4 So a king according to him,

was to maintain peace only under certain circumstances.

1 Arthasastra, VI., 2.

2 Ibid, VII., 17.

» Ibid, VII., 2. •

* Ibid.

11
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Like the politicians and diplomats of modern Europe
the writer of the Arthasastras recommended " an armed "

peace. Thus says Kautilya

:

g^T qsic^—*aft %<?t *TfT3T#: OTrtf fir: qT^isfasq^fa-

fropNsT €t^qfaq^irftrfafa: m.3nRTC§q^ftrenftr ; i?i m

vwifh ; iwi frowWt *rt ^enart , ffa 'to fort ifci ^rfrmfa ;

*r?n «ri ^t%ri^r wir1%<ot *i*m^ cftffa^fa ; trctq^t *?ira

swg^t *nmJTfasifa ; m: ^^ §tY *Twfa ; firq^^rok'Ht

*n fatm^: q?:: ^3 *r ^ fesfifra ; crtt: ngTrWk'wt ^t

fll^f ^ff%rf: ^Tl §f^ STWTTfa ; ^U^qfa^f 3T smWT

^Tcifa^lfa " ?fa sft^T §f%?nfrlSr! h"
1 This is the voice of

1 A. S., VII. 1. Or if a king thinks, "that keeping the agreement of peace I can

undertake productive works of considerable importance and destroy at the same time

those of the enemy ; or apart from enjoying the results of my own works, I shall also

enjoy those of my enemy in virtue of the agreement of peace ; or T can destroy the

works of my enemy by employing spies and other secret means ; or by holding out

such inducements as a happy dwelling, rewards, remission of taxes, little work and

large profits and wages, I can empty my enemy's country of its population with

which he has been able to carry out his own works; or being allied with a king of

considerable power my enemy will have his own works destroyed ; or I can prolong

my enemy's hostility with another King whose threats have driven my enemy to seek

my protection ; or being allied with me my enemy can harass the country of another

king who hates me ; or oppressed by another king, the subjects of my enemy will

immigrate into my country, and I can therefore achieve the results of my own worLs

rerv easily ; or being in a precarious condition due to the destruction of his works

my enemy will not be so powerful as to attack mo j
or by exploiting my own resources

in alliance with any two kings, I can augment my resources ; or if a circle of states

is formed by my enemy as one of its members, I can divide them and combine with

others; or by threats or favour, I can catch hold of my enemy and when he desires-

to be a member of my own circle of states, I cau make him incur the disploasure

of other members and fall a victim to their own fury "—if a king thinks thus, then

ho may increase his resource* hjr keeping peace."—Shama Sastri's translation,

p. 329.
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political expediency prompting a state to the adoption

of only one principle, viz,, satisfaction of state-interest. 1

Thus, it will be observed that all the activities of the

state are subordinated to its supreme interests. Self-

improvement, the adoption of an attitude of benevolent

neutrality, all questions of naturalisation, immigration,

and emigration, the formation of alliances, the preservation

of the balance of power are guided by the dominating and

all-absorbing passion of self-interest. This theory of

peace has been denned by Sukracharyya very briefly :

2

The value of alliances from the " utilitarian " point of

view is very great and a king should " like a bamboo
remain surrounded by clusters."

*mm% ^=#g' tw: ^wi^t^^t II

s

" Therefore, being attacked by a powerful monarch, a ruler of

men having no other remedy should seek peace, delaying as much as

possible."-4

Thus equality of status came to be recognized as the

most stable basis of " peace with honour," and a king

desiring prosperity was to conclude peace with his equals

because "the clash between two unbaked jars destroys

both of them."

1 Vide ante.

^<re: ^faHfa^jj«riw: =ffF«F5nq^w ii Kam,, IX., 1.

3 Peace should be made with the very powerful, war with the eqnal and expedi-

tion against the weak ; hut to friends should be granted refnge as well as residence

within the forts.—Sarkar.

1 Sukra, IV., vii., 244.
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" A weak king," thus ran the advice of Kamandaka,
" should patiently bear the thrashing of the enemy, like

a tortoise contracting within its shell when beaten ; but

when the right time comes, the intelligent king should

behave like a crooked serpent."

3»m fling ^fn?ngf%Srt ssWh^ n
2

It was this principle of expediency which induced

Manu to dictate as follows :

fa<sf w&f&aHiift fasf fesTgWf?: 11

rT^Tc! ^^Tf% ^fa ?*%*& ITCITCifa II

3

In all states of antiquity, in the inevitable contest

between justice and expediency, the welfare of the state

was regarded as the primary consideration of every

citizen and the ideas of writers of the Arthasastras agreed

with those of Livy who looked upon honour as subservient

to utility—cui ulilis quam honesti aura ercrf. Law to them,

was merely a creature of circumstance and necessity.

Honesta lex est temporis necessitas

Necessitas dat legem, non ipsa accipit. 4

1 Kam., IX., 60.

Kam., X.. 34-35.

3 Let him bo ever ready to strike, his prowess constantly displayed, and his

secrets constantly concealed, and let him constantly explore the weaknesses of his

foe. Of him who is always ready to strike, the whole world stands in awe; let him

therefore make all creatures subject to himself even by the employment of force

—Manu, VII., 102-03.

4 Publilius Syraa (45 B.C.) Sontentiac,
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The keen struggle between justice and expediency

was felt many a time by the Greeks. Thus, the Corin-

thian envoys on the eve of the Peloponnesian AVar

reminded the Athenians of the apparent harmony be-

tween the two extremes :

l " Do not say to yourselves,"

they said, " that one thing is just but that in the event

of war another thing is expedient ; for the true path of

expediency is the path of right." Thus did the Athenians

enunciate the general policy of Athens before Hermo-

crates of Syracuse :
" In each case we must make friends

or enemies, according to circumstances and here our

interest requires, not that we should weaken our friends,

but that our friends should be too strong for our enemies.

Do not mistrust us. In Hellas we act upon the same

principles, managing our allies as our interest requires

in their several cases."- Of the view of the supremacy of

state interest, and of the practice of subordinating every-

thing else thereto, the Spartans were the most thorough,

consistent and uncompromising advocates. Lysander's

preference for expediency and strategem to justice and

openness is well known. He indeed laughed at those

who said that the race of Heracles ought not to make

wars by strategem, saying :
" when the lion's skin

will not protect us, we must sew the fox's skin to it."

07rou yap y] Aeoi'T^/U?; tfyiKvtnai, TrpOcnrpayjTeov € Ket Trjv aXujTrevrjv. 3

1 Thuc, 1., 78 : icaiffq vofjuot) StKaia /xev ra5e Aeyeadai £v/j.cpopa 8t, et Tro\€/xrjoei, oAAa

to T6 yap£v/u<pepov ev o> av rts eAax'CTa afxapravij fxa\tffra ererai

to yap fxt) aSiKeiv tovs 0/j.owvs ex vPWTfPa o~vva/j.is tj to> avrtKa (paytpw

tirapQevras Sta klvSvvuivto ir\eov *Xelv -

- Thuc, VI., 85 : 7rpos (Kaffra 8e 5ei rj exQpov 77 <pt\ou fx(ra Kaipov yiyveadai KcuT)/j.a$ rovro

co<p(\et evtdaSf, ovk f\v tovs <pt\ovs KaKooffui/xev, aAA t)V 01 e^flpoi Sia tuv

t<i)v (piXoiv aSwaroi uaaw ajuanov Seov xpV Ka- 1 "/aP tovs «k«i %v/j./jiaxovs

oiv (KaffTOi xp r
la

'

t
l
J- ot e^yov/xeda

3 Pint. : Lpsander, 7-
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CHAPTER VII

War : Character : Grounds

It has been asserted and re-iterated by admirers of

modern International Law—conversant with the histories

of. Rome and Greece—that the ancients lived amidst

the ceaseless turmoil of war, that an inter-

minable mutual hostility of nations was their normal and

necessary condition, and they held every alien to be

essentially and inevitably an ^xp ? or hostis, in the sense

of a political or natural adversary. Now, as it will be

shown in this chapter, war did not form the normal

condition of existence so far as at least the three great

Aryan peoples of antiquity were concerned, viz., the

ancient Indians, the Greeks and the Romans. According

to the Greeks and the Romans, war was admittedly their

frequent condition but certain well-defined causes

regularized military operations ; while in the case of

ancient India, of the six forms of policy, conciliation,

gift and separation were given preference to war even in

a regular form.

" f If thy endeavours after peace fail, then mayest thou engage in

battle,' such was the advice of the dying Bhisma to Yudhisthir.

' The victory that one acquires by battle is very inferior.' 1 There-

fore the collision of battle is not at all desirable as long as it can be

avoided. The policy of conciliation, of producing disunion and making

Sant,, CIL. 16-17.
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gifts should first be tried ; battle, it is said, should come after

these" 1

The Manu Samhita also repeats the same sentiments.

A king should first try to conquer his foes by conciliation,

by gift and by causing dissension if possible : if all

these fail then and then only should he wage Avar.

*
"*t* "Sp t|c

ct^t gtra writ fasrira ftg^ vm it

2

The Arthasastras were great advocates of the policy of

state-interest and yet they looked upon the establishment

and continuation of peace as the only means of achieving

national progress and national prosperity. 3 Even when
the advantages of peace and war are equal one should

prefer peace, for war causes loss of power and wealth and

is troublesome and sinful. 4 A solvent treasury and sage

advice, declared Kamandaka, were much better expedients

than mere display of power ; he therefore recommended
lavish use of gifts.

*n*?t§ ,i|^M ^ *rataraT: wtfrfm: II

5

Mahabharata-Santi-ltaj, CII., 22.
2 Manu, VJL, 198.

3 Ibid, VII., 200.

* Arthasastra, VII., 12.

5 Kamandaka, XVII., 2-3.
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Conciliations and gifts are of five kinds while there were

.three forms of the policy of separation. 'The enumera-

tion of services rendered mutually, high praise of the

deeds of the enemy, establishment of relationships,

display of majesty as well as a peaceful declaration of

allegiance—these are the five sorts of conciliation.'

Gift of wealth, exchange of commodities, acquiescence

in seizure, gift of valuable things and remission of dues

were regarded as the various kinds of "gifts." Dissension

could be caused by alienation, by causing rivalry and

by the expression of threats. Sukracharyya is the great

exponent of, and a firm believer in, the efficacy of the

power of separation and he held that separation was the

best of all methods or policies of work. 1 Victory in

war was regarded as uncertain and war was therefore to

be avoided as long as possible from the utilitarian point of

view: 2 that was the opinion of the writers of the

Arthasastras while the Dharmasastras advised abstention

from hostilities from a moral point of view.

Similarly, in the histories of Greece and Rome we find

expressions of pacific intention of states amidst the prevail-

ing clash of arms. Thus Pericles in his "Funeral Orations"

gave vent to his pacific intentions and wanted to make

peaceful Athens the " Schoolmistress " of Hellas. Thus

Aristophanes 3 supplicated the gods to abolish the arbitra-

ment of the sword, and Euripides J advised avoidance

of war as inconsistent with wisdom ; though thoroughly

1 Sukra, IV., vii.

a Sukra, IV., vii., 189 : "jr^ ^SI*Rt<mt TW ^<W^"- "

Kam., IX., 75.

3 Avcs, 1591.

4 " It behoves bin therefore whoever is wise, to avoid war, but if it come to this,

it is no crown of dishonour to die nobly for one's city, but to die ignobly is

shameful."—Troad.
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imbued with purely chivalrous feelings, he did not

advocate ignoble or dishonourable death.

tfitVyill' fJLCV OVV Xpi77TO/\.£/A01>, OOTtSft' <f>f)01'<(

et 8«s to8 eXOoi. <TTe<f>avo<i ovk <ncrxpo<i iroXtt

kciXws oXindai p:q KaAws oe bro-KA«s.

The Roman writers were no less vehement in their

denunciation of wars and they agreed with Aristotle in

regarding peace as tlie ultimate goal of all wars (reAosyap

tiprjv^tv TToXeixov). Thus Silius Italicus emphasizes that

peace is the best of all things given to mankind, and that

one peace is better than innumerable triumphs.

Pax optima rerum

quas hornini novisse datum e.si
;
pax una triumpbis

innumeris potior.

"Peace with justice and honour," so declares Polybius, 1

11
is the noblest and the most advantageous thing in the

world; when joined with disgrace and contemptible

cowardice, it is the basest and the most disastrous."

Hence sang Pindar :

TO KOLVOV TtS aCTTWV £V €l)S(a TL OilS

fpcwacrarw peyaXavopos t/o-ux^i? to cpaitipov </>uo?

11 A quiet haven for the ship of the state

Should be the patriot's aim,

And smiling peace to small and great

That brings no shame."'2

The various definitions of " war " given by the writers

of the Arthasastras prove that they regarded war not as a

condition but as a result of what Logicians regard as a

series of causes. Kautilya defined war as an " offensive

operation."3 War was defined by Sukracharyya as (i)

the affair of two parties, (ii) having inimical relations

1 iv.; 3i.

- Odes, Philipson.

3 Artliasastra, Bk. VII.

12
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with each other, (Hi) undertaken by means of arms,

(iv) with the ulterior object of satisfying their rival

interests :

The Agni Purana defines war " as the direct result of

injuries done to each other by two hostile monarchs."2

If we combine the essential ingredients then it will be

seen, that the authors of the Arthasastras did not in any

way regard warfare as a necessary consequence of exis-

tence and that there was probably the nearest approach

to the theory of modern International Law that war is an

affair between states. It will also be seen later, that the

distinction between combatants and non-combatants—

a

distinction scarcely recognized by international custom

of antiquity—was fully recognized and acted upon in

ancient India.3

A declaration of war is a formal notification on the

part of a state that it considers itself at war with another

state to which a notification is sent. A universal rule of

declaration, preceding commencement of hostilities was

the general custom of antiquity. Thus, in ancient

India all the great wars in the Epics were begun

after declaration. Declarations of war were generally

made through the Dutas, as for example, Srikrishna,

as an ambassador of the Pandavas, delivered his

ultimatum to the Kauraras : in historical times this

good old rule was strictly followed, so that issue of

1 Sukra, TV., vii., 220.

: Agni, CCXL., 15, p. 860, tr.

3
Cf. also Kamandaka, X., 1 :
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ultimatums (ucnu)
1 and breaking of treaties ( TOifWf'g:

)

have been mentioned by Kautilya, as the functions of an

envoy or Duta. Such declarations took the form of an

oral delivery of message by the delivery of Sasana or

royal writ. " Writs," says Kautilya, " are of great import-

ance, in as much as treaties and ultimata depend upon
writs." 2 Hence, a person possessing the qualifications

of a minister, who knows very well the customs and

usages of the country, who is smart in composition,

whose handwriting is legible and who is sharp in reading

should be appointed a lehhaka.

In Chapter IV of Book VII, Kautilya deals with Neutra-

lity after proclaiming war (fsr^UTCR) and marching

after proclaiming war (fofj^im**). He states also there-

in the circumstances under which a king may keep quiet

after proclaiming war. We observe the triumph of the

Kautilyan theory of expediency when we find Kautilya

counselling princes 'gaining in strength after proclaiming

war,' to march against a helpless enemy:

One thing however remains clear : whether a, king desires

to overpower a weak neighbour, whether he launches

war upon a state for the preservation of the balance of

1 ^*faqiTi[c4 IffiTqt fa*N*r?: I

^jnftmHI ^^ ^^T^m: i—a.s., i., 16.

Cf. also Kam., XII., 8:

2 Arthasastra, II., 10.

8 Arthasastra, VII., 4.
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power, or whether he tights in self-defence, proclamation

of war should precede commencement of hostilities.

Further on, in Kautilya's definition of
i(

w4l^l " and

"iKElt
' ;| surprise attack does not form one of the consti-

tuent elements, so that we can come to the conclusion

that war must have been preceded by a declaration of

hostilities. The Greeks aud the Bomans were also very

strict in regard to the observance of certain formalities

connected with the declaration of war. But declaration

was dispensed with in cases of wars of self-defence-

as well as in cases of wars against an improperly organised

people, or against a nation deprh~ed of independence

and freedom, on the ground that legal equality could

not obtain in the absence of juridical personality. 3 The

Spartans who were notorious for their military procli-

vities did not care to observe such previous notification.

Thus, Pausanias says in reference to their designs on

Messenia that they neither declared war by herald, nor

openly renounced their friendship. But when Sparta

was in her turn attacked by Pyrrhus long afterwards

without any previous declaration, the Spartan envoys

remonstrated with him and his reply was :
" We know

well that neither do you Spartans tell any one beforehand

what vou mean to do." '

^ Arthasastra, \*J [., 6 :

but see later; K.mulva distinguishes between vpjps^ and ff^j^ aceoidiug as

hostilities follow declaration of war or nut

Livy
: XXXVI., 3.

' Dig., XXII.. 15. 7. 1.

wpoirffx tyavrff KTjpuKa Teportpov iroKtuov iroospovvra
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The principle oi* public declaration of Avar before

actual commencement of hostilities was fully recognised

by Greece and Rome. Thus, Herodotus refers to the

Greek custom of declaring war before the beginning of

belligerent operations

—

C7r<r'"' YaP "AA^/Wo-i ttoXc/aov irpocnroxn

^axovrcu. g0? on the failure of arbitration between the

Corcyraeans and the Corinthians on the eve of the

Peloponnesian war, a herald was despatched to the enemy

to proclaim that a state of war existed between the two

couutries. 1 In Rome, the Jus fetiale consisted of certain

rules and ceremonies or modes of procedure for declara-

tions of war and ratifications of treaties of peace which

were of great antiquity and were intended to satisfy the

religious scruples and the sensitive "legal conscience" of

the Romans.

There seems to be a great difference of opinion among

writers of "modern'' International Law as to whether decla-

ration of war is at all necessary. The English and the

American publicists have held the view that the date of

the first outbreak of hostilities furnishes a better criterion

for the commencement of a war than the date of the

formal declaration. Their view is perhaps best expressed

by Hall :

2

" An act of hostility, unless it be done in the urgency

of self-preservation, or by way of special reprisal, is in

itself a full declaration of intention : any sort of previous

declaration therefore is an empty formality, unless an

enemy must be given time and opportunity to put

himself in a state of defence, and it is needless to say

that no one asserts such quixotism to be obligatory."

The very magnitude of the British empire demands a

quick beginning as a condition precedent to success, and

1 See also Eologues. Thucydides, I., 29.

- Hall : Sixth Ed., p. 370.
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hence the English publicists do not favour an open decla-

ration before war is actually begun. General Maurice

of the British army l found less than ten cases out of 118

examined, of declarations prior to hostilities between 1700

and 1872.

The majority of the continental jurists have insisted

upon the utility or necessity of declaration. Japanese

custom does not conform to the practice of beginning

war with a declaration. Thus, the Chino-Japanese Avar

began with the capture of the Chinese transport

KoshiDig'1 by a Japanese Cruiser. Considerable contro-

versy was also roused by the Russian charge of treachery

against the Japanese because of the latter's attack on

the Russian fleet at Chemulpo and at Port Arthur two

days prior to Japan's declaration of war against Russia.3

The question was attempted to be set at rest by the second

Hague Peace Conference which went back to antiquity

and laid down the rule that hostilities between contract-

ing powers " must not commence without previous and

explicit warning, in the form either of a declaration of

war with the reasons assigned for it or of an ultimatum

with conditional declaration of war." 4 This rule seems

to have been observed in general by the belligerent

powers during the last great European and a practice

of universal application in antiquity seems to have

been translated for modern acceptance.

Wars have been due to various and manifold causes.

They are partly psychological, social, economic or political

in origin. " They have their root in human nature, in

the passions, appetites, aversions and ambitions of man-

kind ; and in the economic, political, or social conditions

1 Hostilities without Declaration, 1883.

; Takahashi : International Law applied to the Russo-Japouese War, 23 ; 602.

' See also Lawrence \ War and Neutrality in the Far East.

* Higgins i Hague Peace Conference, 198-99.
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under which men seek for the means of existence and

enjoyment. On the one hand, we have to reckon with

certain human factors, such as hunger, greed, national

jealousy, racial aversion, love of glory or national vanity,

and a desire to gratify these passions : and on the other

hand, man is often confronted with conditions in his

physical, political and social environment which make
it difficult to gratify these desires without a resort to

violence." !

"The causes which usually give rise to a war and the affronts

which are usually amended through the arbitration of the sword, are,

says the Agnipurana, 2
(/) the stealing away of a wife, 3

(//) encroach-

ment upon the capital, {Hi) the territory, (iv) the kingdom, (?>) or

the sovereign right of a king by his adversary, (??') pride, («**) over-

sensitiveness as to the point of honour, [viii) loss of fortune,

(/.r) humiliation suffered by an ally or a friendly monarch, (.r) the

death of an ally, {set) the accretion to the domain of a foreign prince

and a disturbance of the balance of power 4 among the monarchs

of a circle/' 5

Almost the same ideas have heen expressed by
Kamandaka—onlv intervention on moral grounds heino-

considered by him as an additional ground for war :

1 Now York Independent, Vol, 57, 1036.

Q
As., CCXL.

a E.g., the wars between Rama nnd Rnvnna
; flip war of Romp with Veil and

Lars Porsona.

* The theory of the Mandctia.

3 Wars were frequently undertaken by the Romans for offences caused against

ambassadors and for refusal to surrender or receive an ambassador. Thus, the

Romans early in their career, declared war against Veii for maltreatment of

Roman ambassadors. A tribune reproached the King of the Veientians with these

words :
" Is this the breaker of human treaties, the violator of the law of Nations ?

This victim will I now slay and T will offer him up to the shades of the

ambassadors."—Livy : IV., 58,
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^TOfT*t *T^t *T1T. tfrfT S^fasfft TOT II

fjnrcehTOrT*TO tot wfa*nsr?w n

In the above list of causes ' or occasions for war we

miss (i) wars for the refusal of extradition, (//') wars of

religion and (Hi) wars for offences against diplomatic

sagents. Probably wars of religion did not disturb the

peace of India at such an early period as that of Kaman-

daka, or perhaps civil wars, as with the Romans, were not

reckoned as wars by the Indians.

Wars were divided into various classes according either

to (i) the weapons used or (il) the methods employed.

Sukracharyya divided wars into (I) {jfa^f, (2) ^n^T and (3)

7U«^r> according to the weapons used. The daivika war-

fare is that in which ?r*^ was used ; the ^n^T is that in

which mechanical instruments were used ; and human

warfare is that in which Sastras and hands were used.

Kautilya divided battles into (i) open battle, (ii) treach-

erous battle, and (Hi) silent battle, according to the

means employed.

" fa?w^ h^to^', i^w, gwf g^fafrf i"
3

Open, treacherous and silent battles have further been

denned thus :

4

JTaRTSj^' ftlfifft §fi 3iTiN fw*T. I

ftfliTOlWW*: RHT^S^* .1

1 Ram., X., 2-6. » Arthasastra, VII., 6.

• Snkra, IV., vii., 221. 4 Ibid, VII., 6.
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When a battle is fought in daylight and in some
locality, it is termed an "'open battle"; bribing a portion of

the army and destroying another portion is one of the forms

of treacherous fight, while intrigue is the essence of a

"silent battle" and desperate attempts were made to win

over the chief officers of the enemy bv briberv and intrigue.

A weak king, according to the precepts of the Artha-

sastras, should wage both "treacherous" and "silent

wars " against a powerful enemy. Silent battles could

be started without previous declaration of hostile inten-

tion, but it will be evident from a careful perusal

of Kantilya that silent battles were fought by the employ-

ment of spies. They are not battles at all in the modern

acceptance of the term but should rather be regarded as a

means o'f causing dissension in enemy's ranks by secret

agencies—a method which has proved so very successful

during the last great European war both in Russia as

well as in Germany.

Indra, one of the traditional authors of the Arthasastra,

divided wars into four classes : (i) wars caused by the inva-

sion of one's territory, (n) wars caused by something done

by others prejudicial to the exercise of the regal powers,

(Mi) wars resulting from some dispute about boundaries,

and (iv) wars caused by some disturbance in the

Mandala.

Kamandaka 2 divides wars into sixteen classes according

to their results, their causes and the parties engaged.

1 Kan.., X., 16-17, " Ibid, X., 18-22.

13
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His division does not seem to have a scientific basis

at all.

^mft^rai^fa ?<%^ ^rfa^tsfa ^t i

^ng<sif qratfani' ?{^t^ fatqr^ twiIi

Sukracharyya draws a distinction between snf and ?fm^

with reference to the non-hostile intercourse between

state*. The cause of " ^f^^" " or quarrel or contention

is the exclusive demand for the same thing. When there

is no other remedy, says he, war or Vigraha should be

undertaken.

From the above sloka it is clear that 3T««jw meant

hostile operations stopping short of actual warfare. In

a previous passage also, Sukracharyya while enumerating

1 "Waragainsi illustrious Brahmans" is futile because all the ISTWn had

^^jH^I That seems to he the view of Kamandaka. Sukracharyya on the other hand,

is not afraid of a fight with the Brahmans; and when they take up arms, enemy

character should be extended to them • " The Brahmana who appears with a

murderous intent is as good as a Sudra." " There can be no sin in killing one

who OOmes with a murderous intent." Then again :

" The sin of killing a Brail-

mana does nol touch the man who treats [ike a ECshattriya and kills the Brahmana

who lights with arms in hand and does not leave tho battlefield." Sukracharyya

ubBerves further: "When again the Kshnt friyas ha ve ltecome effeminate and the

people are being oppressed by the lower orders of men, the Brahmanas should

fight and extirpate them."—Sukra IV.. vii., 264.
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the grounds of what we now call intervention on moral

grounds says

—

" fw?: *r ^ fai*ft w*ra 3««n?: wr i"
'

Therefore, such hostile operations might assume vari-

ous shapes and did certainly include '' reprisals " as we

understand it from a passage in the Arthasastra of

Kautilya."

^^T^ I ^tf% ^^TT^ainTW ; ^Tr?H* #fe* ^[%*\ *T3*rT ff<T ||

" When a king of equal power does not like peace, then the same

amount of vexation as his opponent has received at his hands should

he given to him in return ; for it is power that brings about peace

between two kings ; no piece of iron that is not made red-hot will

combine with another piece of iron."

These then were the general characteristics of war in

ancient India. The Epics and the Dharmasastras would

not recognise any kind of war which violated the strict

rules of Dharmajuddha and this principle has heen laid

down over and over again by the great Epics, the

Ramayana and the Mahabharata. It will be seen in the

next chapter, that humanitarian isin raised the laws of

warfare in Ancient India to a very high level, so that the

distance of centuries vanishes in the mist of time. If.

humanitarianism therefore raised the tone of interstatal

relations and international usage, chivalry also did not

fail to discharge its task in ennobling the ideal of warfare

Snkrn, IV., vii., 252.

fw?: H ^ ^^I^J??^ wm: Wi: ll—Sukra, IV., vii., 251.

,J Arthasastra, VII., 3.
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and the character of the soldier? engaged in the armed
conflicts.

" Blessed are the meek ; for theirs is the kingdom of

Heaven," says the Bible ;
" blessed are also they who

wield the sword, for theirs is the Valhalla "]— that is the

burden of the song of Prof. Cramb who vainly sought

to establish friendly relations between Great Britain and

Germany, "the two chosen people of God," just on the eve

of the last great world war. A similar sentiment ruled

the ideal of the warrior in ancient India. Retreat, to

Kshattriya, meant eternal shame whereas death in battle

was the surest passport to heaven. Such were the pre-

vailing sentiments of the warrior-class in ancient India.

" Always exerting himself for the destruction of the robbers

and the wicked people, a Kshattriya should put for-

ward his prowess in battle Those among Kshattriya

rulers who perform great sacrifices, who are possessed of

a knowledge of the Vedas, and who gain victories in

battle, become foremost oL* those who acquire many

blessed regions hereafter by their merit. Persons

conversant with the old scriptures do not applaud that

Kshattriya who returns unwounded from battle. This

has been declared to be the conduct of a wretched Kshat-

triya."
2 Thus did Bhisma discourse on the duties of a

Kshattriya.

" Those kings who seeking to slay each other in

battle, fight with the utmost exertion and do not turn

back, go to heaven " so said Maim. " A Kshattriya

1

J. A. Cramb: England ami Germany.
' Mahabharata, Santi-Raj, LX., 12-16.

Mauu, VII., 89.
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should never cease from hostilities : his death in bed is

a sin." '

" People should not regret the death of the brave man

who is killed in battle. He is purged of all sins and for

him is the kingdom of heaven. The fairies in the world

above vie with each other for espousing the dead hero

as their husband in the next life. Death in battle is

therefore penance, virtue and eternal religion.. Two persons

in this world are entitled to <ro to heaven—the austere

.^missionary and the man who is killed in battle." The

exhortations* of Sukracharyya to the military classes are so

soul-stirring that they deserve to be quoted in -full :

—

^T^5 fWTOTTO fWWT H^fgri: |

1 Thus King Janaka, we learn From the Mahabharata, u=ed to exhort his soldiers

before battle :

f^ qr-twn^T*rt ^xm\ garcferar. n

Santi, XXIX., 3-4-6.

" Behold these are the regions endowed with great splendour for those that fight

fearlessly. Full of Gandharba girls those regions are eternal and capable of

^ranting every wish. There on the other side are the regions intended

for those that fly away from battle ! They would have to rot there for

eternity in everlasting ingloriousness." The ideal of Sukracharyya is higher,

because his fairies fight with each other for marrying the hero in the next life

while the address of King Janaka resembles the addresses of the early Mahomedan

Kaliphs and is echoed in the Quoran.
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qcTrTCrg g^l^ 3*inV9 ^TlcH: I

«*(% sftoTcr m* f%f%^ fag €1% fa^ i

^mws: mfrrsraTR^ sgjc«a ^rut. ii

^ifa*ft s^ft ^r% ^w*^wf^ i

Sukra, IV., vii., 309-17.

A hard-hearted politician like Kautilya " almost

oblivious of the ^reat hereafter " also would divide

heaven between the austere Brahmins (perhaps like

himself!) and the great warriors of old.

^nfrpji: merest snfSrr i

mWT^T ^§3 trftrSI^rT: II

" Beyond those places where the Brahmins desirous of getting into

heaven, attain together with their sacrificial instruments by performing

a number of sacrifices, or by practising penance are the places which

brave men losing life in good battles, are destined to attain imme-

diately/'

For such a warrior before whose eyes either the hues

of heaven danced or the black of hell dangled there was

absolutely no safety in retreat. "Hell yawns before him

who flies in terror from a fiold of battle or who deserts

either his ally or his master."

^fa%^ *JfT ^ftsfq *J^P Tl^iff ^*T II
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fa<jf st ^nfM <%m\ fw^&fa T»ni^ sr: i

Not only were the terrors of the life beyond the grave

revServed for the cowardly deserter, but he had no place

either in the family or society here below. 2 Such Avere the

precepts which gave birth to the Rajput or the Maharatta

people. Such was the Yryavarta which exhibited to the

world a Rana Pratap or a Shraji and for such a country

was the memorable observation of Yuan Chwang made:

" Whenever a general is despatched on a warlike expedition

although he is defeated and his country is destroyed, he is not himself

subjected to bodily punishment, only he has to exchange his soldier's

dress for that of a woman much to his shame and chagrin. So many

times these men put themselves to death tc avoid such disgrace." 3

1 Arthasastra, X., 3. This passage is admitted by Kautilya to lie a quotation

from the Vedas.

"- Sukra, IV., vii., 328-329.

3 IV., vii.
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CHAPTER VIII

War : The Law relating to Enemy Persons and

Enemy Property

" As to the practices in Avar in the ancient East," says

Philipson, " it is on the whole a monotonous story of

unrestrained cruelty, ferocity, barbaric treatment, and

the entire disregard of all considerations save the

attainment of the belligerent's object by whatever means

possible." This statement of Philipson is perhaps

partially true but he errs grievously when following

Laurient he describes the code of Maim as, " sans

doute aassi, les lot de Manou respirent-un JIachiaceHsme

profond." He admits, however, that the code of Manu
established striking relaxations in the barbarous condact

of warfare but he seems to observe a great divergence

between actual practice and idealistic theory and

condemns the Hindus " beyond redemption." It will be

the object of this chapter to prove conclusively that the

ancient Indians entertained a very high ideal of warfare

and their practice in general conformed to that noble ideal.

On the contrary, the theory of all nations of antiquity

besides India, was that declaration of war involved

interruption of all relations between belligerents and

conferred the right of unlimited violence upon them.

The ethical superiority of international custom in ancient

India is broadbased on six great moral principles, viz. :

—

(i) The ancient Indians regarded Avar as a necessary

evil to be taken recourse to (as shown in the last

chapter) as a last expedient.

(u) Certain Avell-defined rules guided all wars—rules

which Avere sanctioned by religion and common humanity

and were carried out by men ennobled by a sense of
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chivalry. The influence of chivalry upon the amelioration

of warfare even in the middle ages in Europe has generally

been acknowledged.

(in) International usage in ancient India made a

distinction between combatants and non-combatants and

recognized the modern principle of various grades in

enemy character.

(w) The ancient Indians recognized war as a relation

between states, 1

e.g., the Agni Purana defines ' war '
" as

the direct result of injuries done to each other by two

hostile monarchs," and the modern theory of the identity

of the interests of the state with those of the individuals

held good only in the case of a virtuous prince. Thus

says Kamandaka :

i?5ng*T*ra3n^ ^^sit ft" mfiSw. n
2

The same truth has been forcefully illus-

trated by Kautilya when he speaks about the various

grounds of the defection of an entire people. " When
a people are impoverished, they become greedy : when

they are greedy, they become disaffected : when dis-

affected, they voluntarily go to the side of the enemy or

destroy their own master."

1
Cf. Rousseau :

" War then is not a relation of man to man but a relation of state

to state, in which individuals are enemies only accidentally, not as men nor even as

citizens, but as soldiers; not as members of the country, but as its defenders.

Finally, each state can have for its enemies only rather states and not men, seeing

that between things of a diverse character no true relation can be fixed."

J. J. Rousseau : Du Contrat Social, LI., iv.

Vattel's theory approaches Agni Purana's definition even more closely :

" It is against one sovereign that another makes war and not against the quiet

subjects. The conqueror lays his hands on the possessions of the state, while private

persons are permitted to retain theirs. They suffer but indirectly by the war ; and

to them the result is that they only change masters."

Vattel, Bk. III., ch. 9, § 167.
s Kam., IX., 4A.

14
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(») Dharma did not recognize in ancient India, the

institution of slavery. It has been repeatedly laid down

both in the Dharmasastras as well as in the Arthasastras

that an Aryya could never be reduced to slavery.

Vy. (vi) The dissociation of gods from party strifes

mitigated the rigours of warfare in ancient India. All

the other nations of antiquity, the Egyptians, the

Assyrians, the Babylonians, the Jews, the Greeks and

the Romans introduced gods as partisans into secular

wars. The defeat of one state in ancient India did not

necessarily involve the defeat and the suppression of the

presiding deity of that state, while Babylonian history

tells us that "after six hundred years Sutrakh-nakhante
1 seized the hands of Bel.' " The bloody deeds of the

Hebrews had likewise the implicit sanction of Divine

vengeance. Virgil represents the gods in their anger over-

throwing Troy. In Greece we hear of a conflict between

Poseidon and Athena for the possession of Athens, between

Poseidon and Helios as to Corinth and so on. In India, the

nations struggled on for territorial aggrandisement, but

the gods did not perhaps, except in the Vedic age, light

for the appropriation of various localities. In the Epics

and the Puranas we have instances of gods lighting among

themselves and very rarely with men, such as Arjuna

fighting with Siva ; but victory or defeat of states did not,

in general, mean the victory or the defeat of the

champion gods of the states. Thus religious rancour and

religious fanaticism did not embitter secular warfare in

ancient India for a very long time. These briefly are the

causes which both humanized and ennobled warfare in

ancient India.

Indian warfare stands in striking contrast to warfare

throughout the world and in order to estimate the vastlv

liberal character of the wars in ancient India it is necessary

to draw a picture of warfare not only in ancient but also in
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comparatively modern times. Let us take up Egypt first.

The description of the battle of Megidclo ' and the new-

ly discovered inscription of Ahmose 2 will serve our pur-

pose :
" The King himself, he led the way of his army,

mighty at its head like a flame of fire, the King who

wrought with his sword. He went forth none like him

slaying the barbarians, smiting Retenu, bringing their

princes as living captives, their chariots wrought with

i^old, bound to their horses s

Their champions lay stretched out like fishes on the

ground. The victorious army of His Majesty went round

counting the spoils, their portions.

" They brought in the booty which they had taken con-

sisting of hands [severed from the slain], living prisoners,

of horses and chariots, gold and silver."4 Thutmoses III,

the first great hero in the world according to Breasted,

built a wall with human skulls and thus concluded his

boast :
" Lo ! my majesty carried off the wives of that

vanquished one together Avith his children, and the wives

of the chiefs who were there together with their children. 5

The monuments of Assyria and Babylonia as well as

the records of the Hebrews bear witness to the barbarity

of the Assyrians and certain of the Babylonian monarchs

in warfare. The bodies of the slain were often mutilated,

and rebel captives were impaled and subjected to the

most horrible tortures. Those who escaped, were chained

and enslaved. Whole nations were transplanted from one

part of the empire to the other. The inscription of Assur-

nazirpal runs thus :
" The nobles as many as had revolted,

I flayed : with their skins I covered the Pyramid. Some

1 Megidclo, fought by Thutmoses III in Asia Minor, 15th Century B.C.
4 Ahmose, one of the officers of the Egyptian armj' of the Thutmosids.
• Breasted : Records, II., 413.

4
Ibid, IT., 616, 640.

5 Breasted : II., 596.
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of those I immured in the midst of the Pyramid ; others

I impaled ahove the Pyramid on stakes ; others round

about the Pyramid, I planted on stakes, many at the exit

for my own country I flayed ; with their skins I clad the

fortress walls." 1

The Persians did hardly mitigate the cruelties of war.

Men, women and children were put to death or enslaved,

and whole populations were transported. Mutilation of

the dead and the torture of the living were freely exercised

although there were some lighter shades to this picture.2

If we turn our eyes from early Orient, to early Occident

we find Greek warfare characterized by great cruelty

and severity. Hostilities in the Homeric times assumed

the form of indiscriminate brigandage and extermination

rather than subjection of the enemy w7as the usual

practice. After Troy was taken, the Greeks did not

think of taking possession of Priam's kingdom ; the

towrn was simply destroyed and the inhabitants were

either enslaved or put to death. In historic times the

conduct of the Greeks did not much improve although

here and there our eyes meet with flashes of humanity.

Athens, the " Schoolmistress of Hellas," brutally

put to death all men of military age at Melos, and made

slaves of the women and the children. The same story

of indiscriminate slaughter and enslavement was told

at Corcyra and at Mytiline.

The methods of Roman wrarfare were probably more

humane than those of the Greeks, because life in Greece

centred in the polls whereas a policy of absorption instead

of extermination was forced upon Rome by the ceaseless

march of events and yet such acts as the burning of

crops, the demolition of houses, the carrying of men and

1 Records of the Past, II., 134-277-

5 E.g., the treatment of Themistoeles by Artnxnrcs, e.g., Cyrus's refusal to

maltreat Greek embassies sent to him.
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cattle as spoils were regarded as misfortunes to be borne

rather than misdeeds to be complained of

—

"esse enim

quaedam belli jura, quae ut facere, ita pati sit fas

;

sata, exnri, derui, tecta, praedus hominum hecornmque

agi, misera magis quam indigna patienti esse.
,n In the case

of towns taken by assault, the leaders and occasionally all

male defenders were put to the sword, and the women

and children were all reduced to slavery.

Warfare in the middle ages took a hideous form.

All considerations worthy of men and good Christians

vanished. The following passage taken from a Christian

historian, descriptive of the capture of Jerusalem (which

was taken by storm in 1099), serves as an illustration of

the unrestrained brutality of the crusaders :'2

" No barbarian, no infidel, no Saracen, evrer perpetrated such

wanton and cold-blooded atrocities of cruelty as the wearers of the

cross of Christ on the capture of that city. Murder was mercy,

rape tenderness, simple plunder the mere assertion of a conqueror's

right. Children were seized by their legs, some of them were

plucked from their mother's breasts and dashed against the walls or

whirled from battlements. Others were obliged to leap from the

walls ; some tortured, roasted by slow fires. They ripped up

prisoners to see if they had swallowed gold. Every one surprised

in the temple was slaughtered till the reek from the dead body

drove away the slayers. The Jews were buried alive in their

synagogues."

The cruel practices of the Swiss and the Italian

mercenaries in the middle ages struck terror into the

heart of every law-abiding and peaceful citizen. Even

the English armies were not free from ferocity. Thus

Bernard gives a graphic account of the campaigns of

Edward III in France :

"In the summer of 1346, an English army under Edward III

landed on the coast of Normandy amongst a peaceful and industrious

1 Livy : XXXI., 30.

'- Milman : History of Latin Christianity, IV., 37.
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people, who, says Froissart, had never heard a battle-cry, or seen an

armed man. They took and sacked Bartleux and Cherbourg- and

marched on St. Lo.

" Fair and cheerful province, delicious sight to a hungry invader,

with its hamlets and church towers, its substantial farms and largo

sleek cattle, thick orchards and green pastures, sweeping up hill

and down dale to the winding margin of the sea ! The English

scattered themselves over it, and so advanced, burning and destroying

—burning and destroying—over the rich flats of Beauvoisin to the

suburbs of Paris. Immense booty was taken ; yet the English host

when it met the power of France at Crecy, was reduced to the utmost

extremity of want." 1

It is re fresiling to turn one's eyes from this sickening

tale of horrors in Europe to India which inspite of the

condemnation of Philipson as " a country beyond redemp-

tion " carried, on her wars in accordance with strict laws.

Thus Bhisma' exhorted Judhisthir to be guided by

righteous laws :

" A kino- should never desire to subjugate the Earth by unright-

eous means even if such subjugation would make him the sovereign

of the whole Earth. What king is there that would rejoice after

obtaining victory by unfair meaus ? A victory attained by unrighteous-

ness is uncertain and never leads to heaven."

Bhisma elsewhere observes that a Kshattriya who

destroys righteousness and transgresses all wholesome

barriers does not deserve to be reckoned as a Kshattriya

and " should be driven from society."

1 Bernard : Growth of Laws and Usages of War, pp. 97-90.

- Mahabharata: Santi.Raj, XCVI., 1-3, LO.
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eft ?frf ^sHflfa fafsm^NtafrT. II

" This has been declared to be the primeval law lor warriors aud

from this law a Kshattriya should never depart when he strikes his

toes in battle."

The theory of Intel-national Law by which the

hardships of war have to a very large extent been modified

is foreshadowed in the Mahabharata, where Bhisma

counsels abstention from fruitless acts 2 of hostility, from

insolence and from haughty speech and recommends

humane treatment to the conquered people.

The victorious king should express sorrow at the

death of the soldiers of the opposite party and try to

conciliate the vanquished by kind treatment.

u'ffasrefas' cram sw^fa vtitct i

1TB3T ^ fas' sTCJT^fafa^ ^fa^ II

^% fq?n t sr w. *r'f^r. TTtsfa^ i

3T?T WlTfas' fa S^TS* fa^te* I

^«m\ ^ wit ^ ig*rt lAic^ qtn&r: i

1 Manu, VII., 98.

J fim^ ^ffasi *Ttnra' faafeKhHfll—Santi, CHI., 10.

8 Mahabharata, Santi, CII., 34-38. " Before smiting, Bharata ! and while smiting

utter sweet words
;

after having smitten, show them compassion and let them

understand that tliuu art grieving and weeping for them. Having vanquished an
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'A king was not to kill a large number of troops of the

foe although he should certainly do that which would
make his victory decisive.'

This was probably too high an ideal set up before a

conquering hero but even the writers of the Arthasastras l

who were all worshippers in the shrine of Expediency
and according to whom the end alone justified the means,

counselled generous and chivalrous treatment of a con-

quered country. 2

Thus, the Epics allow Bharmajuddha only, they do

not permit Kutajuddha. It is only when we come to the

study of the Arthasastras that Ave find them prescribing

Kutajuddha under certain circumstances and with certain

limitations. The Arthasastras looked upon Avar from two

points of view: (i) from the point of utility, and (n) from

the point of " state necessity." Thus, according to Sukra-

eharyya, a king should never destroy his army by recklessly

undertaking Avars—" n ^jh^ *3%*n^ WWW ^^fT^^f:
m

but being once in a quarrel the king Avas to behave

himself in such a Avay " that the opposed might beAvare of

him." Victorv had to be obtained at anv cost whether

army, the king should address the survivors saying— ' I arn not at all glad that so

many have been slain by my troops ! Alas, the latter though repeatedly dissuaded

by me, have not obeyed my directions. I wish they (that are slain) were all alive !

They do not deserve such death ! They are all good men and true and unretreating

in battle, such men indeed are rare ! He that lias slain such a hero in battle, hag

surely done that which is not agreeable to me !' Having uttered such speeches

before the survivors of the vanquished foe the king should in secret honour those

amongst his own troops that have bravely slain the foe. For soothing the wounded

slayers for their sufferings at the hand of the foe, the king desirous of attaching

them to himself should even weep seizing their hands affectionately."—P. C. Ray,

Santi-Raj, p. 328.

1 CII1., 19.

:
E.g., Sukra, IV., vii. (see later).

1 Sukra, V„ 7.
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one followed the accepted rides of international usage

or not. "W*ji: <t>d^Tf^T^3 ft$' 35T*
1
for, says Sukra-

charyya, it is folly to lose one's object 8 and therefore, a

clever king should even suffer insult and humiliation at

the outset to secure ultimate victory.

^ro*n*f Sparer wA s^t g ww- i

But even Sukracharyya does neither deny the

existence of Dharmaj iiddha, nor does he recommend

Kutajuddha in every eventuality. The theory of state-

interest triumphs over the inherent superiority of every

ethical principle and he recommends ^HJ^ only for the

weak.

There is no warfare, says he, which extirpates the

powerful 8 enemy so much as ^$<J<pf
—

" «T *pf «§3^?W 1TO5?

eprT^f^Qt: " as one should follow the moral rules so long

as one is powerful because people remain friends till

then, just as the wind is the friend of the burning fire.

cn^^^t ^tfawr ?ai^n^ ^ci^cn^ ^sre i

ftra ctre^ w^fh xj^w w^t ?jsit ii

The same principle has also been enunciated by Kautilya :

4

faaifa n*ragsre i"

The overwhelming duty of self-preservation on the

part of a state compelled it to take recourse to fgg^V
hut a small state before undertakino* such wars was

1 Sukra, IV., vii., 350.

« Ibid, IV., vii., 363.

Ibid, IV., vii., 189.

Of. also Agni, CCXL., 16.

4 Arthasattrn, X., 3

15
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advised by Kautilya to enter into a subordinate alliance

with a powerful state in the relationship of a sovereign

and a client state.
1

It is only when outside help was

not available that such a method, of warfare was to he

adopted. Thus says Manu :

2

It is almost certain, however, that ^Z^ formed the

exception and not the rule as the distinction between

combatants and non-combatants was firmly recognized

by the ancient Hindus. Thus, though Su kraeharyya 3

advocated a policy of " state-necessity," yet he recognized

that Dharmajuddha allowed certain privileges both to

combatants as well as to non-combatants.

^ ^ ^rm ^ren^s" *?#sr tow^t i

*ig*wi mm*ti gi*rM qt^ ^ 11

fae|«ri T ^ ^J^T^^^^l^ITf *f *? ^ I

y^^% 3 1^ I «r *rf*rr fagm ^nfi ii

The Santiparva of the Mahabharata not only dis-

tinguishes between combatants and non-combatants but

makes various gradations among combatants. Thus.

11 one that is walking unprepared in a road," i.e., a mere

traveller, or one engaged in drinking and eating, or one

' Vide ante. Ibid, VII., 15.

2 Manu, VII., 176.

5 Sukra, TV., vii., 355-58.
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skilled in some special art, i.e., persons admittedly follow-

ing peaceful walks of life were granted immunities 'from

being killed." Coupled with the general law, viz., that

an Aryya could not be reduced to slavery, 23 international

usage or custom establishes the distinction between

combatants and non-combatants. This distinction has

been further emphasized by laws relating to what we

now call "belligerent occupation " and " blockade," by

land.* Even persons in the war zone Who were mere

onlookers could not be killed. 5 Messengers and Brahmans

admittedly following their general peaceful lives were

also not to be killed. 6

The Mahabharata recognizes various grades in

enemy character. Thus, according to the Mahabharata

men who go out of the camp to procure forage or fodder,

men who set up camps, and camp-followers as well as

those who wait at the gates of the king or his ministers

or those who do menial service to the army-chiefs, or

those who are chiefs of such servants, shared the im-

munities of the non-combatants."

1 Mahabharata: Santi-Raj, C, 27-29.
-- 3 Vishnu, VI., 5, 151.

Manu, VIII , 412.

Arthasastra, III., 13.

4 See later.

5 Mam;, VII., 92.

Gautama, X., 18.

7 Mahabharata : Santi-Raj, C, 27-29 :

^rfirepsn^ ?RTr*m'!q*nsirnj?nfq<n^ n

wrt^i'PT'ron5
! 3f?rt23n^nfT<B: i
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Kautilya ' the arch-apostle of expediency would permit

emigration and immigration in times of war but Sukra-

charyya the ruthless advocate of the doctrine of state-

necessity would extend enemy character to many persons

enjoying immunity according to the Mahabharata.

From a passage in Kautilya's Arthasastra. it appears

that belligerency did not put a stop to commercial

intercourse, ipso facto, but if the king considered import

of enemy's merchandise detrimental to the interests of

his country then he could put a stop to such commercial

intercourse :

<ro RiirKJt ^fir^tqfm *n^rf^ ; ?f * usram

5RI^^f^rT ^fa ^ifwufh^Tm^ *?TTtire^ from*^ tt"
'

The above conclusions are also confirmed by the evidence

of foreigners. Thus says Megasthenes :

" Whereas among other nations, it is usual in contests

of war, to ravage the soil, and then to reduce it to an

uncultivated waste, among the Indians on the other hand

by whom husbandmen are regarded as a class that is

sacred and inviolable', the tillers of the soil even when

battle is raging in their neighbourhood are undisturbed

by any sense of danger, for the combatants on either side

in waging the conflict make carnage of each other,

but allow those engaged in husbandry to remain quiff

unmolested. Besides they neither ravage an enemy's

land with fire nor cut down its trees."
3 The same thing

lias been repeated by Diodoros Sekulos :

l " Among the

» Arthasastra, VII., 1 :
" qrfa^t *nS*J ^W?T *TWJrfa*ffo:

; '

Ibid.

- Ibid, VII., -i.

Megasthenes, Frag. 1.

4 The Historical Library of Diodoros Sekulo», II., in., 73.
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ancient Hindus the armies on both sides slaughter

one another, yet they never hurt the husbandman,

as one who is a servant for their common good and

advantage of them all : neither do they burn their enemies'

country, or cut down their trees or plants." Thus Yuan

Chwang also bears ample testimony to the humanity of

Indian warfare—"Petty rivalries and wars are not

unfrequent," says he, " but they do little harm to the

country at large." 1

Thus, the ancient Hindus clearly understood the

modern international term, " enemy character." Kau-

tilya was however obsessed with the idea of "la (jloire"

and he therefore extended the significance of •"enemy

character " even to such kings of the " Mandala or the

circle of states, whose territories were contiguous to the

dominions of the Vijigisu. Thus, Kautilya was guided

bv the " distance " theory of enmity, but he recognised

also the enemy who created disturbances.

*£rsp*k irafTTfara: g^rfasii: www. i fa^rr fafmfam si

likewise friends were divided into (1) natural friends and

(2) acquired friends.

Sukracharyya extended further the significance of

enemy character. Gautama :i recommended that persons

who acted as messengers and those who declared them-

selves ' cows and Brahmans ' should share the immunities

of other Combatants wounded or disabled, but Sukra-

charyya would not grant immunity to anybody who could

bear arms. Thus, says he, "a Brahman does not incur sin

' Boal. Vol. If.

3 Artliasastrn, VI., '1.

-' Gautama. X.. 18.
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even if he tights with arms and weapons in his hands and

there is absolutely no sin in killing a man with a

murderous intent." A Brahman who appeared with a

murderous intent lost all the privileges of his caste. He

became as good as a Sudra and the ordinary treatment

of a belligerent was meted out to a Brahman*

Hghting obstinately with arms in his hands in a field

of battle.
1

^TcmTfa3rcnu# ?nww: n$**{ wr: i

******

Even an infant could become tainted if it came

upon a man with arms and it might with impunity be

killed.

^sra sr^mTOPri «ro*roTa?nfar«w i

The ancient Hindus were not merely satisfied

with laying down injunctions of religion for the

1 Sukra, IV.. vii., 325-28:

The Brahmans therefore formed a fighting caste as is a'so testified to by

Kautilya although he does not put much faith in the invinciblenese or the invulner-

ability of the Brahman army.

^^^W m !s?rai?*«rfarcT "

—

A. S.. IX.. 2.

Cf. also Sukra. IV.. vii.. 332-33 :

vpsj^ ?ri Tart jnsr^g^ &mm: i

Jf* fj^Tfq ^^TO^ ?rei qTWrf^TT: II

creifq aii^T 39 imfa^ clM ?^h II

- Bukra, IV.. vii.. 826.
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guidance of the army : nor was their consciousness for

the sanctity of long-standing usage relied on, but

elaborate rules were framed for keeping the soldiery

strictly under control. Thus they were to be

regularly inspected by the king ' and properly officered.
2

The troops were to keep the arms, weapons and uniforms

quite bright and ready for use.
5 They were held respon-

sible for food, water and vessels in which food might be

cooked. 1 They were subjected to daily parades 5 and

arrangements were made for roll call 6 every morning

and evening. All these salutary provisions increased

the efficiency of the army and elaborate rules were laid

down by which its treatment of the civilian population

was vastly improved. Soldiers were liable to be punished

by martial law if they criticised their commanders or if

they maintained ' illicit connexion with evil-doers and

enemies.'

^^c^mf^fi ^f% *n*r^£<*srr*l?T.
7 Soldiers were required to

forsake violence, rivalry, procrastination over state-

duties, indifference to injuries of the king, conversation as

well as friendship with enemies. They had to take a vow

of enforcing the observance of these rules and they meted

1 Arthasastra, I., 17 : <\t\ also Kara., XV .. 48.

a Ibid, II., 4. l^*2)q^T^%^g<HmWTte7?I i
" Elephants, cavalry,

chariots and infantry shall be officered with many chief's."

3 ^ijtjsnfa =3 T^ n- sn5fcn^*mr
iT ^ I—Sukra, TV., vii.. 385.

3
^Tf>r^f'T«i%f5fs}' sq^gsTRT. 3T. \—Ibid.

6
*nq' w. «fa*wi ir^TfT w<n< w. i

^iffufrf^^gt^i^w^miii; fawm ^ i

7 Ibid, IV., vii., 391.
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out death to those who violated tliem. ( 9fTCRT??qWT^TTl?r

'

The ancient Indian kings did not follow the policy of war

supporting the army and ample provision was made for

paying off the salaries of the soldiers regularly. Thus

full pay was to he granted to those who were trained

soldiers and half pay was to be given to those who
were under military training.

ifa^n: fafam ir § 3g t^ct *?f*r. wn\ i

The soldiers were to give receipts in full satisfaction to

the king in a form specifying wages.

rl^mfHtra ^^t^T^^IT^cT^q^^ II

1

The troops were stationed near the village hut outside

it. Soldiers were required to make cash payments for

articles bought and they were not allowed to enter the

village without a royal " permit."

^THT^f%: *ni^j 5f^^fT
ŝ *n*irci *ran i

jfc jfc jfc it £ £

1 Arthasastra, IV., vii., 38«

' Ibid, IV.. vii., 382-83.

• Snkra. IV., vii., 390.

• Ibid, IV., vii., 389.

5 Ibid, TV., vii., 379.

• Ibid, IV., vii.. 383.
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All these rules inculcated by the military codes of

Indian antiquity remind us of the modern days of dis-

ciplined barrack life : all these rules taught the soldier

to respect law and order and to be particularly dutiful

towards innocent villagers ; while a liberal scale of pay
diminished their rapacity for pillage and booty. These

rules did not have their permanent ' habitation ' in mili-

tary codes alone but were communicated to the soldiers

evey eighth day (" tfsrmifcl ^fa*mR SfachHgfr f^ ").
1

It has been observed before, that the ancient Hindus
understood the distinction between combatants and non-

combatants fully well and laws of war gave various kinds

of protection to combatants. Thus, it was one of the

paramount duties of the soldiery to give Quarter to

enemy persons. Thus says the Mahabharata :

" The victor should protect the land newly conquered, from acts of

aggression. He should not cause his troops to pursue too muc-h the

routed foe. The onset is irresistible of persons that rally after rout

and that despairing of safety, assail their pursuers. For this reason,

1 Sukra, IV., vii., 387.
- Mahabharata, Santi-Raj, XCIX., 12-14;

^fcTfe^iffir%?nfsr?tn5i tr^ctr i

^fV^n^^TOTT t.^sjnwifw. i

MKHiy^m n^ § %fa^»j3fw. i

Santi-Raj, C, 27-30.
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O King, thou shouldst not cause thy troops to pursue too much the

routed foe. Warriors of courage do not wish to strike them that run

away with speed/'

Thus Bhisma urges two reasons contradictory in their

very nature against the irresistible desire of a victorious

army to extirpate its vanquished t'oe—the one is in accord

with a sage counsel of military necessity, while the other

is dictated by humanity.

So Bhisma lays down rules according to which

quarter should be given to the following classes of

persons :

" (1) those that are asleep
;

(2) those that are thirsty or fatigued;

(3) those whose accoutrements have fallen away
;

(4) those who have set their heart on final

emancipation

;

(5) those that are flying away
;

(6) those that are walking along a road
;

(7) those that are engaged in drinking and eating

;

(8) those that are mad or insane

;

(9) those that have been wounded mortally
;

(10) those that have been exceedingly weakened

by their wounds
;

(11) those that are staying ' trustfully '

;

(12) those that have begun any work without being

able to complete it (referring to sacrifices

probably)

;

(13) those that are skilled in some special art;

(14) those that are in grief;

(15) those who go out of the camp for procuring

forage or fodder

;

(16) those who set up camps or who are camp fol-

lowers ; and lastly

(17) those who do menial services, and A\bo are

the chiefs of such servants."
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It is clear from the above list that excepting persons

wounded, camp followers, and 'those who have lost their

coat of mail ' all other persons are non-combatants.

Civilised warfare of modern times does not show the

least quarter to some of these persons as well as to those

who take to flight unless they actually surrender them-

selves. In the list of persons given by Manu to whom
quarter should be shown as well as io the list furnished

by Sukracharyya, quarter has been recommended to one

who joins the palms of his hands in supplication, to one

who flees with dishevelled hair and to one who sits down

(as a sign oP surrender) or to one who says, " I am thine."

1®^'

Sukracharyya, an exponent of the principle of expediency,

recommended the extirpation of foes when beset with

dangers and difficulties, when they are done up with

hunger and thirst, when they are oppressed by disease,

1 Manu, VII., 91-93.

Of. also Snkra, IV., vii., 854-59.

11351*^ qsjcrT g^pi qr^r ^ 11

sr »ft<r T trofH *rat ^Nto-ph?^ 11
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famine, or when they are asleep or engaged in taking

food, etc., but he never denied quarter to persons who

actually surrendered. 1

It is evident from the passages quoted above, that the

wounded were not killed nor were they left to die. From

a passage in the Agni Purana we learn that one of the

duties of infantry soldiers was to carry the dead and the

wounded from the battlefield to a place of safety ; the

car-warriors, on the other hand helped to carry the

wounded from a distance. 2

Prisoners of war in ancient India were ti*eated with

humanity. Early custom gave the absolute right of

life and death over the person of the vanquished. Erom

a passage in Joseph us we learn that Ptolemy Luthyrus

overran the territory of Judea, strangled Jewish women
and children, and boiled them in cauldrons, thus securing

for his country a reputation for cannibalism. 3 Slavery was

a mitigation to the lot of prisoners. Justinian's legal con-

science was satisfied when he declared slavery a merciful

relaxation of the strict rules of warfare Avhich gave the

victor a right over the lives of his captives.4 An enlightened

writer like Grotius 5 contented himself simply by advising

Christians to remain satisfied with ransom. Even so late

» Sukra, IV., rii., 345 :

WTTWJvW *m -*WMW fTHTT I

H3H »Tt*T^ 5g?J*wflf«fl^f^I?JJf ||

gtnfwjfaenH afe^lUmHT^cW I

5 Agni, CCXXXVI., 4448: Physicians and nnrses took charge of the wounded.

' ide infra.

3 Josephns: Antiq., XII., 10; XITI., G.

* Justinian : Inst., I., iii., 3.

8 Grotius: III., vii., 9.
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as the Treaty of Versailles, we find England and France

entering into an agreement for the ransom of mutual

prisoners.

In Greece the person of the defeated enemy was con-

sidered to he at the mercy of the conqueror. From a

legal point of view, there was hut little difference between

a slave SovAos and a prisoner of war aix/t«*Wos. Humane

r

counsel however prevailed and we find constant protests

against the sale of Hellenic prisoners of war to Hellenes

in that period of criticism in Greece, viz., the fourth

century B.C. Tims Plato in his Republic strongly dis-

approves of the wanton destruction or enslavement of

Hellenes to the people of the same race. In the Heraclklae

of Euripides the struggle between custom and conscious-

ness finds a tragic illustration when a prisoner was

brought to Alemena and was told that he must suffer a

miserable death, but objections were at once urged that

such a practice would be contrary to the custom of the

country :

Arr ovk ecrr avvarov Toi'Se aai KaraKTaveiv.

AA aAAcos ap awov ui^/xaXcoroi' ciXopav.

eipyei Se 877 tis Tov8e pji] Oavew vo/xos.

ATT T015 T7)(r$€ \uypa<i Trpoa-raTaicrii' ov Sokcl.

A A ti 8r) toS ; exOpov? toktiS' ov kuXov Karavetv.

Arr ovx ovnv av ye £wv#' tXujaiv ev ^XV-

Grote bestows unstinted praise on Callicratidns, the

Spartan Admiral because be declared that as long as he

exercised the command no Greek would ever be reduced

to slavery—eavrov apxoVTOS oi'Seva EXXrjvw eis to eKeivov Svvo tov avS

paTro8iu-6r)vai, King Aegislaus reminded his Spartan com-

rades that prisoners of war were men to be kept and not

criminals to be punished : thus from out of this humane
attitude sprang up the custom of ransom, mitfaatino'

the sufferings of those prisoners who could buy their

liberty.
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Roman treatment of prisoners was much milder than

that of the 'refined' Hellenes. The Romans before they

entered on a career of absorption and expansion resorted

'to the malpractices of the Greeks but later on they

treated their prisoners well. After the fall of Cartha-

gena, 209 B.C., Scipio allowed Mago and all the other

free-born Carthaginian citizens to get back home. On

several occasions Caesar liberated his prisoners on con-

dition of their not taking up arms again. The institution

of ransom was recognised and prisoners were liberated

at times without ransom. Thus Pyrrhus followed the

custom of releasing prisoners of war without ransom. 1

The Indian treatment of prisoners was perhaps much

more humane than that of the Greeks and of the Romans.

It was almost a settled custom that no Aryya should

be reduced to slavery. Thus says Kautilya

:

In the Vedic times, however, the Dasyus or the abori-

gines, if taken prisoners were reduced to slavery. Thus

Euri : Heraclid., 965 et ffg.

Mess. Ta if. not possible for you to put him to death ?

Ale. In vain then have we taken him prisoner.

But what law hinders him from dying- ?

Mess. It seems not well to the chiefs of the land.

Alo. What is this ? Not good to them to slay one's enemies ?

Mess. No, any one they have taken alive in battle.

tr. Philipson.

1 Nee mi aurum posco, nee mi pretimn dederitis
;

Nee componant.es bellnm ; sed belligerantes,

Quorum virtuti belli fortnna pepercit,

Eorundem me libertati parcere certnm est.

Cic: Deoffie, T.. 12.

Arthnsastra, III., 13.
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the word Dom has the sense of ' slave ' in several passages

of the Rigveda :

Not our own will betrayed us, but seduction,

thoughtlessness, Varuna! Wine, dice, anger.

The old is near to lead astray the younger

:

even slumber leadeth men to evil-doing.

Slavelike may I, Jo service to the bounteous,

serve free from sin, the good inclined to anger.

This gentle lord gives wisdom to the simple :

the wiser god leads on the wise to the riches. 1

But neither in the epic era nor in subsequent times do

we tind any claims advanced on the part of the victors to

reduce their captives to slavery. On the contrary, we have

the positive testimony of the Agni Purana which enjoined

upon monarchs the duty of abstaining from making cap-

tives of war. At any rate, if prisoners were made,

they were to be set at liberty immediately on the con-

clusion of peace :

" A king should treat a prisoner of war ransomed and liberated

as his own begotten son. A defeated army should not be fought

again The wives of a defeated king do not pass to the victor 2

Of five means of appeasing the wrath of a stronger

1 R. V., VII., 86, 7. Cf. also—

Yadu and Turva, too, have been two Dasas, well disposed to servo

Together with great store of kine.

Slavery in the Rigveda might be due to " wine, dice, gambling."—R. Y., X., 62, 10.

It is not the place here to trace the history of the institution of slavery iu

ancient India. Kautilya's Arthasastra deals with rules relating to slaves and

corvee. The .slavery in ancient India as depicted by the Arthasastra differed from

Roman slavery in three tilings, (i) the slaves in ancient India were not Aryans

whereas at Rome, slaves were frequently, though not invariably, of Roman or at

any rate of Italian origin, (it) the Indian slave had not only the protection of

religion but also the (Hi) protection of law. Tims, violation of a female slave

against her will led to punishment. Kautilya lays down general rules for masters in

Chapter I, Book II, according to which those who did not treat their slaves (dasas),

hired serfs (Ahitakas), and relatives well were to lie taught their duty.

- Agni, CCXXXVI., 61-05.
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adversary by gifts, the fifth one is setting at liberty prisoners captured

"i

The humane treatment recommended by Kautilya

and Sukracharyya to enemy person and enemy property

in a country conquered or under belligerent occupation

leaves no room for doubt that even if prisoners were

made in ancient Indian warfare, they were very liberally

treated and neither wholesale extirpation nor wholesale

reduction to slavery was their lot ; on the contrary they

were rarely ransomed and frequently liberated.

Certain means of destroying combatants were also

forbidden. This Avill be treated in the next Chapter.

With regard to enemy property, the evidence of

the Greek writers'2 conclusively proves that wholesale

destruction or ravaging of the enemy's property was

not the general practice in ancient Indian warfare. The

question of booty however raises some difficulty. It

appears, however, that the king took a share of the booty

in the Vedic age. The word JJdaja with its variant

Niraja 9 has been used to denote the share of the booty

taken by the king after victory (^mfarm). According to

Manu Samhita, " chariots and horses, elephants, parasols,

money, grain, cattle, women, all sorts of goods and

valueless metals belong to him who takes them conquering

(the possessor)." The Vedas enjoin upon the soldier 'who

takes such booty, the duty of going into shares with the

king and his comrades.'

A-ni, CCXL., 15-18.

Vide ante.

Maitrayani Samhita, for instance 1„ 10, 1<J ;
IV., 3, 1.

Manu, VII., 96-97.
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According to Sukracfcaryya, silver, gold and other

kinds of booty belonged to him who won the same.

The king was also to satisfy the troops by " giving- them

those things with pleasure according to the labour under-

gone" :

^W WQ ^ fTO^ 9t gssrafcT era rlcj I

These two passages would lead to the conclusion

that the soldiery were given up to unbridled plunder and

the king was a sharer in that plunder. Probably the passage

in Mann Samhita referred to the practice of the victors

during the Vedic age, because it specifically referred to a

passage in the Vedic literature according to which not

merely gold and silver, i.e., the personal belongings of

soldiers slain on the battlefield, but also " money,"

"grain," "cattle," "women" would belong to the captor.

Sukracharyya in the second passage quoted above, does

not specifically refer to "money," "grain," "cattle" or

" women " but goes further and observes that the kinsr

should protect the people of a conquered country like his

own children and should realise " revenue " from a

portion of the territory or the whole.

fafcrar ^ fr^4 wRT^rra miw i

* * * *

This passage coupled with Kautilya's recom-

mendations for the administration of a newly conquered

territory :i as well as the injunctions laid down by Bhisma 4

as relating to " the maidens captured from the enemv's

1 Sukra, IV., vii., 372.

5 Ibid, 373-74.

1 Arthasastra.

4 Santi-Raj., XCVI.

17
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country, the wealth or . the kine," lead us on to the

inevitable conclusion that the system of taking booty

was allowed although organised plunder was never

permitted excepting perhaps in a Kntajnddha with the

wild tribes of the forest named ^rztte^i by Kautilya *:

Inhabitants of captured towns have at all times met

with a sad fate. We need not go to the blood-curdling

tales of the sack of Elatn, the erasure of Babylonia and

the destruction of Nineveh : Greece and Rome furnish us

with many examples of inhumanity practised in ancient

warfare. Thus, towns taken by storm in ancient Greece

were liable to destruction—the men of military age were

put to the sword, while the other citizens were reduced

to slavery and general plunder followed. Roman practice

was less barbarous but Polybius 8 held that the sacking

of dwelling houses, the seizure of corn and other provi-

sions, the setting fire to much property, the carrying off

of the valuable dedicated arms of the porticoes and the

destruction of the rest —all this was right and fair by the

laws of war. The sack of Magdeburg in the Thirty

Years' War rankled in the minds of men for a long time

and demonstrated the necessity for International Law.

Even so late as the year 1900, the murder of Blagoves-

chensk benumbed many a modern publicist.

Humanity in ancient India triumphed over the desire

of revenge and according to Kautilya the territory of the

conquered enemy should be kept so peacefully that all

people might sleep without any fear
; 3fsj*pj^ n*jqTCR 3i4r I

gpure TOlfafTOWWI *m<jifa I

s A great exponent of the

1 Arfchaaaatra, IX , 2.

5 Polybius, V., 9.

3 Arthaaastra, 13, 4.

Cf. Liv., T., 38: Deditosque Collatinoa ira aocipio eamque dedifionia formulnm

eaae : rex interrosravit " estisne vos legati oratoreBque missi a populo conlatino, at vos
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principle of expediency like Kautilya not only counsels

moderation but even ur^es kings not to use inflammatory

and combustible powder when a fort can be captured

by other means for, says he, " fire cannot be trusted; it not

only offends gods, but also destroys the people, grains,

cattle, gold, raw materials and the like." Then his utili-

tarianism rises up along with his humanity and he urges

a further reason against reduction of forts by lire, etc.

—

" because the acquisition of a fort with its property

all destroyed, is a source of further loss."

|cnfterN* ii ^*fawminf^TO^f%TOira^^?ran;: i #"u-

As in the cases of Greece and Rome, belligerent occupa-

tion in ancient India formed one of the means of acquir-

ing property. War, according to Aristotle was a natural

means of acquiring property

—

gt" Kai v voKm/uk^ <£w£ik ttjtlktj irm

eirriu Occupatio bellica, similarly in the case of the

Romans was for a very long time considered one of the

modes of acquiring property. The same view was adopted

also by Kautilya:

The conqueror occupying an enemy's territory invari-

ably followed the imperial policy of Rome so eloquently

sung by Virgil in the following famous lines:—

Tu regere imperio populos, llomane, memento
;

Hae tibi erunt artes, pacisque imponere niorem,

Pareera subjeetis, et debellare superbos.

popuhnnquc dederetis? "Sumus." "estne popalua oonlatinus in sua pofcesfcate?

"est." deditane ros populmnqiie colatinum ux-bein agros, aquam, terminus, delubra,

uteusih'a, divitia humanaque omnia in meam populique Komani dicionem"?

" dedimus " " at egio reeipio."

1 Arthasastra, XIII., 4.

2 Ibid, XIII., o.
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The ancient Hindus recognised war as a necessary evil

and as soon as the blasts of war had blown away and

' dovelike peace returned ' a conqueror never failed

to follow the principle of conciliation. Thus says the

Mahabharata :
' "if a hostile king be vanquished by the

troops of the invader, the latter should not himself

fight his vanquished foe. On the other hand, he should

bring him to his palace, and persuade him to stay

for a whole year— ' I am thy slave '—whether he says

or does not say this, the vanquished foe by living

for a year in the house of his victor gains a new lease of

life. If a king succeeds in bringing by force a maiden

from the house of his vanquished foe, he should keep her

for a year and ask her whether she would wed him or

any one else. If she does not agree, she should then

be sent back. He should behave similarly in respect of

all other kinds of wealth that are acquired by force.

The king should never appropriate the wealth confiscated

from the thieves and others awaiting execution

The kine taken from the enemy by force should be given

away to the Brahmans. The bulls taken away from the

enemy should be set to agricultural work or be sent to

the enemy." According to Sukracharyya, the victorious

king should first protect the people as his children, collect

revenue from them, grant a portion of the revenue for the

maintenance of the vanquished king and his family and he

1 Mahabharata: Santi-Raj, XOVL, 3-6. Pratap Bay's translation.

Cf. also Agni, CCVXXVI., 22-36.
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should then enjoy the remainder of the income. 1 The

soldiery must remain outside the village and should

not he permitted to enter the village without a royal permit

and should on no account oppress the villagers. 2 Not

simply that—military rule was not to be followed as Sukra-

charyya definitely lays it down that soldiers should not

be appointed to any other work besides warfare "g^fifisrf

fe«TT 5«?T m^f^T^T 3PJ?f% " and villagers were not to

come into daily contact with the soldiery.

Kautilya's Arthasastra throws a flood of light on the

international consciousness of his age when he imposes the

strictest injunctions upon a conquering hero not to

covet the land, things and sons, or the wives of the king-

slain by him : on the contrary, he should re-instate in

their own estates the relatives of the kings slain. The

throne should also be preserved in the dynasty. If a king-

does not follow these precepts then he runs certain risk

of exciting the displeasure of the 'circle of states'

which is sure to rise up in arms against him. The
passage of Kautilya is so full of wisdom and so

" redolent of international odour " that it deserves to be

quoted in full

:

^wta^m: HcrotoRg^'T?^ i g^q^rrm tot ^t ^tt ^fas^r-

Tfcmcrt^ H^I^I ^^[% Reform I ^?JT^T r^reic^ fT^'aitST if^Tsq%r[
||

******

Sukra, V., S4-85.
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Actuated by motives of perpetuating dynastic rule,

Kautilya, tlie moral prop of the vast Mauryya Empire,

rises to a higher conception of imperialism in his chapter

on ^T3jqij?T^JT and lays down rules of administration for

a conqueror whose mission it should be to " subjugate

the haughty," " to impose the custom of peace " and

to lead nations on to a straightforward path of progress.

Retain those customs of the vanquished which appear

to you good, remove those which are bad, honour

their language, customs and manners, reward the learned

and the orators, heal the scars of war by releasing

prisoners, and please your subjects by remission of taxes

:

this was the advice given to the Vijigisu by Kautilya

—

this was the policy followed by the Romans in

framing their pace H\oman

a

; the same policy has

also been consistently followed by the British in laying

down the foundation-stone of the pax BrUannhca.

Deviation from this policy of consolidation and concilia-

tion after conquest spelt the ruin of the Roman Empire

and will inevitably lead to the ruin of every empire of the

present or of the future. Thus says Kautilya

:

1 Aiihasastra, VII., Hi.
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TO q^^q^q^fSre m *faf ^cT. rT<?qifa WS^t
SJTqimi ^tTff^^t ^^SHrVfaf ^ ^T^feqqfcrSRqi^f

qnTim i <p??;i?swg*3qi*ri ^ qTtqi€tm*ri ^ *rf^3*tf%?N-

#*t qw q^^^^^f 3TTO qn*imi 'srqqfUC sTrafag-

f%?mt ^T HHf^^T^qf^WT qsmimi ^SjfaT^rT qtw

qTSq^Rq^Tf%cT 5RTT% ^Tqim • W% rmj?*§to: q^n^mTCTcj'

^m: q<5SRTR^^r^T qqifag^fcrSTTcT. ; <TO fq^t ^ftf !RT#^
;

3wq<sn^gvrr*r ^t i qftsr^^^T^wq^TO g^qfoafo: qtr-

^T^q^R qftqifa ; fffqw^f ^TrfSc^ • qfifafa^qqreWRilci i

^q^Tf?»% qT £$ ftqsritf^fa | i^r\^—ifa ^tq^Tq§rT:, FT

fq^-fq^^qt^T^n | ^T* qq^tf^T I

A. S., XIV., i.
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CHAPTER IX

The Agents, Instruments and the Methods

oi "Warfare

The agents employed by a state in ancient Indian

warfare were twofold : (i) the armed forces of the state

and (ii) the spies. Besides these, wild tribes were fre-

quently employed either to fight the wild tribes similarly

used by the enemy, or to harass the march and

progress of the enemy in the rear. The armed forces of

the state, it has been observed before,' were under strict

military discipline. They carried arms openly, 2 and were

under the orders of officers
:i and carried flags, ensigns 4

and wore distinctive uniforms."' According to Kautilya,

for every ten members of each of the constituents of the

army there must be one commander called padika ; ten

padikas were placed under a Senapati and ten Senapatis

were placed under the command of a Nayaka.

The armed forces of a state were divided into various

classes according (i) to the degree of trust that could be

imposed on each constituent part, and (ii) secondly

according to the vehicle used by each.

1 Vide supra.

* " ^p£^3Wl«13T^cr?ii "—A.S., X., 5.

3 Arthasastra , X., 6.

4 " ^ g?jqta«*3iq?n=fnfa: sg^r^t ^iqsfa w—a. s., x., 6.

Sukra, IV., vii.
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Thus, Sukracharyya lays down the following Table :

—

Army.

Own. Of the allies.

Mula Sadyaska
(having been (i.e., having
under him been for a
for a long short time),

time)
(hereditary).

Heroic. Not heroic.

Trained. Untrained. The deserters Those won
from the over from the
enemy's enemy,
ranks.

Kautilya describes the various kinds of army thus :

—

(i) Mania hereditary army
;
(ii) hired army

;
(Hi) Sreni

army; (iv) friend's army; (v) the army composed of

wild tribes (or altera). The exact time of recruiting

and employing each kind of army has been clearly set

forth by Kautilya, but that chapter luminous in the art

of warfare does not interest us vitally at this point. It is

difficult to understand what the Arthasastras mean by
" ^'St^f." They are obviously a corporation of soldiers

but is the corporation a corporation subject to the

control of the state itself ? Or, does the corporation of

soldiers form a band of condottieri as in the middle
ages? If the latter, then the passage 1

in Kautilya 's

Arthasastra which urges the employment of the Srenibala

when the enemy is desirous of carrying on treacherous

fight becomes inexplicable. And yet it is almost certain

that there existed corporations also within the state. 2

Kautilya does not seem to look with much favour on
the chief of such a corporation and he recommends the

'

k
' «fta^^ffHTJ#N*TT^^W«rat^T5f "—A. S., VII., 8-9.

ufcral^i ^arenrrwiT^ ufafts^wt ^q^q^K : " sfa ^'iffarwrei

—

a .s ix 2

18
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adoption of various secret measures to discredit him in the

estimation of his corporation and even to put an end to his

life. Such an attitude of mind is only possible when

the chief of a corporation ventures to become a sort of

" imperittm in imperio."

Sukracharyya's list does not contain the name of

•Mdc^H or wild tribes. They do not appear to have been

amenable to the rules of International Law for they

hankered after plunder and had to be rewarded by raw

produce, fot ^srerrefvrcrTTffa^i f^^tqijff m ^sftt
1 They

do not seem to have been regarded as " regulars " of an

army, and they performed the functions of "guerilla

troops" of the present times. They were engaged against

wild tribes of a similar nature and for the purpose

of harassing the rear of an enemy's army.

Armies were also divided according to the nature of

the vehicle used for warfare. There were thus four kinds

of armies : infantry, car warriors, cavalry and elephant

men. Besides these regular forces, there were separate

companies of men and animals who were entrusted

with the duties of supplying weapons and ammunition

to the fighting lines from the stores in the rear and of

removing the wounded from the lines. These formed what

we now call the ' labour corps.
5 Thus says Kautilya

:

" The examination of camps, roads, bridges, wells and rivers

;

carrying the machines, weapons, armours, instruments and provisions;

1
Cf- also ^ii^^^rra

:

fq»mg^re|^*T^fttf%^Tw^%^t^i i+H*wr*9:-

* a. s., IX., 2.

1 Arthasastra, X.,'4.
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carrying away the men that are knocked down, along with their

weapons and armours—these constitute the work of free-labourers."

It has already been observed that specially humane
treatment was accorded to the wounded. The army was
generally followed by physicians and nurses. From a
passage in Kautilya we learn, that some of these nurses

were women :

" Physicians with surgical instruments, machines, remedial oils

and cloth in their hands ; and women vnth prepared food and beverage,

should stand behind, uttering encouraging words to fighting men "
:

Thus, women-nurses alleviated the sufferings of

the wounded and the dying at least two thousand

years before Europe had organised her " Red-Cross

"

societies.

The army employed a very large number of spies.

They were the "eyes and ears" of the king. 2 He was to

look through their eyes, for says Kamandaka, " he that

does not look through their eyes, stumbles down, out of

ignorance, even on level grounds for lie is said to be blind."

They have been compared to the sun in energy and

to the wind in movements, and the qualifications required

of them were of an exacting character* : They must

have been persons skilled in the interpretatiou of

internal sentiments by conjecture and by external

1 Arthasastra, X., 3,

' Kam., XII., 27.

• Ibid, XII., 30.

• Ibid, XII., 29.
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gestures, accurate of memory, polite and soft in speech,

agile in movements, capable of bearing up with all sorts

of privations and difficulties, ready-witted, and expert in

everything.

dam*™* cttc ^'wftraftropi II
1

As already observed, they had to serve their period of ap-

prenticeship in an institute for espionage whose rules were

very strict and which did not allow spies to know each other.

Spies were employed not simply to gain information or

to watch the movements of the enemy but also for

the purposes of sowing dissension, for capturing the

enemy's fort, country or camp with the aid of "weapons"
" poison," or " fire," for 2 the purposes of most brutal

assassinations of kings, 3
chiefs of the army, leading

citizens, such as the councillors as well as for all

purposes of devastation 4 and cutting off the supplies

of the enemy. Espionage was not regarded with disfavour

in ancient India and the ancient Hindus knew how to look

sternly at facts and did not attempt to cloak their respect

for humanity by elaborate rules like the civilized nations

of the present times. The spies, however, in ancient India

were regarded as ordinary ' combatants * and a short

swift sentence of death was not generally passed on them.

Their patriotism was recognised and nowhere is it laid

down in the Dharmasastras or in the Arthasastras that

a spy should be put to death instantaneously. An assassin

or an arson of course deserved the extremest penalty

allowed by law or imposed by necessity, but the spies

as a class were not placed outside the pale of humanity.

1 Kam., XII., 25.

2 Arthasastra, XII.. I.

Ibid.

* Ibid, XI T., 4.
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Instruments.

Weapons, according to Sukracharyya, were divided into

two classes : Astra and Sastra. Astra is that which is

thrown or cast down by means of charms, machines of fire.

Astra is therefore, broadly speaking, of two kinds,

charmed or tubular. Sastras are weapons by which

cuts could be inflicted. It is not our present purpose to

go into details about the large varieties of weapons used

in ancient Indian warfare. International Law is concerned

more with the prohibitions of the use of certain

kinds of instruments in warfare rather than with their

utility.

The Manusamhita ' prohibits the use of certain

kinds of instruments in warfare such as those which

are barbed, poisoned or the points of which are blazing

with fire :

Let us take up the question of poisoned arrows first.

Poisoned arrows were used in early stages of civilisation

in almost every country. Thus, when Odysseus had

gone to Ephyra to procure a deadly drug for smearing

his arrows, Ilus refused to give it to him, on the

ground that the gods would not sanction such an act

:

(pa p/j.aKov avSpotyo''vov Stfafiei/os
,s

o(ppa 01' '« itj

io
y
vs x'pitadai xa\K

N

7jpea r 'aAA'o /ueV o'v o i

Suk^v, eiret p
x

a Oto'vs vefie<n£eTo at*v eoyras -

Poisoned arrows were certainly used during the Vedic

times. Thus, in a hymn of the Eigveda two distinct kinds

of arrows are referred to : the one is poisoned (or alakta)

and has a head of horn (rur-sirsni) ; the other is copper,

Manu, VTL, 90.

Odysseus. I., 261-3.
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bronze or iron headed (^Rftijw)- Poisoned (f^*) arrows

are also mentioned in the Atharvaveda. Thus says the

Rigveda :

'

Now to the shaft with venom smeared, tipped with deer-horn,

with iron mouth,

Celestial, of Parjanya's seed, be this great adoration paid.

Loosed from the bowstring fly away, thou arrow, sharpened by our

prayer,

Go to the foemen, strike them home, and let not one be left alive.

And Atharvaveda

:

From the tip have I exorcised the poison, from the anointing and

from the feather socket : from the barb (spastka), the neck,

the horn, have I exorcised the poison.

Sapless, O arrow ! is thy tip ; likewise thy poison is sapless ; also thy

bow of a sapless tree, O sapless one ! is sapless.

They who mashed, who smeared, who hurled, who let loose—they

all made impotent; impotent is made the poison mountain. 2

And again,

Like an arrow, smeared, O Lord of men, like an adder, O Lord of

cattle—that arrow of the Brahman is terrible ; with it he

pierces the insulting. 3

Long before the time when Mann's Code was reduced

to writing however, the advance of humanitarianism led

to the disuse of poisoned arrows. No grounds of humanity

could possibly be urged against arrows blazing with fire

unless it were superstition or ignorance (which similarly

condemned the use of the fatal ' cross bow ' during

mediaeval times), and therefore their use continued. Thus,

in an obstinate siege-warfare, fire-arrows were recom-

mended by Kautilya with one great limitation, viz., that

" when a fort could be captured by other means, no attempt

1 R. V., VI., 75, 15-16, Griffith.

4 A. V., IV., 6, 7, Whitney.

* A. V., V., 18, 15, Whitney. See also V., 31, 4.
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should be made to set fire to it." A kind of stick painted

with inflammable mixture and wound round with a bark

made of hemp, zinc and lead was called a " fire arrow."

3*1 (by inflammable powder) ^t^%h: 3T^H^q4^3fe<i)
^THf T^TfjsnfftT: ' These arrows were not generally used

in wars. Evidence of this fact is deducible from the list

of the weapons given by Kautilya, to be kept in charge of

the Superintendent of the royal armoury. 2 These weapons
were probably generally made use of although the possi-

bility for the use of certain delusive and destructive con-

trivances as mentioned by Kautilya in his chapter on siege

warfare, had not been lost sight of and the Superintendent

of armoury was advised to stock these latter kinds of

weapons along with all new inventions of workmen :

The range of arrows in those days must have been verv

limited and military necessity must have taxed the ingen-

uity of skilled workmen to find out a device by which
persons and things at a distance could be struck. In the

list of weapons mentioned by Kautilya Sarvatobhadra and
Jamadagnya have been mentioned—the one was according

to the commentator a cart with wheels and capable of

rapid revolution ; when rotated, it threw stones in all

directions. It resembled the iC
catarpillar " invented bv

the Assyrian experts of old. Jamadagnya was another

contrivance for shooting arrows.

It is not the place here to discuss whether the ancient

Hindus knew the gunpowder and the gun although the

vital interest attached to the subject perhaps requires a

passing mention. It has however been one of the articles

of faith in military circles, that Europe owes its knowledge

1 Arthasastra, XIII., 4.

" Ibid, II., 18.

8 ma, n.,518.
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of gunpowder to the Saracens, a knowledge which dealt

the death-blow to chivalry and ushered in a revolution in

warfare, specially in siege warfare. We have several

passages in Sukranitisara which clearly prove that the

ancient Hindus knew the use of guns. Thus says Sukra-

charyya

:

" People expert in military instruments know of diverse agencies

named aslras and mstras, varying according to short or large size and

the nature and mode of the sharp edges. The nalika astro} is known

to be of two kinds according to size, large or small. The short or

small nalika is the cylindrical instrument to he used by infantry and

cavalry and having an oblique and straight hole at the origin, the

length of five vitastis or two cubits aud a half, a sharp point both at the

forefront and at the origin, which can be used in marking the objective,

which has fire produced by the pressure of a machine, contains stone

and powder at the origin, has a, good handle at the top, has an inside

hole of the breadth of the middle ringer, holds gunpowder in the

interior and has a strong rod. The instrument strikes distant objects

according as the bamboo or bark is thick and hollow and the balls are

long and wide. The large nalika is that which has a post or wedge

at the origin or breech, and according to its movements, can be

pointed towards the aim, has a wooden frame and is drawn on

carriages : if well used, it leads to victory." 2

v^\ uifl^wfefrtsrf^j <m ^t ii wt?t *wm wsm vijft&j sn#?%: i

^TOfaTr^JVn ?P5nF^f^iT^rj( i fw spJn^l^ftr^' wfg^ u

^n^ftr^n'Epqt'fsiraf^fi^jft ^*t i jqf^wM'nswn: siit ^sit qq ^t i

q?n gtsii g a^mi*' *rci ^fasrurra:* i

* * * *

wi ^rsr" wwift^ iiufe <r*n ctwt ii ^fwSi tw^j «j<*fat«(<f<i!W ^ 1

*j^^ fei^i») ctj^^n^HWTf^ ?ra i fan lyi ?frtu«v«J cW €tarw*u ^ ii

??m' nwz\<m ^'-j# Pw4m<s*( h -Jidl^tM^ ?*T«tfasifansj cro^ ii

- Sarkar's translation.
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Thus evidently the passage quoted here, points to the

inevitable conclusion that the author of these lines at any

rate knew the gun (the rifle) and the cannon. These

weapons, continues the author, may be made of iron or

of some other metal and must be kept clean. He also

gives a composition of gunpowder :
" Five palas of Suvarchi

salt, one. pala of sulphur, one pala of charcoal from the

wood of arka, snuhi and other trees burnt in a manner

that prevents the escape of smoke, e.g., in a closed vessel,

have to be purified, powdered, and mixed together, then

dissolved in the juices of .snuhi, arha and garlic, then

dried up by heat and finally powdered like sugar. The
substance is called gunpowder." " Experts," continues the

author, " make gunpowders in various ways and of white

and other colours according to the relative quantities

of the constituents :—charcoal, sulphur, subarchi, stones,

harital, lead, hingul, iron filings, camphor, jafu, indigo,

juice of sarala tree, etc." These passages have been

regarded as subsequent interpolations. The mention of

rnf^i^f occurs only in the passages mentioned above.

Sukracharyya does not however, repeat his ideas about

" •ttfera?
" in his book. The whole conception of the

gun, the cannon and the gunpowder is so very modern,

contend the advocates of the ' interpolation theory,'

that it could not possibly have found a place in a text

book on Nitisastra at such an early date as that of

Sukracharyya. Dr. Ray has proved, however, the indi-

genous origin of Hindu alchemy and it is also in evidence

that saltpetre was mentioned by Charaka and Susruta.

From this it cannot be argued of course, that the Hindus

of Sukra's date possessed a competent knowledge of guns

and gunpowder.

Kautilya's iVrthasastra, however, gives us valuable

hints on the point. In his chapter on " siege-warfare,"

he gives directions for the preparation of various kinds

19
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of inflammable powders. Thus, small balls prepared from

the mixture of Sarala devadaru (tree), putitrina or

stinking grass, gwggulu, sriveshtako (turpentine), the

juice of sarja and lac combined with dungs of an ass,

camel, sheep and goat are inflammable.

The mixture of the powder of prijla, the charcoal

of avalguja, wax and the dung of a horse, camel and

cow is an inflammable powder to be hurled against the

enemy. 2

sft»r: i

Inflammable powders could be used against a besieged

enemy by various contrivances. Thus, they could be

tied to the tails of various kinds of birds such as the

vulture, crow, parrot, maina, pigeon, etc., and they

could be set at large towards the forts. This could be

done only when the besieging army was almost at

the very gates of the fort, If the camp of the besieging

army, however, was at a distance, then archers from

an elevated place might aim " fire arrows " at the fort

and thus set fire to it. Now the question naturally

arises, how could the balls mentioned above be used ?

Animals could not very well carry them, neither

could they be hurled against an enemy from a distance.

Some contrivance therefore, must have existed for the

effective use of balls against the fort of the enemy. Was

that contrivance the •nfsraf of Sukracharyya ? It is

difficult to answer the question from the Arthasastra of

Kautilya unless we make bold to identify the ' fire arrow
'

1 Arthasastra, XIII, 4.

» Ibid.
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with a wooden rifle.' It is almost certain however, that

the mechanical composition given by Kautilya of a

second kind of inflammable powder is almost identical

with the com position of the second variety of gunpowder

mentioned by Sukracharyya. Thus says Kautilya :

So, the ingredients were (i) the powder of all the

metals as red as fire, (it) the mixture of the powder of

kumbhi, (Hi) lead, (iv) trapu (zinc), mixed with char-

coal powder of the flowers of (v) paribhadraka (deodar),

(vi) paldsa and (vii) hair and with oil, wax and turpen-

tine. It will be seen that powdered metals, lead and

zinc as well as charcoal powder mixed up with the other

substances produce a kind of inflammable powder.

The recipe of Sukracharyya for preparing gunpowder

is as follows : (i) charcoal, (ii) sulphur, (iii) suvarchi,

(iv) stones, (v) harital, (vi) lead, (vii) hingul, (viii) iron

filings, (ix) camphor, (x) jatu, (xi) indigo, (xii) juice of

Sarala tree,
3
etc. It will be seen, therefore, that the con-

stituent elements of gunpowder in both Ivautilya's

Arthasastra and Sukranitisara agree. Even if the

passages in Sukranitisara be regarded as interpolations,

the passages in the Arthasastra cannot be regarded as

"literary fraud" and therefore, the inevitable conclusion

is that the ancient Hindus knew the composition of gun-

powder and actually used it, in whatsoever rudimentary

a form it might be, at least fifteen hundred years before

the Saracens introduced it to Christian Europe.

1 HirefaiH. arm^g^ta ^wtfscft wrfsniwjr: i
v - S. xm. i.

3 Ibid.

3
Cf, ;ils<» the Mahabharata, Srmt.i. LXTX.. i5 :

" He should plant on the ramparts

of his forts Sataghnia and other weapons."
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As observed before, these inflammable powders were

regarded as ^rsrra and were very sparingly used. Bom-

bardments of besieged towns according to ancient practice

were very common but even Kautilya recognized the fact

that when a fort could be captured by other means, no

attempt should be made to set fire to it. As remarked

before, the reasons assigned by Kautilya do credit both to

the head as well as the heart of the great exponent of

ancient Hindu diplomacy :

flwf *ranmfo t^ toot u*fo i

'

Kautilya's Arthasastra conclusively proves also that

the ancient Hindus knew very well the composition of

many kinds of asphyxiating gases but not even Kautilya

advocates their indiscriminate use even in the most

stubborn siege-warfare :

" The smoke caused by burning the powder of piitikita

(a stinking insect), fish, katutumbi (a kind of bitter

gourd), the bark of satakardama (a kind of tree) or the

powder of putikita, kshudrala (the resin of the plant)

and hemavidari ;
the smoke caused by burning the leaves

of p?dikaranja, yellow arsenic, realgar, the seeds of ganja,

the chaff of the seeds of red cotton asphota, khacha

and the dung and urine of a cow causes blindness.'2

Similarly, the roots of kali, kwshihd, nada
t
satavari, or

the powder of a snake, the tail of a peacock krikana, and

pahchkushtha together with the chaff causes smoke and

thereby destroys the eyes of all animals."" Similarly, there

1 A. S., XITL, 4.

Arthasastra, XIII., 4.

* Ibid, XIV., 1 :

*g**«3gnm*fl<*fl w. i—a. b., xiv.. i.
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were j^ases which could cause instantaneous death. All

these asphyxiating gases and shells, if used, would

have rendered the theatre of war a veritable hell.

They were perhaps very rarely used, if ever: and

antidotes were known against these hellish devices.

Thus a man could render his eyes secure not by-

masks but by the application of ointments and of

medicinal " water-burns." The opening lines of Bk.

XIV, however, lead one to the belief that the secret

methods of injuring an enemy were used not collectively

in warfare but rather individually against certain persons

by Mlechchkas and such other spies who could assume the

disguises of idiots, dumb, deaf and blind persons, etc.

Fortunately for civilisation it was difficult to conceive

of an army of ' miserable mortals ' and therefore, it is

quite probable that the institution of four castes, the

humanity of the people, the momentum of tradition

would revolt against the indiscriminate use of such

Machiavellian tactics in warfare.

As regards the methods of warfare, the difference

between Dharmajuddha and Kutajuddha has been pointed

out before. A q4l*ffi stood for honourable fight guided

bv all the laws of chivalry. In Dharmajuddha, declaration

followed commencement of hostilities and the king .showed

the trust-character of his office, by exhorting his soldiers

See also pp. 409-410, Arthasastra, Mysore Ed. It is difficult to identify the con-

stituent elements, but these chapters in Kantilyn's Arthasastra testify to the great

advance that some people, at any rate, in ancient India made in the science of

alchemy.
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just on the eve of the battle thus :
" I am a paid servant

like yourselves ; this country is to be enjoyed together with

you
;
you have to strike the enemy specified by me." 1

The fjZ^pT on the other hand, resembled the "heraldless and

truceless wars " among the Greeks yO^ * a^pwcTos *ai ao-7iw8os

and actual operations began with the commencement of

hostilities: ijsj ^ i?^<<!!<*MT: ^tZg^rfcl^:. Political expe-

diency dictated the adoption of this form of warfare in

all cases by a king" when he did not possess a strong army,

when he did not succeed in his intrigues or when he

could not secure a position favourable to himself." It was

then that the grim doctrine of " state necessity " applied :

The methods chiefly employed in a ^£?J^ could be classified

under, (?') Devastation, (ii) Stratagems, (Hi) Assassination,

(iv) Poison. All these methods received their sanction

from political expediency and not from international or

interstatal morality.

Devastation in a limited form has been sanctioned by

Internationa] Law at all times according to the military

exigencies of the army. Thus, according to Grotius,8 only

such ravage is tolerable as in a short time compels the

enemy to seek peace and even this restriction on the

theory of unlimited destruction was hedged round by

further limitations. Yattel * authorised unlimited destruc-

tion of a hostile territory in two cases, firstly, against the

onrush of a nation of barbarians and, secondly, when the

1 Arthasa«tra, x., 3. «'jw^ faf^ejnsi^ ^fe; q'%at z^' mw-

- Arth&saatra, X., 2.

1 Grotius, ML, 12.

+ Vattel : III., §K)7.(iS.
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need " for making a barrier for covering a frontier against

an enemy who could not be stopped in any other way,"
was imperative. The Hague Regulations allow destruc-

tion of enemy's property only when < k such destruction is

imperatively demanded by the necessities of war.'
5

Tin;

same theory with regard to devastation was held in ancient

India. Thus says the Mahabharata :
" A king should

(on the approach of the enemy) set the inhabitants of

the woods on the highroads (these are the ^reffa^r),

and if necessary, cause whole villages to be removed,

transplanting all the inhabitants to minor towns or the

outskirts of great cities He should himself with-

draw all stores of grain. Tf that becomes impossible, he

should destroy them completely by fire. He should

set men for destroying the crops on the field of the

enemy. Failing to do this, he should destroy these

crops by means of his own troops. He should destroy all

the bridges over the rivers in his kingdom. He should

bale out the waters of all the tanks in his dominions, or

if incapable of baling them out, cause them to be poisoned

He should destroy all the smaller forts of his

kingdom. He should also cut down all the smaller trees

excepting those called Chaitya. He should cause the

branches of all the larger trees to be lopped off, but he

should not touch the very leaves of those called Chaitya." 1

Kautilya in his Arthasastra recommends the devastation

of the enemy's country through the help of wild tribes,8

and if the enemy aided by his friend shut himself up in

an impregnable fort, then his neighbouring enemies might

be employed to lay waste his territory. 5 •

1 Mahabharata-. Santi-Raj, LX1X., 35 et ffg. tr. Pratapchandra Ray.
2 A. S., XII., 1.

5 Arthasastra, XIII., 3 :
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Conquerors, according to Kautiiya are of three kinds,

(*)a just conqueror, (ii) a demon-like conqueror, and (Hi) a

greedy conqueror. The just conqueror remains satisfied

with mere obeisance. The greedy conqueror hankers

after gain in the shape of dominions or of wealth. The

demon-like conqueror satisfies himself not merely by

seizing the land, treasure, sons and wives of the con-

quered, but by taking the very life of the conquered him-

self.
1 Stratagems as ruses practised on the enemy were fre-

quently resorted to specially in le *t«^j^ or the ' battle

of intrigues ' proving tin f the general maxim that

war is a conflict of wits inch as it is a conflict of

arms. Such stratagems w. ,

;e generally practised by *rNw

spies but they did not extend to the breach of sacred obliga-

tions such as would correspond, for instance, to the viola-

tion of nags of truce in modern times.

Assassinations for public purposes by spies were

regarded with approval in ancient as well as in mediaeval

times. Grotius justified such assassinations if carried out

bond fide. Kautiiya recommended cold-blooded murder

of kings, chiefs of the army, chiefs of corporations and

other councillors. These assassinations were however

committed by spies who were liable to the extremest

penalty of law when actually caught. Wholesale poisoning

was frequently resorted to. As already pointed out, the

use of poisoned arrows or the practice of poisoning

of wells was not approved. The Mahabharata prohi-

bited the poisoning of wells and tanks and "suspicion

in respect of the seven branches of administration." 2

• .

1 q^tsfw^iTfr ^i^ltHf^r^ ?fa i Twwiwfsn ^faat rpjfai

^mfagrat n—A. S., XII., i.

- Mahabharata : Sanbi-Raj, OIII., 10. From another passage of the Santiparva,

LXIX, it would appear however, that poisoning of tanks \t;ib one of the means of
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Poisoning of individuals or the cattle of the enemy was

however not prohibited by the Arthasastras. Thus spies

under concealment might capture the enemy's fort,

country or camp with the aid of weapons, poison, or fire.
1

Kautilya's Arthasastra lays down elaborate rules for the

administration of poison by spies with almost matchless

precision and cold-bloodedness. Thus, spies residing in

enemy's country as traders could sell poisoned liquors to

soldiers. 2 Spies under the garb of servants might sell

poisoned grass and wa' *• and thus kill the enemy's

cattle, horses and elepn *** Prostitute-spies might

entice away young princes,
n

of corporations or of

the army, who frequently paid J usages of their sin in the

shape of ignominious death. Spies under the disguise

of cooks could mix poison with food and thereby cause

death. All these counsels are perhaps counsels of perfec-

tion in black art, because, no state would permit the

universal administration of poison within its territory by

the spies of its enemy ; and yet a publicist is astounded by

the liberal treatment accorded to the spies by kings in

ancient India. They were not branded as a class, nor

were they put to death the moment they were recognised

Thus states on the eve of a war swarmed with spies and

Bhisma4 advised the expulsion of beggars, cartmen,

eunuchs, lunatics and maimed persons so that they might

not be employed for such nefarious purposes. In places

of public resort, in tirthas, in assemblies and in the

devastation. Such contamination of water does not seem to be prohibited even

by the Hague conferences. Such contaminations took place both during the Boer

War as well as during the recent European War. See General Maurice's book on the

Boer War.

1 A. S., XIL, 1.

»-* A. S., XII., 4.

* Mahabharata: Santi-Raj, LXIX.. 49-51.

20
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houses of the citizens the king set on foot competent

spies.
1 Thus was attempted a partial check on the weird

activities of a disciplined system of universal espionage

in ancient India.

1
Cf. Arthasastra, XIV.. 1.

Cf. also Arthasastra, XIII., 1

TOiddwt'www: it—A. S., XIV., 1.
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CHAPTER X

Neutrality

There is an almost universal consensus of opinion

among publicists that nations in antiquity had no clear

cut ideas about Neutrality. " Since in antiquity, there

was no notion of an International Law, it is not to be

expected that neutrality as a legal institution should have
existed among the nations of old. Neutrality did not

exist even in practice, for the belligerents never recog-

nised an attitude of impartiality on the part of other

states.
1 " One of the grounds for this mistaken notion

is that in antiquity as well as in mediaeval times there

was a total absence of a proper vocabulary of neutrality.

The Romans spoke of neutrality as medii, amid or pacatt.

Grotius devoted very little attention to neutrality. He
established only two rules relating to neutrality in the

chapter entitled De his, qui in bello medii sunt. The first

rule related to the justice or injustice of the causes of

the belligerents and neutrals were advised not to help a

belligerent whose cause was unjust. The second rule

again dealt with distributive justice or equality of treat-

ment towards both the belligerents. Bynkershoek does

not use the term neutrality but calls "neutrals" ' non-

hostes ' and describes them as belonging to no party. In

the seventeenth century, "the terms neutral and neutra-

lity occur in a Latin and a German dress as well as in

English, but they had to be adopted into the French

language before their use became general." Vattel writing

in 1758, spoke of neutre and neutralite.

1 Oppenheim : International Law, II., 347,
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Modern researches have, however, led to discoveries

which might almost discredit the theory of publicists like

Oppenheim. Thus, in Greece the terms commonly used to

express neutrality were rfryx^v ay«v, r)<rvXa£eiv (to keep quiet),

/iTjSeTepcK /^Sercpos (to be of neither party) and 0181a p.£o-ov, €Ktov

(jxo-ov KadrjcrOac (the party occupying an intermediate posi-

tion). These words, of course, merely imply abstention

from hostilities but do not imply the positive and the

negative aspects of neutrality. The doctrine of neutrality

did not find a congenial soil in the all-absorbing ambition

of Rome. Her customary attitude was expressed by one

phrase " either for or against "
; no intermediary position

was conceded or even admitted. Thus says Livy l—
" media nulla via est Romanos aut socios aid hostes

habeatis oportet"

In ancient India Asana or neutrality formed one of

the six forms of state policy. Vatavyadhi declared that

peace and war were the only two forms of state policy :

Kautilya, however, voted in favour of the six and defined

neutrality as ^ffonj^nfl*!
2 or indifference. In the

Kautilyan circle of states the two kings who did

not identify themselves with the fafsnftg or the 'srf*

or their client states, were the nism king and

the <3^T^fa king. The word *\\3W occurs in one passage of

the Rigveda 3 and in another passage of the Atharvaveda. 1

There is a difference of opinion among scholars as to

the meaning of the word but the most accepted

interpretation is that of an " arbitrator," although the

1 Livy, XXXII., 21.

f Arthasastra, VII., 1.

E. V., X., 97, 12.

' A. V , IV., 9, 4. "Of whomsoever, O ointment, thon creepest over limb after limb,

joint after joint, from rhenee (lion drivest away the yaksma like a formidable

madhyamaci." Roth assigns the meaning intercessor to mudhyamacl
; Zimmer accepts

it in the sense of a 'mediator." Whitney considers this meaning "implausible"

Hud suggests "midmostman." Of. also Kam., VIII., 16, and Manu, VII., 158.
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definition of a Madhyama king in Kautilya would lead one

to agree with Geldner in translating n\sm as a " neutral

'

?

king. Thus Kautilya defines a tiWl king as one occupy-

ing territory close to both the Vijigisu and his immediate

enemy in front and who is capable of helping both of

rhem, or resisting either of them individually.

A Madhyama king is the head of a sovereign state hav-

ing under its control ' the client states.' 2 A ^T^rfa king on

the other hand, is one whose dominions lie beyond the

territories of the other kings of the circle of states and who
is very powerful, capable of helping the sovereign states

such as those under the Vijigisu, the Ari and the

Madhyama king " either taken together or individually,

or of resisting any of them individually."

Thus, from the definition of the w*2m and ^refto it wilt

be seen that the ancient Indian conception of neutrality

made a nearer approach to the mediaeval conception of

neutrality of Grotius and Rachel rather than the developed

ideas of neutral attitude in modern times but it is not true

to say that the ancient Indians did not understand an atti-

tude of neutrality at all. If we trace the development of

the idea of neutrality in mediaeval times in Europe we shall

be in a position to understand the Hindu idea of neutra-

lity. According to Grotius' views neutral states were bound

to abstain from active participation in the hostilities

A. S., VI., 2.

Vide supra.

A. S., VII.,' 2.
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between the belligerents. The idea was also abroad in the

middle ages of Europe that a neutral state must be either

weak or mean-spirited. The same views seem to have been

held by Kautilya "
«r *f q*t Tr¥ q^gq^' im: " fSHS^ |'

But this was not all. Self-interest guided the ancient

Hindu theory of neutrality. Neutrality according to the

same author should be observed by a king when he

considered himself equal to his enemy in prowess, or when

he thought that his interests would be served better by

observing neutrality rather than by taking part in actual

hostilities.

gf% ^WSIrT
—

" 1 fl silt: qr qi^fn^q^' ; 11^ ?TO

3P*ffq^Tfl1qT : o*J€R*m S33TT?sftfaq 3T^# qT ^qf^T-

*33Rqft qi qf^^ " ^fl# £f%*TTfcl3cT ||

Thus the idea seems to have been entertained that

realization of self-interest, sometimes at any rate,

demanded the observance of neutrality : this was a

substantial step in advance in the growth and develop-

ment of the idea oi neutrality. Thus says Kautilya once

more

:

^rf^fq^^^rtrf q^qra^qftq^' 3T jnfaqsscT, ssnswsn^fa »r

According to ancient Hindu ideas, neutrality was of

three kinds : (i) sthana keeping quiet; asana (withdrawal

from hostilities) and upekshand (negligence). Keeping

quiet, after maintaining a particular kind of policy is

sthana; withdrawal from hostile actions for the sake of

one's own interests is asana ; and taking no steps against

an enemy is wpekshana.

wwwi*jq^f ^ranra^q^fcn: i fqsrq^j 5wq»^ «r' ;

1 Arthasastra. VII.. 1.

- Ibid, VII., 3.

' A. 8.. VTI . 4.
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Thus according: to the classification made above, sthana

and upekshana would he the two forms of neutrality

corresponding to "neutrality" of the present times.

Neutrality, according to Kautilya, might be preserved

even after the declaration of war ' under certain excep-

tional circumstances. A study of the Arthasastra would

lead us to the belief that observance or non-observance

of neutrality at any particular juncture was dictated by

considerations of state-interest or national policy, rather

than by the promptings of moral or juridical conscious-

ness. This view gains support from the desperate

attempts made by the Vijigisu and *he Art in the 'circle

of states' to catch hold of a neural king and from a
c

passage in Kautilya's Arthasastra it would appear that

a Madhyama king was regarded with "Teat disfavour

by a Vijigisu. 2

The theory of "enmity by distance" propounded by

Kautilya makes a Madhyama '« position almost unbearable

but the theory of the balance of power conclusively

proves that neutrality in ancient Indian polity was to a

large extent prompted by juridical consciousness.

Thus, if the Madhyama king attempted to overthrow the

balance of power within the circle of states then the

Vijigisu could incite the whole circle against him. From

Vide VII., 4.

A.S., VII., 13.

A. S., VII., 10.
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the dawn of civilisation, neutrality lias stood in the wav

of unbridled conquest unless the conqueror could by

disregard of alJ laws or rules of morality convert the

neutral into either a friend or a foe. A conquering king

was advised by Kautilya to seek the protection of the

Madhyama king and the Udasina king when they were

both esteemed by the circle of states.

A Madhyama king is neutral like the Udasina, but the

former is on the point of joining the fray while the

latter through negligence—as the name signifies it—or

through state-interest is desirous of maintaining a

neutral attitude.

A ruthless conqueror panting for a world-empire

like an Alexander, a ( aesar, a Louis XIV, a Napoleon

or a Wilhelm would not stop when the 'way is long and

the gate is narrow.' or when rules of International Law
stand in his way. They are all cast aside and the con-

queror marches on with ceaseless fury. It was for such

a conqueror that Kautilya wrote his Arthasastra and

with a cold cynicism unparalleled for boldness he re-

commended " a conqueror first to seize the territory of the

enemy close to his country, then that of the Madhyama

king"; "this being taken, he should seize the territory

of the neutral king. This is the first way to conquer

the world." 1

Such then in brief, are the ancient Hindu ideas of

neutrality. These ideas were much more developed than

those of the classical Greeks and the Romans and even

those of the European nations before the French Revo-

lution. The elaborate rules regarding neutrality framed by

' Arthasastra, XIII. 4.
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modern International Law are the triumph of the last two

centuries. Inspitc of these rules the last great war clearly

demonstrated once more the truth of the remark that weak

states cannot maintain an attitude of neutrality in a great

world -conflict. Ariolations of neutrality were very frequent

during the last war. Thus was Belgium violated ; so

was Chinese territory violated ; so did Chili protest

against the violation of her neutrality before the naval

battle off Valpariso ; so was Greece compelled to espouse

the cause of the Entente. The ancient Indians did not

frame elaborate rules for intercourse between neutral

states and belligerents partly because they lived thousands

of years before the triumph of modern civilisation and

to a very large extent because, war with them did not

absolutely put an end to all intercourse even betAveen the

belligerent states. Trade and commerce went on almost

uninterrupted l and therefore we do not meet with elaborate

discussions in the Arthasastras about the rights and

obligations of neutral powers.

1 Vide ante. Gf. also

Sfwqrrt^: q*#^ 3n*ffi*?fa^*T \vfar\— ''ctcTt? q*rg' q^UllT qi W\ % qfarl ,

iwifa^ fasfifl*?. ^jqjT^ qi cfer: q^qq^mifa'' fft i riajFqw: q^g *irs%:

—

'' qf^R^TW '*
?frf || ar^q^m 31 q^frsTTri fafa^ftq' ?1^ rf I r^SJ 3^^

^WH^g*^ fqsfit'fK'I cfiB*Trq«n: q^q »m?%g:— " Uri(WiqMfiy?T\i] "
jft l

A. S , IX.. 6.

21
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